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Cable rates to change
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In spite of the recent hot *wither, Danny Smith is out cutting dark-flred tobacco for Pat Wilson of New
Concord. Calloway County ranks second out of 120 counties in dark-fired tobacco production, ninth In
dark air-cured tobacco and 98th in burley production.

Bolin new MSU trustee
Ann Kelly Bolin of Murray,
co-owner of Ellis Popcorn, has
been named to a three-year term
as a trustee of the Murray State
University Foundation.
She is married to Joe Bolin, an
attorney who is also involved
with Ellis Popcorn. They have
two children. Allyson, a student
at MSU, and Clay.
Bolin and her family have been
major supporters of Murray State
through the years, establishing
scholarships in memory of her

father, Herman Kelly Ellis, and
her uncles, Frank and Holmes
Ellis.
The family has supported needbased scholarships, she said. She
plans to encourage the establishment of more scholarships which
are designed to help students who
otherwise would not nave the
financial means to attend Murray
State.
A native of Murray, she is a
graduate of Murray High School.
She has been involved with the

Chamber of Commerce's Council
for the Arts.
The 40-year-old family operated popcorn firm has plants
in Kentucky, Illinois and Indiana.
The firm distributes popcorn
throughout the United States and
many foreign markets.
The MSU Foundation was
established in 1946 for the purpose of assisting Murray State in
the accomplishment of its educational objectives.

National mag focuses on fair
By GINA HANCOCK
Managing Editor
When USA Weekend magazine hits the stands this
weekend, it will feature an
article on the Family Resource
Center of Calloway County
Schools.
Director Donna Herndon said
the magazine article focuses
on the Community Resource
Fair which the center held last
year as part of the National
Make A Difference Day sponsored by the publication.
Herndon said the magazine
sponsored a $1,000 prize for a
school project that made a
difference in the community.

The center did not receive the
prize, but a reporter this summer selected Calloway as the
focus of an article on the
event.
"The recognition is neat, but
we are still trying to get the
money. Recognition doesn't
buy prescriptions or underwear," Herndon said.
She said they had planned
to use the money in their
angel fund, which helps children with special needs.

50 CENTS

-•
Did last year's fair make a
difference in the community?
Herndon said there is no
question that it did.
Last November, the fair distributed 4,000 items of clothing, conducted 565 health
screenings and logged information for child protection
services.
Herndon said that part of
their goal for the fair was to
teach the children to do things
for themselves and others.
"Everyone needs to know
they can contribute and help.
The children collected 200

stations may require that their
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
signal be carried at no cost.
"When the cable
systems cannot retransprepares
to
lineup
As the fall
customer thinks of mitCable
a broadcast station's signal
hit the airwaves, local cable stawithout written consent from the
the Cable Act, he
tions are working to comply with
Programming can be
the regulations set forth under the
thinks of rote station.
withheld
in
demand of some form
1992 Cable Act dealing with rate
relief. 19
of compensation.
changes and transmission rights.
"If the must-carry option is
Beginning Sept. 1, customers
...Teresa Pickett
chosen, broadcast stations are
should notice some changes in
guaranteed placement and can
the rates they pay.
choose
cable channel placement,"
Cable
leaders
have
been
notified.
general
Ferguson,
Burnette
Pickett said. "If they choose the
manager of Murray Cablevision, customers should receive notifiretransmission consent, broadcassaid her office will be sending cation early next week.
ters forfeit their must-carry
Although subscribers are interout notification letters to customested in seeing their rates rights."
ers in the next few days.
After the first year, retransmisdecrease, Pickett said possible
Although the decrease in rates
programming changes are getting sion fees can be passed on to the
depends on the amount of equipcustomers, Pickett said.
the most attention.
ment the customer uses, the fee
Negotiations will end Oct. 6.
"Programming changes are the
for basic service will change, as At
that time, the broadcast station
will the preferred tier.
unitucNesi consequenc,L9L the
--Itss-the right to ask that its signal
Prior to Sept. 1, S9.95 was Cable Act," she said.
Under the provisions of the . be deleted from the cable system.
charged for the 16-channel basic
On the Cablevision system,
service. Now, basic service -will law,- local broadcast stations have
KBSI (Fox) and WPSD (NBC)
cost $9.20 and have 18 channels. been given the power to decide
The preferred tier, which
whether they will continue to be have selected the retransmission
includes 27 channels, used to cost part of the cable lineup or .consent option. Pickett said
WPSD has not contacted the
$10.53. Now. it will have 25
whether subscribers must use
channels and cost SI2.78.
their own rooftop or indoor cable company to discuss the
retransmission agreement.
"When the cable customer
antennae.
On the Murray Cablevision
thinks of the Cable Act, he thinks
-Local network affiliates are
of rate relief," said Teresa Pick- able to choose either the retrans- system, WPSD (NBC), KFVS
ett, government and community
mission consent option or the (CBS) and KBSI (Fox) have not
granted permission for their sigrelations coordinator of Cablevimust-carry option.
nals to be retransmitted.
sion in Benton. Cablevision oper"If the broadcast stations do
ates the cable system in Calloway
Retransmission consent means
not grant permission to retransmit
County.
that local television stations may
Pickett said she is unable to require local cable operators to the signals, we will have to
discuss the specific rate changes pay a fee for carrying their signal
until customers and political while must carry means that local • See Page 2

Did Observer blow up?
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
Some analysts suspect the
mipiing-in-action Mars Observer
was blown to bits before it ever
went into orbit around Mars.
NASA believes that's extremely unlikely. But with still no
word from the spacecraft, engineers cannot rule out the possibility that it sailed past Mars or was
destroyed or damaged, enAing the
$980 million mission.
"Unfortunately, we still have
no two-way communication or
one-way communication or, data
of any kind from the spacecraft,"
said Glenn Cunningham, project

manager of the mission run by
NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.
Engineers haven't heard from
the spacecraft since Saturday,
when it was due to pressurize its
thruster fuel tanks to prepare for
orbital entry on Tuesday.
A computer program was
designed to call Earth if the craft
hadn:t received commands in five
days. NASA hoped that signal
would come Wednesday. Nothing
came.
. betting it blew up on
Saturday," said John Pike, a
space policy analyst for the Fed-

eration of American Scientists in
Washington. "If it went off the
air when you're pressurizing the
fuel tanks, you'd expect a problem with the pressurization system, and that usually consists of
something between a small leak
and a big explosion."
A leak would have made the
Mars Observer tumble off course,
but "if it was a big explosion,
little bitty pieces," he
added.
ltsin
"I think it blew up," agreed
James Oberg, a Houston space
• See Page 2

HEADING BACK TO CLASS

Herndon said this year's fair
will once again coincide with
the Make a Difference Day
which will be Oct. 23 at East
•See Page 2
Elementary School.

Engineer says:
Firm forced to pay to get contracts
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

,7

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
An engineer testified today in
Bill Collins' extortion and conspiracy trial that his firm had to
make political contributions it
could not afford in order to get
the state highway contracts on
which it depended.
Herman J. "Joey" Hodskins of
Lexington said he and a partner

also were coerced into a disastrous horse deal.
Hodskins said he and other
employees of J.M. Crawford &
Associates, a small engineering
firm in Lexington, were told to
contribute $12,500 to the 1983
campaign of Collins' wife, former Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
The order was from Billy Wilcoxson, a top Collins fund raiser
and business partner of Bill Collins. Wilcoxson said "he would

have a lot of influence" on the
awarding of state contracts
because he would be part of a
"selection committee" with Bill
Collins and another fund raiser,
Lester "Mac" Thompson, Hodskins said.
The testimony came on the
ninth day of Bill Collins' trial in
U.S. District Court.
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AMY WILSON/Lsodger I Times Moto
Murray State University students returned from summer vacation this week and began classes
Wednesday.

• See Page 2
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Investigators expand Jackson case
By JEFF WILSON
Associated Prins Writior
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Police have expanded their lavesugation of Michael Jackson to
include his relationship with
three other boys, the Los Angeles
Times said today.
"They are even interviewing
friends of friends, to see if they
were told anything," the newspaper • quoted an unidentified
source as saying. The story did
not indicate that any of the other
boys identified as potential victims had alleged any wrongdoing
by Jackson.
Police have confirmed they
began an investigation of Jackson
on Aug. 17 but have given no
details.
A source said it began after a
13-year-old told a therapist the
pop star fondled him. Police
reportedly seized photos and videotapes over the weekend at
Jackson's Los Angeles condominium and Neverland ranch.

KENTUCKY
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In Los Angeles, an 11-year-old
boy went on television to defend
the entertainer. Brett Barnes of
Melbourne, Australia, told KNBC
that Jackson had given him
friendly hugs and kisses. They
also slept in the same bed, he
said, "but I was on one side of
the bed and he was on the other.
It was a big bed."
Barnes was at Jackson's ranch
with his mother and sister when it
was raided, KNBC said. The boy
met Jackson 18 months ago after
Jackson responded to a fan letter.
Brett said he was quesuoned
by investigators and denied Jackson had done anything improper.
"He wouldn't do anything like
that. He wouldn't touch people in
a different way that you
shouldn't," he said.
Jackson's lawyer, Howard
Weitzman, did not return calls
Wednesday.- But a day earlier
Jackson issued a statement denying any wrongdoing, and his security consultant said the allegations stemmed from a 520 million
extortion attempt.
Ptilice, however, said the consultant has not contacted them
about an extortion attempt.
Meanwhile, the entertainer's
family and friends rallied to his
defense.
"We know, as does the whole

II Cable...
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parents, brothers and sisters.
"Our entire family stands
firmly at his side," they said.
Judy Lewis, executive director
of the Make-A-Wish Foundation's Los Angeles chapter,
declined to comment on the Jackson investigation, but she said
Jackson is "is an idol in every
sense of the word for our kids,
and has been a very positive
influence on them." The foundation helps seriously ill children.
and Jackson has entertained some
of them at his ranch.

SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Aug. 20
•William B Beane, 69, Rt. 6 Murray, was arrested and
charged with contempt of Court.
Aug. 21
.Douglas Edwards, 24, 16th Street, was arrested on a
bench warrant after his bond was revoked.
*Robert Bryan Jeffery, 30, At. 1 Dexter, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication and third-degree criminal
mischief.
Aug. 22
*James Michael Parker, 38, At. 5 Benton, was arrested on
a bench warrant and charged with flagrant non-support.
•Monty Todd Dick, 28, At. 1 Hardin, was arrested and
charged with fourth-degree assault.
•Euel Franklin Lockhart, 67, Clarksville Tenn., was arrested
and charged with second-offense DUI, driving on DUI suspended license and displaying a fictitious operator's license.
Aug. 21
'Terry Estes, 32, At. 3 Murray, was arrested on a bench
warrant and charged with contempt of court.
•Gilbert Davis, 37, New Albany, Ind., was arrested on a
warrant and charged with flagrant non-support.

Pepsi, sponsor of the world
tour, said there are no plans to
cancel the tour or stop running
commercials featuring Jackson in
countries where he will appear.
But Charles H. Stern, a Los
Angeles talent agent, said Jackson's days as a product endorser
are over whether or not he is
vindicated.
"These types of allegations are
especially damaging. No one
remembers the retractions,"
Stern told the Los Angeles
Times. "All they remember are
the allegations."

NEW YORK (AP) — CBS has joined the nation's other major
television networks in backing down from demands that cable TV
operators pay large amounts of money to carry network programs,
The New York Times reported Thursday.
CBS reached an agreement with COITICASt Cabkvision, the thirdlargest U.S. cable operator, that allows Comcast to carry programs
from the seven stations owned by CBS, the newspaper said, citing
an, unidentified media executive.
The two companies will create a new cable channel devoted to
public affairs and news programming, and Comcast will pay CBS
an undisclosed fee to transmit its programming, according to the
Times.
CBS executives could not immediately be reached for comment
on the report.
The development follows deals reached by ABC, NBC and Fox
with cable operators for relatively small payments for retransmission rights, and ends the threat that cable viewers might not be able
to watch popular network shows.
The agreement would be a reversal of CBS' position on cable
programming. The network had initially supported the cable television act passed by Congress last year,'which allowed the networks
to demand cash from cable operators that broadcast their signals.
CBS had threatened to pull its stations off any cable system that
did not pay the fees.
4"
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MURRAY POLICE
Aug. 21
*Jonathan B. Hosford, At. 7 Murray, was arrested and
charged with shoplifting following a complaint from Kroger.
'Edna L. Stubblefield, Paris, Tenn., was arrested and
charged with shoplifting following a report from Wal-Mart.

world, that he has dedicated his
life to providing happiness for
young people everywhere," read
a statement signed by Jackson's

The Daily News of Los
Angeles reported Wednesday that
the alleged abuse included oral
sex during a relationship that
lasted several months.
The boy is at the center of a
bitter custody battle in which his
father has asked the boy's mother
to deny the youngster any contact
with Jackson, including phone
calls, according to court papers
made available Wednesday.
The papers do not say why the
boy should be barred from contacting Jackson or explain their
relationship. And Barry Rothman,
a lawyer for the father, refused to
comment.
The father is a Beverly Hills
dentist whose patients include
such celebrities as Christian Slater and studio chief Sherry
Lansing.
Meanwhile, Jackson, who turns
35 on Sunday. postponed a concert in Bangkok, Thailand, for the
second time today, citing illness
caused by his strenuous performance in his first concert there
on a sweltering evening Tuesday.
A recording was played for
reporters in which he apologized
to his fans and promised to perform Friday. Promoter Brian
Marcar said if Jackson couldn't
perform then, the concert would
be called off.

FROM PAGE 1
replace them, with other programming," Ferguson said. "We
are hoping an agreement will be
reached before the deadline."
Ferguson said her office has
received several calls from concerned subscribers who are worried the channels will be dropped
from the system.
"We will continue to carry the
NBC affiliate in Nashville and
the CBS affiliate," she said.

REPORTS

CRIMESTOPPERS
Aug. 26
Crimestoppers of Murray and Calloway County is offering a
$500 cash reward for information that leads to the arrest of
the person or persons involved in the theft of a white, shortbed 1992 Chevy pickup, with an estimated value of more than
$17,000, from Cain's AMC Jeep in Murray.
Another $500 cash reward is being offered for information
concerning the recent vandalism to mailboxes and road signs
in the City and County. These Crimes are under investigation
by the Murray Police Department and the Kentucky State
Police.
Anyone who has information can call Crimestoppers at
753-9500 and remain anonymous.

Koresh tried to call off fatal fire
TULSA, Okla. (AP) — David tear gas fired into the compound'
Koresh ordered the cult com- in an attempt to break the 51 -day
pound burned down in a bid to siege was the start of a raid.
take followers and federal agents
"What we think was in his
alike to their death, but screamed, mind was that he expected us to
"Don't light it up!" when he come in and mount a frontal tacrealized agents were retreating, a tical assault against the comFBI spokesman says.
pound. Once we were inside, he
The last-second order to hold would light it up and burn us up
back came too_ late, FBI agent with his own people," Ricks
Bob Ricks, the bureau's spokes- said.
man during the standoff, said
When agents retreated, Koresh
Wednesday. As many as 85 peo- trial to call off the fire, but it
Ole, none of them agents, died in was too late, he said.
the burning compound April 19
Ricks said of Koresh, "I never
near Waco. Texas.
wish ill will on anybody, but he's
In a speech to a civic group, one guy I'm glad who was in
Ricks said Koresh believed the there."

•National mag...
FROM PAGE 1
pairs of old eyeglasses for the
Lion's Club, as well as
collecting food items for Need
Line that were also distributed
during the fair," she said.
The fair was definitely a
community event with 363
people volunteering their time
and talent. Thirty-nine corn-

munity agencies participated in
the event.
Herndon said the fair is the
best way to inform the community about the programs
available.
"We tried to design an
event that got the information
to the people in a context
that was fun," she said.
This fall, Calloway has cer-

tified 100 more children that
have qualified for free or
reduced lunches.
Herndon said officials are
not sure how to explain the
increase, but she feels part of
it may be a greater awareness
of what programs are out
there for people who need
them.

III Observer...
FROM PAGE 1
historian.
But Cunningham said there
was less than a I-in-1,000 chance
it exploded. He said that the
tanks had backup pressure regulators and that the pressure
shouldn't have been strong
enough to rupture the tanks.
A helium tank used to pressur-

GFI (Ground Fault
CircuitInterrupter)

CLOSE
OUT

ize the fuel tanks had been
replaced when the Mars Observer
was being built because it had a
slow leak, Cunningham said. But
he said he still had no reason to
believe the fuel tanks burst.
NASA decided to cut back on
the full-time search because its
worldwide Deep Space Network
of dish-shaped antennas is needed

to track the Jupiter-bound Galileo
spacecraft, which is scheduled to
explore an asteroid on Saturday.
Cunningham said NASA would
keep trying to reach the Mars
Observer using more aggressive
computer commands, but "every
day without communications
clearly lessens any probability of
success."

$600 to $800 to Broadbent's
farm, Hodskins said.
It was a common tax shelter at
the time but their struggling company did not need one. Hodskins
said.
All the money had to be borrowed and took eight years to
repay, he said.
Wilcoxson had assured them
they could recoup their money
but he and Crawford lost about
$90,000 after the mare and her
foal were sold, Hodskins said.
WilCOXS011 "put us in a position where we couldn't turn him
down and we lost an enormous
amount of money."
Finally, Wilcoxson also told
them that "to create some more
good will" they should become
depositors in a Versailles bank
whose investors included Bill
Collins and another top Collins
administration official, Floyd G.
Poore, Hodskins said.
The Crawford engineering firm
relied almost entirely on state
contracts for highway and bridge
design.
Those contracts totaled
$312,649 for 1983 and more than
doubled — to $884,257 — in
1984, the first full year of the
Collins administration, Hodskins
said.

Thompson, who became
Martha Layne Collins first
finance secretary, is the government's main witness and has
been granted immunity.
On Wednesday, the defense
elicited testimony to discredit
Thompson but the jury did not
hear it.
Melvin Wilson, another Collins
campaign fund raiser and eventual cabinet secretary, said Thompson had vowed to "deliver Bill
Collins ... to the feds" to save
himself from tax-evasion charges.
Judge Joseph M. Hood ruled
that the allegation against
Thompson, which came to the
jury out of the courtroom, could
not be repeated in the jury's
presence.
In two days on the witness
stand, Thompson was not asked if
he had made such a statement.
So, the defense could not make
theod
Ho allegation
niied
through Wilson,
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III Engineer...
FROM PAGE 1
He is charged with promising
to influence state bond contracts
during his wife's term in office.
He also allegedly misled the
Internal Revenue Service by
describing kickbacks from engineers and architects as political
contributions.
Hodskins said he knew at least
one other engineering company
was given the same ultimatum.
"We all decided we had better
do that. We all felt like if we
didn't do it, we wouldn't get any
work at all," Hodskins said.
The contracts began flowing,
but demand for kickbacks and
other payments also continued,
Hodskins said.
His boss, John M. "Jack"
Crawford, was summoned to Wilcoxson's home early in 1984
Hodskins said.
Crawford was advised to sign a
lease for a thoroughbred mare
owned by a partnership that
included Bill Collins, Wilcoxson
and Lexington blood stock agent
Richard F. Broadbent III. Hodskins said.
Under the lease, he and Crawford had to make $160,000 in
lease payments over two years,
plus monthly boarding fees of

Collins' attorney, Frank Haddad of Louisville, said he was
unaware of Wilson's information
untilatef True
n
sy
isamsp
. on finished testifying
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World Trade Center:
Prosecutors say radical Muslim cleric behind bombing

and
roger.
J and
Mart

By LARRY NEUMEISTER
Association Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — A radical
Muslim cleric was the guiding
hand behind a terrorist organization that bombed the World
Trade Center. plotted to blow up
other New York landmarks and
planned a host of other violent
acu, prosecutors say.
Sheik Omar Abdel-Rahman
was accused in a federal indictment Wednesday along with 14
followers of conspiring to wage a
"war of urban terrorism against
the United States."
Various defendants were also
implicated in the 1990 slaying of
militant Rabbi Mei( Kahane,
plans to attack U.S. military sites
and kill FBI agents, and a conspiracy to assassinate Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak.
The indictment marks the first
time federal prosecutors have
linked those alleged plots.
Rather than being charged with
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any specific act, the 55-year-old
blind Egyptian cleric was charged
under a rarely used sedition law
as the leader of a conspiracy who
was "consulted in pursuing and
planning bombings, murders and
other acts of terrorism."
The indictment said AbdelRahman "provided instruction
regarding whether particular acts
of terrorism were permissible or
Forbidden, served as a mediator
of disputes among members of
the organization and undertook to
protect the organization from
infiltration by law enforcement
authorities."
The sheik, known for his fiery
Islamic sermons, has denounced
the Trade Center attack and the
alleged bombing plot, and denied
any involvement.
All of the defendants were to
be arraigned today.
The indictment had been promised a month ago by prosecutors

who were transcribing hundreds
of hours of recordings captured
by a government informant who
had become a confidant of
Abdel-Rahman.
Where the government saw a
vast and complex terrorist plot,
defense lawyers saw a case of
paranoia.
"This is the closest I've ever
seen to using the criminal justice
system to indict a religious group
for religious teaching," said one
defense attorney, Ron Kuby.
"That kind of action poses a
much greater threat to democracy
than the people who throw the
bombs."
Abdel-Rahman has been in
federal custody since July 2,
fighting deportation to Egypt.
U.S. officials now want to try
him here, leaving his possible
deportation in limbo.
Egyptian authonties, however,
repeated today their insistence
that the United States extradite

the cleric back to his homeland
so he can be tried on charges
stemming from 1989 antigovernment riots in Egypt.
"This demand still stands
regardless of the announcement
of charges against Sheik Omar
Abdcl-Rahman ... in the United
States and whether this requires
his stay there or not," a government official in Cairo said,
speaking on condition of
anonymity.
Another of the 15 defendants is
El Sayyld A. N °sail, who was
acquitted on state murder charges
in the Kahane slay mg but is in 3
New York state prison on a
related weapons conviction. This
time, Nosair was indicted on federal racketeering charges in the
shooting death of Kahane at a
New York City hotel.
The Trade Center bombing on
Feb. 26 killed six people and
injured 1,000

U.S. student killed in South Africa
By TOM COHEN
Associated Press Writer
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) — Amy Biehl came
to South Africa last year to try to
help disadvantaged blacks.
On Wednesday, a mob of
'young blacks in a squalid township stabbed her to death two
days before the 26-year-old Fulbright scholar was to go home to
the United States.
She was believed to be the first
American )(died in the township
violence that has killed more than
15,000 blacks since the mid
1980s.
"She wanted to give herself to
the African people," a tearful
Linda Biehl said from her home
in Newport Beach, Calif. "She
wanted to do whatever she could
to help them.
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"I was very worried about her,
but she would say. 'Mom. I'm
okay. I'm doing this because I
want to do this. You can't live
your life in a shell."
Hi-011's final moments were
typical of her time in South Afnca. She was driving three black
friends home to Guguletu, in one
of the more notorious black
townships in the Cape Town area.
According to police and witnesses, youths lining the street
stoned the vehicle, then pulled
Bichl out and hit her in the face
with half a brick.
Police said today they arrested
two teen-age residents of
Gugulctu and that more arrests
were expected.
Friends and acquaintances in
Cape Town, where Bichl had
done research for 10 months at
the University of the Western

Cape, were unanimous in.descriiimg Bichrs dedication.
"She was one of the liveliest.
most intelligent and most committed young people I knew,"
said Kadcr Asmal, a law professor at the university. "She had
this life-enhancing and lovely
presence."
Melanie Jacobs, who shared a
house with Bich], called her "my
white family, and I was her black
family."
When Bichl tried to flee her
assailants, they stabbed her several times in the head. One,of her
companions, Singiswa Bevu,
asked the youths why they were
attacking her and was told
"because she is a settler."
Settler is a term used by radical blacks for whites, referring to
the original Dutch settlers who
arrived in South Africa in 1652.

MSU celebrates Scottish roots

"I never
, but he's
) was in

Bevu was stabbed an_ the hand
when she tried. to assist- 1-Itch!.
The other two passengers escaped
unharmed.
African National Congress
official Allan Boesak condemned
the killing as "racially inspired "
He said he believed supptifters oil
the militant Pan Atricanist Congress were responsible
Bocsak said the youths were
shouting PAC slogans and wearing T-shirts of the organifation's
student wing
PAC spokesman Gora
said that the oh ident would he
investigated

Miss your paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murrav Ledger A
rimec by 5:10 p m Mon(1,11_
through Friday or by 1:10 p ni
Saturday arc urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the v
depanment between
5:10-6 pm. Monday -Friday or
1:311-4 p.m

During its first year of existence,
Murray State Normal School tied
itself to things Scottish not only by
the use of the well-known Scottish
moniker "Murray," but by adopting
a shield with three stars as the
official school symbol. The first
yearbook in 1925 was -called "The
Shield" and it sported the threestarred symbol on its cover.
Archives don't show exactly how
Murray State's first president, Dr.
John W. Can, came up with the
shield symbol during the 1924-25
school year. However, they do
show that in 1931 during a trip to
Europe Can, then dean at Murray,
saw the shield's "twin" at the foot of
a statue of William Murray, Earl of
Mansfield, in Westministcr Abbey.
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This fall Murray State will celebrate those Scottish tics. with a
Scottish Heritage Festival Sept. 1719. According to Trudy Baker,
special events coordinator,the scheduled events are not just for those
from a Scottish background.
On Friday, Sept. 17, a "Ccildh"
(pronounced KAY-lee) will be held
in the Wrathcr West Kentucky Museum auditorium at 7:30 p.m. The
evening will feature Scottish music,
stones and dancing. Local talents
Robert Valentine and Molly Ross,
as well as the MSU Concert Choir
will perform. Smithfield Fair, a
husband and wife singing duct, will
present traditional songs of Scotland. Highland dancing will also
play a prominent part in the even-
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CHERI THEATRES
1008 Chestnut
Murray, KY 42071
753-3311
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ing.
Tickets are S8 each. Although
tickets will be sold at the door,
reservations arc encouraged and can
be made by contacting Baker at
(502) 762-6888.
A Scottish Heritage Faire will
take place on Saturday, Sept. 18, in
the Murray-Calloway County Park
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.. The park is
located on Arcadia Drive behind
Wal-Mart. Tickets are S3 each with
free admission to children 10 and
under. The many components of the
fair guarantee that there will be
something to interest everyone,
Baker said.
Besides more singing and dancing, pipe and drum band will be
featured. Demonstrations of highland will be given with a chance at
participation for fair visitors in
some Scottish contests such as the
Haggis Hurl and Tug-a-War. Clan
information is available for those of
Scottish descent and food and drink
will abound. According to Baker
the usual western Kentucky concessions will be offered as well as the
unusual-to-this-area Scottish picnic
food.
"We're confident that this is
something the entire family can
come to and enjoy," Baker remarked.
Finally, on Sunday. Sept. 1, at 1
p.m. the "Kirkin 'o' the Tartans" will
be held in the First Presbyterian
Church at 16th and Main Streets.
Bakers explained that this is a non-
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It's Snip, lip, Rip
Snip, Clip, Rip — pleasant sounds when you're a newspaper advertiser. Because
your message gets action. Results. Used.
Before you send your advertising dollars packing, invest your money wisely, invest
in newspaper advertising. 1.9 million Kentucky shoppers can't be wrong...and you
won't either by putting your message right in the hands of your customers.

Newspaper advertising -it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.
1 To Advertise in Murray and Calloway County's
#1 News Source Call 753-1916 Today,
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — A jury ordered the Christian Science
Church to pay $9 million in punitive damages over the death of a
boy whose mother relied on prayer to treat his diabetes. It was the
first such verdict against the church.
Last week, the Hennepin County jury awarded Douglass Lundman, the father of the 11-year-old, $5.2 million in compensatory
damages from the church, his ex-wife and her husband.
In assessing the additional damages Wednesday, the jury tried to
send a message to the church to change its stand on spintual healing when children are involved, the jury forewoman said.
"The real issue for me was that a child didn't have a choice,"
Judy Hanks said. "1 don't think it was about practicing religion, it
was more about providing health care."
One legal expert said the jury also sent a troubling message
about religious freedom.
"This is literally an example of courts trying to punish a church
for what it believes in and teaches to its members," said Michael
Paulsen, a University of Minnesota law professor who specializes
in church-state matters.
Ian Lundman died in 1989 after falling into a diabetic coma and
urinating and vomiting uncontrollably. Douglass Lundman said the
boy could have been saved if he had received medical treatment
even two hours before his death.
Instead, his mother prayed at his bedside as a Christian Science
nurse jotted notes about his condition. The church teaches that
prayer and Bible reading can cure illness and are incompatible with
medicine.
Lundman filed a wrongful-death lawsuit against the First Church
of Christ, Scientist; the boy's mother and stepfather, Kathleen and
William McKown; the nurse; and three others affiliated with the
church.
District Judge Sean Rice said the Boston-based church was the
only defendant who could be assessed punitive damages.
Church attorney William Christopher said the church hadn't
decided whether to appeal. He refused further comment.
"I'm hoping this verdict will send a message and other children
will be saved," Lundman said.
The case was-the first in which a wrongful-death lawsuit resulted
in damages against the Christian Science Church.
Minnesota's Supreme Court threw out manslaughter charges
against the McKowns in 1991, based on a state law protecting
parents who act in good faith in relying on prayer to heal their
children. The U.S. Supreme Court refused to hear the case.
From 1980 to 1990, seven Christian Science parents in the
United States were prosecuted on charges ranging from murder and
manslaughter to neglect.
Four were convicted, though two of those convictions were overturned; one pleaded guilty to a lesser charge; and two cases were
dismissed.
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FROM OUR READERS
Kurth has learned 'to be president'
Dear Editor:
Admiral Ronald J. Kurth, Ph.D., (Harvard) arrived to the office
of president at Murray State University with less than noticeable
skill in understanding the role of president at a public university,
much less one found in rural west Kentucky. However, as one
expects from an intelligent, well motivated person who cares about
doing his best, President Kurth learned: the awkwardness so noted
early in his administration ceased. But now, after he has learned
how to be president of this place, several regents apparently want
not to renew his contract. All the public reasons given for this
action are too trivial to be real ones, while other reasons are real
alright but can be compressed into one tired, old, retread of a hollow chestnut: he is not one of US ("We, the people..." of Murray)
and, unlike previous, recent presidents, he does not even feign a
pretension that he wishes he were.
As people have observed about these regents, "There they go
again:" contemplating, with provincial views, what is best for a
state university. Believing that MSU is Murray's university, they
wish to return it to local control — their own. An arrangement
satisfactory to everyone who perceives the old days as good. An
arrangement satisfactory to everyone who thinks ethnocentricity is
the main determinate of, not detriment to, quality education. Neither arrangement is one by which an institution of higher learning or
a community can prosper.
The question that must be answered by the regents whose "only
motive is to serve" (they say) is this: what has President Kurth
done (or failed to do) that his being retained would be more ruinous to Murray State than his not being?
James Willis
Route 7, Box 69 B, Murray

Responsibility is primary rule
Ethics — a big topic and a
popular one. From the Kentucky
General Assembly to the medical
profession, ethics are established,
debated and broken.
All professions have ethical
standards. Journalism is no different. There may be no other profession besides the medical field
where ethics are cited more than
journalism.
Most newspapers take hits
from readers who feel a story has
crossed some line, whether ethical or in poor taste. Readers are
our best critics though sometimes
the harsh complaints are hard to
swallow. The complaints are also
a big pars of the job.
It is always interesting to me
how varied the comments can be.
In a way, it is exciting to work in
a profession that is open to so
much public dialogue. But it never fails that one story a reader
feels went too far, another reader
will blame us for not going far
enough.
Besides stories generated by
staff reporters, I also receive
comment on stories originated by
the Associated Press, guest columnists and letters to the editor.
Published criticism of Ledger
stories usually goes unchallenged
by publisher Walt Apperson or
by me as the editor.
However, the letter which we
published Tuesday on the Forum
page from Cliff Downey seemed
to beg me for a response. Or
maybe that was just my
imagination.
Anyway, I do want to address
a couple of things mentioned by
Mr. Downey. If you missed it,
Mr. Downey did not like last

week's series by Amy Wilson
and David Ramey on Murray
State University. In fact, Mr.
Downey disliked the first two
stories so much that he called
them Sloppy, unobjective, poorly
written pieces of trash.
Mr. Downey wrote that the
Ledger violated almost every rule
of journalism.
I and all reporters in the Ledger newsroom are graduates or
students of MSU. When I
received my degree, Dr.
McGaughey did not hand me a
list of journalism rules to follow.
What he, and the other MSU
faculty, did try to instill in me
was a sense of being responsible.
For me, assuming that responsibility embraces objectivity,
balance and fairness.
If 1 ignore the comments about
sloppy and poorly written trash
and address the issue of objectivity, I wonder if Mr. Downey and
I read the same stories. Concerning the current problems at Murray State, Amy and David interviewed people who felt both
ways about the major issues.
Amy's story on former MSU
President Constantine Curris also
offered both views.
Mr. Downey did not like the
use of anonymous sources quoted
by the reporters. He questioned

Douglass committee appreciative

"the great rush to hide people's
identities."
There was no rush. Amy and
David spent over a month working on the various aspects of their
five stories. The decision to grant
anonymity was the result of editorial meetings among myself,
our assistant general manager and
Mr. Apperson.
Unlike our bigger brothers
Courier-Journal, The New York
Times and The Washington Post,
the Ledger does not take the use
of anonymous sources lightly.
The only other stories to use
anonymous sources that I can
remember was the series on victims of child abuse by Stacey
Crook.
There is an implication that
Amy and David interviewed people who called them up and conveyed unsolicited opinions without giving their names.
That is not what happened.
There is a name that our reporters feel is credible behind every
MSU official or administrator
quoted in the stories. Not everyone interviewed asked for protection. Mr. Downey understands
why sources sought anonymity
but questions the Ledger's use of
it. He is not the only one to complain but I am not sure I understand the objections. The use of

anonymous sources is as old as
journalism.
The most famous example of
anonymous sources is Deep
Throat. Without the journalistic
leeway to quote anonymous sources, Bob Woodward and Carl
Bernstein would have been lost
and Watergate would have taken
a different turn.
I'll always remember when
Debbie Wattier showed my
beginning reporter's class the
film "All the President's Men"
based on Woodward and Bernstein's coverage of Watergate.
Maybe the thing most people
find irritating about the use of
anonymous sources is the speculation on who said what. Some
people in Washington are still
trying to figure out who Deep
Throat is.
Mr. Downey also chides the
Ledger for focusing on the "bad
things" and not covering "the
immense cooperation that will
occur" when school starts.
There is no doubt in my mind
that the Ledger is MSU's biggest
fan. Every time a professor has
an article published, the story
will be in the Ledger. For every
special event, we will be on
campus.
Yet, we can't ignore the struggles the university faces. So often
we are taken to task by readers
who feel we are covering up the
negative in the community.
What is distressing to me is
that our coverage and even columns I have written this summer
have been interpreted by some as
slams against the faculty and
staff.
".." -
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Dear Editor:
As representatives of the Douglass Homecoming Committee, we
would like to thank the following participants for buying advertisements to help make the homecoming a success:
I.G.A., Cherry Branch, Purdom Motors, Parker Ford, Storey's
Food Giant, Jr. Food Mart, Pier I Imports, Roper Donut Shop,
Holiday Inn, Murray Quik Lube, Days Inn, Murray Fire Extinguishers, Rudy's Restaurant, McKee! Equipment, Clinic Pharmacy,
Hutson Ag, Bank of Murray, Blalock-Coleman, Wallis Drug Store,
Unique Hair Style, Sammons' Bakery, Miller Funeral Home, CornAustin Company, Wal-Mart, Martha's Restaurant, D & T Foods,
Murray Plaza Court, Shoney's Inn, Gibson Ham Company, Ellis
Popcorn, Mr. Gatti's, Piggly Wiggly, Mason Funeral Home, Henry
W. Hornbuckle, Peoples Bank and Dwight Rutledge.
Many, many thanks, Murray.
Earl D. Hudspeth and Dean Keys, members
Douglass Homecoming Committee
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Racer fan urges support for team
Dear Editor:
What's this I hear; we've got a "Nutt" coaching MSU football?
This I gotta see. Yes, I will be there, God willing (my grandmother
always said that).
This will be my 15th year to attend Murray State's football
games. In those 15 years I've never missed a home game. Win or
lose, I was there. Rain, cold, snow, I was there to show my support.
I'm not a Racer Club member nor do I buy season tickets. I
make a before-game trip to the ticket office and buy two general
admission tickets — one for me and one for a very special 16-yearold who's attended nearly every game with me. We both enjoy
football and watching the Racers, Dunker and Racer I.
Come join us as we watch this "Nutt" (1 mean this in a teasing
way since I haven't met Coach Nutt) coach our MSU Racers to
victory! Good luck, Coach Nuts and the Racers.
Sharon Davis
Route 2, Hazel 42049

Article `by no means complimentary'
Dear Editor:
Mickey Brockwell of Fulton played in the John C. Quertermous
Invitational Golf Tournament recently and won the tournament.
Mickey is known throughout the State of Kentucky as the most
polite and friendly player anyone would ever expect to play with.
He is as courteous to a player with a higher score as he is to someone playing with a lower score.
The article titled "Brockwell's swing leads to title" written by
Steve Parker, Sports Editor, and published by the Ledger & Times
on July 26 was by no means complimentary of any player regardless of whether they are a member of a local club or as a guest in
our community. I feel our local newspaper should report the news
with dignity and professionalism, make pictures of all winners, and
not write such detracting remarks as was written about this young
man.
Shirley Wade
1603 Belmont Drive, Murray

Grateful for safety concern of police
(Editor's note: The following is a letter to Murray Police Chief
Larry Elkins concerning traffic at Murray Primary School.)
Dear Chief Elkins:
'The Murray Primary School is grateful for your help with traffic
control these first days of school. We are caring for parents' most
prized possessions and appreciate your equal concern. We applaud
the effort of Sgt. Melodic Jones to insure safety at our school.
Thank you again for sharing in the protection of our children.
Jean S. Hurt, principal
Murray Primary School
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The Pope, the press and the polls
For more than three decades, the
press and entertainment media have
served as a type of priesthood for the
cult of youth. From Woodstock to
the Pepsi generation, everything
young has been promoted as preferable to anything middle-aged or old.
The young were interviewed,
analyzed and elevated in the public
mind, while those of more mature
years were told to step aside in favor
of the views and values of people
who had not yet found a cure for
acne, much less the world's problems.
So when more than 170,000
young people came from 70 nations
to Denver to meet and listen to Pope
John Paul II, what did the media do?
Did they report stories on the new
counter-culture — that is, young
people searching for the eternal
values so many of their parents'
generation abandoned in droves?
No, the media focused on "controversy and conflict" within the
Catholic Church over abortion, homosexuality and the ordination of
women priests. It was the latest in a
lengthening list of examples of how
journalists close their eyes to anything not of this world.
Once, some of this could have
been ascribed to ignorance. Now it

('AL'S Ti IOUG I ITS

Cal Thomas
Syn4icated columnist
must be identified for what it is:
prejudice.' The final frontier of
bigotry is directed against people
who believe in and order their lives
according to God's Word and His
will. After more than two decades
of religious and political activism in
which Christians have been prominent, the press has no excuse for
ignoring, stereotyping and mislabeling believers as "the flock" and
"pilgrims."
The pope's messages ought to
have prompted debate about the
meaning of life and America's spiritual atrophy, but the press seems
ill-equipped to cover such important topics. Reporters and editors
prefer the comfort of controversy
and opinion polls. Thus saith
CNN-Gallup-USA Today has far
more resonance for most journalists
than "thus saith the Lord."
The Pope correctly diagnosed

America's problem after the victory
over Soviet communism. It is moral
exhaustion and an inability to d istinguish right from wrong. "All the
great causes that are yours today
will have meaning only to the extent
that you guarantee the right of life
and protect the human person," said
the Pope in a not-so-veiled reference to America's 30 million abortions in the past 20 years.
Paraphrasing the Old Testament
prophet Isaiah, the Pope said, "Let
us pause and reason together," adding, "To educate without a value
system based on truth is to abandon
young people to moral confusion,
personal insecurity and easy manipulation. No country, not even the
most powerful, can endure if it
deprives its own children of this
essential good."
Now there was a statement
worthy of discussion and comment

— but the press mostly ignored it.
So much of the press seems to
think that the church is, or ought to
be, a democracy. That attitude
recalls a line from pastor Charles
Stanley of First Baptist Church in
Atlanta: "We have moved from a
period in which little Samuel said,
'Speak, Lord, for thy servant
heareth,' to one in which we now
say, 'Listen, Lord, for thy servant
speaketh."
The Pope's message was for
American youth to consider the
moral mess of the world and then
reconsider the principles of Scripture, the life of Christ and the
teachings of the Church that they
might not walk down the same alley
and be morally mugged.
But this profound message did
not make headlines. Was it because
so many in the press harbor a
biuerness toward spiritual things
that they would never tolerate in
themselves or in anyone else when it
comes to other areas,such as race or
gender?
Still, 170,000 young people is
preuy impressive, particularly when
you consider that the Christ of
whom the Pope spoke changed the
world by starting with only 12.
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Singles(SOS)
Group schedules
special activities

JO'S DATE1300K
Jo Burkeen
Today editor

Adams reunion is cancelled
Because of recent illnesses in the family, the descendants of
Oscar and Biddie Adams will not hold their annual family reunion
this year. The family plans to resume the reunion neat year.

Independence plans special day
Independence United Methodist Church will have an "old fashioned day" on Sunday. Aug. 29. The Rev. In Bowers, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. A potluck meal featuring beans and taters
will be served at noon. A gospel singing featuring Higher Ground
will follow the meal. The public is invited to attend, a church member said.

Mill Creek Church plans revival
Mill Creek Cumberland Presbyterian Church. located five miles
west of Puryear. Tenn., will have revival services starting Sunday.
Aug. 29. and continuing through Tuesday. Aug. 31. The Rev. John
Leggett will be the speaker for services at 7:30 p.m. nightly. A potluck meal will be served at 6 p.m. on Tuesday in the church social
hall. The public is invited to attend.

1' ,ift

Jennifer Renee Johnston and
Delano Anthony Embrich to marry

Soccer registration is scheduled
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Fall 1993 registration will be at
the park office on Payne Street from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturday.
Aug. 28; from 2 to 4 p.m. on Sunday, Aug. 29: and from 7 to 9
p.m. on Tuesday. Aug. 31; or from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. from Monday,
Aug. 30, through Friday, Sept. 3. Registration is open for both boys
and girls that will be between 6 and 14 years of age by Aug. 1.
1993. Cost will be 430 for the first child in a family, $20 for the
second, and $10 each for any additional children.

Grogan reunion will be Sept 5
The annual reunion of the descenciants.and mends of the late
Dick and Adeline Grogan will be Sunday. Sept. 5, in the basement
of University Church of Christ. A potluck meal will be served
about noon. For more information call Allene Evans. 753-5454, or
Charles Grogan, 436-5506.

MSU Women's Society plans event
MSU Women's Society will sponsor its annual Newcomers Coffee on Sunday. Aug. 29. from 2 to 5 p.m. at the Faculty Club on
North 14th Street, across from Racer Arena. All women new to
campus as well as past and present members arc invited to attend.
For more information or rides, call 753-6625 or 753-2590.

Bethany Open House on Saturday

Johnston-Embrich vows
will be said on Sept. 11
Jennifer Renee Johnston and Delano Anthony Embrich. have
announced their engagement and approaching marriage.
The vows will be said on Saturday. Sept. II, at 7 p.m. at First
Assembly of God, Collinsville, Ill.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
recepuOti.
The bnde-elect is the daughter of Ronny and Patricia Johnston of
Glen Carbon, Ill. She is the granddaughter of Cecil (Buddy) and Betty
Swift of Rt. 3, Benton, and of Mrs. Mary Johnston and the late Orlyn
Johnston of Rt. 1, Benton.
The groom-clect is L. son of Josepl. .1nti Jtncia Embrich of CLil
linsville, Ill. He is the grandson of Jerry and Betty Staples of Collinsville. 111
Miss Johnston is attending Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville as a nursing major. She is presently employed by Cracker Barrel
Restaurant at Caseyville, Ill.
Mr. Embnch is employed by American General Insurance_Corripany
as an insurance agent al Fairview Heights. HI.

The 'Singles Organizational
Society (SOS) has scheduled
events on Saturday and Sunday.
Aug. 28 and 29.
The group will meet at 6 p.m.
Saturday at Chamber of Commerce to carpool/caravan to the home
of Arvis for a barbecue and house
party. Dress will be casual and
each one should brimg'- a snack.
On Sunday the group will meet
at 12:30 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce to carpooVcaravan to
Kenlake State Park for the Hot
August Blues and Barbecue Festival at 1 p.m. with Martha as
hostess. Persons may bring a sack
lunch but barbecue will be available. Reserve tickets are SIO and
gate ticke,,ks...ve S12. Proceeds
will go to Marshall and Calloway
County Need Line Associations.
SOS is a support and social
group for single adults of all
ages. For information call Jeanne
at 753-U224 or Linda at
437-4414.

We are iileawd to announce
that Trea.%a Byto..ee. bride-eh% t
of Jim Beane. ha) made her
domestic and houmbield
bons through our bridal regiAtri,
Treasa and Jim will he married September :10. l993

\VAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

ricD We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

Stock Liquidation Sale
Round the Clock Se Givinchey Panty liese..
Stockings
I orm Fit Panties
Limited Quantity of Healthtex Infant Wear

1/2 i)t:

Cleopatra
1 INCI.R11

Southside Shopping Center

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
"Where your ideas turn to gold
Dixieland Center

Bethany Baptist Church will have open house at its church and
parsonage on Saturday. Aug. 28. from 2 to 4 p.m. p.m. The church
and parsonage are located on old school road at New Concord. The
Rev. David Cunningham. pastor, invites the public to attend.

1/2 Pi -.
S1.25 Pi

Hooper Cemetery meeting Saturday

759-1 14 1

New
Shipment Of:

The annual meeting and cleaning of Hooper Cemetery will be
Saturday, Aug. 28. starting at 8 a.m. The cemetery is located off
Highway 732 east of Murray. For information call 436-5823.

•releatial Candle Holden. & S1.1.1%.*
'Wooden Heart Illowla
•Vainted 1.1)%cr
•I)ett.fatit.t.
oiankee Scented Candles
•Waterna.lon V8114.1. & httun• 11111T

Hospital Retirees will meet Monday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Monday, Aug. 30, at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and former
employees. For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640 or
Lottie Brandon at 753-3517.

* Year Round Christmas Shelf *

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St. • Downtown. Murray
753-14412

Brooks Chapel plans special service
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church Women will have a
special candle burning ceremony at the 11 a.m. service on Sunday.
Aug. 29. Recognized at the service will be 32 persons who will not
be announced until Sunday. All church members and visitors are
invited to attend.

Republicans will meet Monday
Murray-Calloway County Republicans will meet Monday, Aug.
30, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant. Homer Bullard, Calloway
County chairman, urges all interested persons to attend.

Oak Grove will hear Rev. Bagwell
Oak Grove Baptist Church will hear the Rev. Joe Bagwell, former pastor, at the fifth Sunday service at 11 a.m. on Aug. 29. A
basket lunch will be served at noon followed by a gospel singing
featuring The Lighthouse Quartet and limber local groups. The Rev.
H.D. Hudson, interim pastor, invites the public to attend.

McGruder's will sing Saturday
The Christian Fellowship Church on U.S. Highway 68 at Briensburg will host the McGruder's in a gospel singing concert on Saturday, Aug. 28, at 7 p.m. A nursery will be provided. The public is
invited to attend.

Bogard reunion planned Saturday
The annual Bogard family reunion will be Saturday. Aug. 28.
This will be in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank. A potluck meal will be served at noon. All family members
and friends are invited.

Construction is shown In progress at the rengvation of the sanctuary of
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. A dedication service
will be Sunday at 10:45 a.m.

Dedication Sunday
tion Company and several church
members, the renovation was
completed within eight weeks," a
.
church official said.

A special dedication service
for the newly renovated sanctuary
at South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will be Sunday, Aug. 29, at 10:45 a.m.
The Rev. Tommy Edwards,
superintendent of the Paris District of the United Methodist
Church, will be the guest speaker.
Following the service a potluck
meal will be served in the
church's fellowship hall.
The renovation was required
when major structural support
damage was discovered earlier
this year. Extensive repair was
required on the interior, ceiling
and roof of the church.
"Because of the work of
employees of Cleaver Construc-

E

A
K

1 Si

HEAVY DUTY WASHER

• The official added "and thanks
to the generosity of the church
membership and several wonderful cititens in our community, the
entire 572,(X)0 required for the
renovation has been donated. An
additional $5,000 worth of labor
was provided by church
members."
The public is invited to attend
this special dedication. The
church is located one mile north
of Crossland and five miles south
of Highway 94 West on Highway
783, Pleasant Grove Road.

B-II-N-G-0
tip..nsored by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
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National Guard Armory
Ilwy. 121 1Nurth, Murray, Ky.

Model
itAMOOK
'Large Capacity

Only

'*
348

.3 Wash/Rinse Temperature 10 Vane Agitator
Combinations
.25-Year Limited Tub Warranty _Yir
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY'
Court Square - Murray
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Jones attends
special school
at Anderson

Guild of Organists schedules meeting
Southern Illinois Chapter of
the American Guild of Organists
will have its eleventh annual
Choral Clinic on Tuesday, Aug.
31. at 7:30 p.m. at Church of St.
Francis Xavier. 303 South Poplar
St., Carbondale, Ill.
Dr. James Wilson, professor of
music at Greenville Colelge,
Greenville, Ill., will conduct the
clinic.
A display of music for brows-

ing and purchase will be provided
by Shattinger's Music, St. Louis,
Mo.
Amencan Guild of Organists
meetings are open to the public.
Admission to this meeting is free

of charge.
For more information regarding the meeting or becoming a
member of the American Guild of
Organists, call Gail White at
1-618-549-6994.

Meetings on 911 are planned
County Emergency 911 information meetings have been scheMed for the coming week, Aug.

For l'AectricitI Service

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction • Repairs
Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

759-4960

FOR THEIR SAKE...

.

30 through Sept. 2.
These will be at the George
Weaks Community Center from 6
to 8 p.m. Residents living outside
the Murray City Limits are asked
to drop by the meeting scheduled
for their magisterial district.
The schedule is as follows:
District 4 with Dan Miller as
magistrate, Monday, Aug. 30;
District 3 with Billy Stubblefield as magistrate, Tuesday.
Aug. 31;
District 2 with Steve Lax as
magistrate, Wednesday, Sept. I;
District 1 with Clyde Hale as
magistrate, Thursday. Sept. 2.

KEY-NOTE MUSIC OFFERS YOU
nr Educator Approved Brands

Maxine P. Jones of Murray
recently returned from a six-day
seminar held at the Porcelain Art
School of Indiana (PASI) at
Andenon University, Anderson,
Ind.
Jones studied Scenes with Norma Gulick of Eckton, Md., and
Florals with Barbara Ramsey
Snow of California. Both teachers
are renowned in the field of porcelain painting (china painting).
Porcelain Painting is one of the
oldest art forms in the world and
is still passed on from one generation to another in many families.
Jones has studied at other
schools, but this is her eighth
year at PAS!.
This is a nonprofit organization
which has teachers and students
•
art/ from all over the United States.
Maxine P. Jones, standing, is pictured with her teacher, Jean Hardy, at
Some of the teachers are from as
Porcelain Art School School of Indiana, Anderson, Ind.
far away as California.

Hussung and PhilOot teachers at Coop
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A No-Risk Lease/Purchase Plan
1153' Low Cost Maintenance Plan
Complete In-House Repair Service
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Arwzr- z..viariar.r Li4r.

118 E Main
Princeton KY 42445
Phone 365-3558

607 Broadway
Paducah, KY (2001
Phone 443 4353

-c ?Ginger Phllpot, afternoon teacher for the Murray Preschool Coop, Is
pictured sharing an activity with members of her 1992-93 Preschool
Class at the Cooperative.
•

Every Sofa, Every Chair, Every Love Seat
Is On Sale Now!
Drastic Reductions On Every Piece
Of Upholstery In Our Inventory!!!
Save Up To
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Retail Price!
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Full
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This is a once in a lifetime sale!
Choose from a wide selection of
recliners, sofas and love seats in
many beautiful fabrics and colors!

Hurry In Quantities Are Limited!!
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0
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Save On Brand Names By
Lane,Kitty, O'Henry,Bryant, Frankline and Many
Others!

Size Sofa

As Lo As 199

Continuing the standard of
excellence that has long been a
tradition of the Murray Preschool
Cooperative, the Coop's Board of
elected parent officers and Sara
Hussung, director/teacher for the
coop, announce that Ginger Philpot will be teaching an afternoon
multi-age preschool class for
children, ages 3 and 4.
This will be the second year
that "Miss Ginger" has taught
this session for the Coop. She
previously taught preschool in
Indiana.
"Children enrolled in 'Miss
Ginger's' class are in for a
delightful variety of funfilled
activiities. Ginger brings a wealth
of knowledge in working with
preschoolers," said Sandy Linn,
publicity chairperson for the
Coop.
"Ginger is extremely talented
in teaching preschoolers and we
are very fortunate to have added
her to the teaching staff," added
Linn.
A limited number of openings
arc still available in both Miss
Ginger's and Miss Sara's classes.
Anyone wishing more information or to register a child may
call Sylvia Garrison, membership
chairperson at 753-7721 or Laura
Pitman, vice president at
753-7107.

Cub Scout Roundup
will be on Monday
at East School
A Cub Scout Roundup will be
held at East Calloway Elementary
School on Monday, Aug. 30, at
6:30 p.m.
Boys who are in first through
fifth grades may join Cub Scouting as a Tiger Cub, Wolf, Bobcat,
Bear or Webelos (WEAL BE
LOyal Scouts). Merit badges and
patches which are earned can be
worn on the scout uniform.
Cub Scouts study nature, family life, citizenship, first aid, boating, swimming, other sports, outer space and many more things.
Cub Scouts particiapte in field
trips, holiday parties, olympics,
parades, overnight and/or day
camps, and visits to the National
Scouting Museum in Murray.
"If you want to have fun this
school year and think Cub Scouting just might be the way, join us
at East Calloway Elementary on
Monday at 6:30 p.m.," said Tom
Roscoe. For information call
436-5888.

6 Months
Same As Cash
•No Down Payment
'No Payments
'No Interest Iii Feb. '94

Why Drive Miles To Save...The Best Deal Is In Town!
202 S 5th St.
Murray

pummoing

753-4872

Furniture & Mattress

10°09.01k910.
'

We are pleased to announce
that Maria Crawford. bride-elect
of Raybo Dunn. has made her
domestic and liousehold selections through our bridal registry.
Maria and Raybo will be married October 16. 1993.

\VAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
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CALENDAR

9nds
Moo!
on

Thersday, Aug. 26
Murray City C•unclif7 30 pm /City
Hall.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p m /Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Humane Society of Calloway Coursyn
pm/Callow.; County Public Library
Sias* Too/6 15 p m /JCPenney parting
lot to go to Belew*s and to Kenlake Park
for watermelon Info/Wynnona. 753-7545.
or Joe. 1 527-9177
"Haniki" productieu/11 pai./Playbouse
in the Park Info/759-1752.
Conipassuilate Friends/7-30 p.m /board
room of Murray -Calloway Canny Hospital Info/498 8124 or 762 1274.
TOPS 8461 Chapter/6 pm /Antoci at Cal
looay County Public Library
Christiaa Sleeks Group/7 pm /at 800
North 20th St • Murray Info/Joan,
759 1345, or Richard. 759-9994
Calloway Comity High School Boys and
Girls Scocer teams host St Mary's/5 pm
Murray High School events include Golf
Team hosts MCHS/3 15 p.m and Girls
Soccer Team hosts Madisonville/6 p.m
Stogies Friendship of Paris. Tea./7.30
pm /Farm Bureau Building. Paris Info/.
Kennith Broach, 753-3580
AA and Al•Anoo closed meetings/8
pm /Senior Citizens Center. Benton
Chapter SO of Disabled Aewncan Veter
ins and Auxiliary/7 p.m./Legion Hall
Murray Middle School Informational
meeting for parents of sixth grade students interested in bandfl p.m /bandroom
Info/Beth Stribling. 753.5125
MSC Racer Athletic Association annual
business meeting and football kickoff
oith Coach Houston Nutt/5:30
pm /Pagliai's Restaurant Public invited
Murray Kiwanls Cluhl6 pm./Sirloin
Stockade
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-Friday, Aug. 27
Parkinsea's Support Gr•up/2
p.m./private dining roosn of MurrayCalloway County ,Hospital Info/
762-1100.
"Hamlet" productatm/11 p.m./Playhouse in
the Park. In104759-1752.
Slagle Tok16:15 p.m./JCPenney parking
lot to go to Cracker Barrel at Clarksville.
Teas Info/Ihrynnona, 753-7845, or Joe,
1-527-9177.
Hazel Cselerlopen 10 a.ra.-2 p.m_ffor
senior citizens activities.
a.m.-4 p.m/for
Weeks Center/open
sensor attune activeies. Breakfast for 52
at 1130 am
AA and Al-Asien open to newcomerV8
p.m /American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple, Murray. Info/753-8136
or 435-4314.
°peeing Varsity Football game between
Murray High and Calloway High at Holland Stadium, Murray/7:30 pin.
Cheerleader 'miaowed closed dance
after football game at Murray High
School.
Male Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info'
753.T FEN.
Murray Art Gelid open 10 am -4 pm
Games for members only/8 p m /Murray
Moose Lodge.
Weather West Kentucky Museum/open
*30 am 415 p.m
NatWest Scouting Museum/open 9
am -4 30 p.m.
Lead Betweea the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/10.30 a.m and 1:30 pm .
Food Preservation depending on garden
yields/Homeplace: Deer Up Close/I0
a.m., Snakes and Turtles/I pm Eagles
Up Close/2 p m.. Red Wolves/3
p.m./Nature Center. Planetanum show/11
am. I. 2 and 3 pm/Visitor Center.

Festival to be at Fenton
The 18th annual Labor Day
Arts and Crafts Festival will be
held Friday. Saturday and Sun-.
day, Sept. 4, 5 and 6, at the Fenton Activities Area in the Land
Between the Lakes.
Exhibitors from several states
and Western Kentucky will display their wares. Festival hours
will be 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. each
day.
Approximately 150 artisans

in 'Miss
in for a
(unfilled
:3 a wealth
king with
ndy Linn,
for the

and craftspeople will be selling
their handiwork. This group
includes an array of skilled
craftspeople who will be demonstrating their crafts for spectators.
The event is sponsored by
Kentucky's Western Watcrland.
For more information contact'
KWW, 721 Complex Dr., Grand
River, Ky. 42045 or call
1-928-4411.

Special meeting tonight

y talented
rs and we
lave added
If," added

Poplar Spring Baptist Church
will sponsor "First Place," a
unique Christ-centered health
program that applies Christian
principles to personal fitness.
Based on biblical insights and the
latest nutritional information, the
program utilizes the benefits of
the support-group process.

openings
both Miss
i's classes.
informschild may
lembership
1 or Laura
ident at

4f/t4f you wish to be a part of the
program, you must attend an

•
undup
1day

orientation meeting tonight
(Thursday), at 7 p.m. at Poplar
Spring Church. The first class
will begin Thursday, Sept. 9, at
6:45 p.m.
The cost will be $75 and can
be paid in installments during the
13-week period which includes
First Place notebook, Bible study
materials, recipe book, journal,
and one dining out field trip. For
more information call 436-2719.
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A View
from Abroad

.
I

By Stacy Overbey
This is an international, no. an
'interplanetary, make that an intergalactic fact: Vacation with a child
will never be the same as vacation
without a child. No matter how
many diversions, how' nice the
hotel, how helpful the husband —
leisure time is a thing of the past.
Whereas a vacation used to mean
getting away from it all,a total break
from everyday routine, and indulging each selfish desire,now it means
doing most of the same things I do at
home with more inconvenience.
It means changing diapers on the
floor and washing bottles with nonpotable water. It means replacing all
those nice cool colas and other
drinks in the mini-bar with canons
of milk.
It means finding suitable restaurant food, three times a day. "suitable" being something with ii modicum of nutritional value that the kid
will actually cat. More often, suitable is something that keeps him
occupied at the table long enough
for us to wolf down half our dinner.
Once he decides he's "Had."
removing his. bib with a flourish,
then one of his parents must accompany him on his tours through the
lobby, out to the pool. up the stairs
and down, w hi le the other continues
to eat alone. No more romantic
lingering over a last glass of wine.
N'acation these days means reading "Thomas the Tank Engine" tor
the thousandth MC instead of the
latest legal thriller burning in your
beach bag. It means sitting in twelve
inches of pee-warm water (the baby
xiIi instead (il bodysurfing in the
ave.. And it means playing in the
sand until your Fingerprints have
worn off.
Speaking of sand-,itseems children have special hiding places for
sand. No matter how well you rinse
them off at the beach, they manage
to bring Nick bucketfuls into the
room, which gets in the beds arid in
the bath where it gets mixed with
water, and d it weren't br daily
maid service you could build sand
castles MI the carpet.
Vacation most certainly does not
mean catching. up on your sleep.
Children are anything' but sleepdeprived and they're up at the same
time as at home. Having them in :he
same Kirin] with you means you

can't put a pillow over your head
and let them cry — they're more
insistent than ever when they see
you lying just a few feet away.
Sharing one room also means
tiptoeing and whispering and not
watching TV when the kid is asleep.
And if you dare leave him alone just.
for an hour, you're worried the
whole time that maybe he's woken
up.
And isn't it astounding how much
stuff such a small person needs?
Even if my husband and I travel
with only the clothes on our backs,
we still have to pay for excess
baggage: select diversionary playthings, can't-leave-home-without-it
comforters, small food supply
(things I know he'll eat), a hag ol
diapers(can't he sure of finding my
preferred brand at our destination),
two to three outfits per day(won't be
able or willing to do laundry for a
week), inflatable beach toys and
swim gear, sand buckets and
shovels, the stroller, and so on and
so forth.
Obviously,.-vacationing with a
child, like living vs nil a child. means
learning to be a lot less egoistic.
Which is a pretty good thing to he.

HOSPITAL REPORT
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday. Aug. 24, have
been released . as follows:
Newborn admission
Kirk baby gin, parents, Rhonda and
Michael P0 But 33 Almo
Dismissals
Mrs Mary Beth Wimberiey, At 1.
Bei 140 Buchanan, Tenn Mrs Mary
Katherine Cain , 1705 College Farm
Rd- Murray,
Mrs Rubye Wilson, West View
Nursing Home, Murray. Mrs Sandra
Bynum, Rt 1, Box 271, Alma., Mrs
Frances V Paschall, At 4 Box 121
Murray.

Mrs Dorothy McClure, 313 South
10th St Murray, Kenneth J Caho, At
1, Box 998 Buchanan Tenn, Mrs
Aria Outland. 709 Chestnut. Murray

Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Benton Armstrong

Dujat and Armstrong
vows are said July 8
Yvonne Louise Dujat and Stuart Benton Armstrong, both of Murray
were married on Thursday, July 8.
The bride is the daughter of Ms. Gmny Duiat of Fort Lauderdale,
Fla. The groom is the son Of Ben and Pat Armstrong of Murray.
The vows were said at 9 a.m. at Second Presbyterian Church, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. The Rev. Greta Reed officiated.
The bride was escorted by her uncle. Ken Taylor. She wore a white
bndal satin gown. Her veil was attached to a bandeau in her hair. She
carried a bridal bouquet of pink roses, tube roses. greenery and
ribbons.
Marie LaFanci was her honor attendant. Bridesmaids V6 CR' Melissa
Gnmes, Nancy McGehee and Leslie Newton.
- Kate Johnson, cousin of the, groom, was flower girl.
The groom chose Keith Horton as his best maw Groomsmen were
Ben Armstrong and Bret Glowth
Jake _Newton served as ring bearer.
A reception followed at the church fellowship hall.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong arc residing in Murray.
Mrs. Armstrong is an Environmental Educator at Land Between the
Lakes. Mr. Armstrong is in Quality Control at Briggs & Stratton.
The rehearsal dinner was held at the home of Bill and Susan Taylor,
uncle and aunt of the bride.

- Mrs Amanda Marone Williams. At
1. Box 929, Puryear. Tenn , William C
Smith, 1500 College Estates Eli,

TODAY

Murray; Charles Arnold, At 5, Benton

Expiration
Mrs Kenice Paschall At 8. Box 50,
Murray
•

•

•
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Gentlemen's farm with horse barn and located just
southwest of the city limits. This totally redecor-

ated 3-4 br. home and great 3-4 stall horse barn
surrounded by white plank fencing on 2 acres will
delight your family. Additional acreage available.

tree-shaded wooden deck. S69,900.

Immaculate spa lolls home in Canterbury Estates
Master bedroom opens into a Ig bath w/dressing

area Loaded with special features and situated on a
large, beautifully landscaped lot

5134,5(X)

Take a look at this I br , /i bath home with walkAlso
out basement on lovely hilltop setting
Include'. large barn, ferhed area for h,,rse.. and
re,
itret-1 in the 5.511,
appro‘imately

7
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KOITELRUD
753-1222

Built to quality standards,this 4 br.,31/2 bath home

Homes FOR uvinc.

features 2 master suites, large bright kitchen, large
side entry garage with built-ins. Great closet space
and many other features Adjacent lot available in
Southwest Villa Estates.

Custom design,tradition and ek•gairce %how in thi,
newly built home with fornial living & dining
br., 4Vi baths with quarry tile, bill1/71 tub-elaborateextras throughout. Carrie room,lamily room,
car garage round- out the perk% t puffin.

Our Sign Means Business!!
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Wonderful 4 br., 3 bath lakefront
beautiful view from any room in the house,
wraparound deck or poolside.

announce
bride-elect
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pill be mar93.

Forth

Fresh on the market! 3 br. 1 level home with new
central gas heat & central electric air, extra large
rooms,detached workshop building & metal storage building, fenced backyard surrounds large,

Inunaculate 4 br., 2'/: bath home with both formal
& family rooms, dining room and separate workshop bldg. Fenced beck yard. Just reduced'

r-

Lovely home just moments from the city Large lot,
living room,eat-in kitchen,3 br. & 2 baths. Central
heat & air. Priced in the S60's Newly decorated!

Beautifully maintained 4 br home on 2 lots with
lovely landscaped back yard with multi-level
decks, in-ground Fxxil and hot tub Just reduced

111
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4 be.,3bath horn in Gatasborough S/D on an acne+
lot. Features include a beautiful open foyer,living
mom, formel dining mom, family mom w/
fireplace plus study. $149,900.

Elegant, almost new 3 br., 21/2 bath contemporary
designed home, featuring glorious sun room, full
basement and superb quality throughout. Situated
on.5!/2 wooded acres in private setting. $169,950

Lovely 4 br.,21/a bath home on 21/:acres. Custom
oak cabinets & desks throughout, 2 stairways,
central gas heating. Offered at S165,000. Addi-

tional acreage available. Fresh on the market!

Newly listed. .4 br., 3 bath in excellent condition
located in family neighborhood. Southwest
schools. flat sctrend porch and central gas heating.

Only S944500.
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Hot August Blues, Bar-b-que Festival begins Sunday
The air will be HOT with dos
soundsofblues Aug.29 atdie Ruth
Annual Hot August Blues and BarB-Q Festival.
Anson Funderburgh and die
Rockets will headline the afternoon
full of marling guitar and Texas
style blues. The Rockets won
selected Top Rhythm and Blues
Band at the 1992 W.C. Handy
Awards. Their award winning
,releases include: "My Love is Here
to Stay","Sibs",and "Tell Me What
You Want to Hear'. Anson has
recently recorded with Hughey
Lewis and the News and is the
featured guitarist on their latest
single.
Other acts scheduled to appear at
the Fourth Annual Festival are: The
Unknown Blues Band, A.C. Reed
and Band,Honey Boy Edwards,and
the Metropolitan Blues Allstars.
Advance tickets are $IO or at the
gate S12. All proceeds go to
Marshall and Calloway County
Needlines. The concert will be held
at the Kenlake Ampitheatre Junction of Ky 94 at U.S.68 Aurora,Ky.
Music will begin at 1 p.m. For
additional information or to purchase tickets please call 1-800-3250143.

Anson Funderburgh and Sam Meyers are two of the performers scheduled to appear at
the Hot August Blues and Bar-B-Oue this weekend at Kenlake Stá
Part.
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Special Store Hours
Closed Tuesday 8/31/93 For Inventory
Friday 9:00 - 8:00 Saturday 9:00 - 5:00 Monday 8:00 - 8:00
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The GREAT STATE of KENTUCKY in all its INFINITE WISDOM has DECLARED that at YOUR YEAR END,YOU
COUNT all your INVENTORY and PAY A BIG FAT TAX on every piece of UNSOLD MERCHANDISE... Well QUITE
FRANKLY WE DON'T WANT TO COUNT it and WE SURE DON'T WANT TO PAY EXTRA TAXES on it, SO

NOTHING HELD BACK!
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Sofas, Chairs, Sleeper Sofas, Sectionals, Recliners, Mattresses & Box Springs, Bedroom Suites,
Night Stands, Dining Room Suites, China Cabinets, Area Rugs, Occasional Tables - Lamps,TVs,
VCRs, Appliances - ***
Even Piece of Inventory Reduced for this SALE!
• Broyhill• Lane• Sealy•Thomasville• Klaussner• Barclay •La-Z-Boy (Benton only)

2%

Not All Merchandise At All Locations
Cad

Here Tomorrow To Service What We Sell Today

"0

Store Hours: Mon.-Thur.9:00- 6:00,Fri. 9:00 - 8:00,Sat. 9:00 - 5:00
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Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc. PADUCAH, KY.
BENTON,KY.
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451 S. 16th 1otKy Ave Across
442_4455 %From Radroed Shop /
1-800-788-6224

Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah

305 N. MAIN
527-3481
1-800-599-6224
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research and photograph the sculptures. The results of the research
will be entered into a computer
database at the Smithsonian's National Museum of American An.
This permanent, comprehensive record of Amenca's outdoor sculpture
will be used to monitor the condition of the works and will be
available to scholars, conservators
and researchers.
The SOS! Project is supported by
major contributions from the Getty
Grant Program. The Henry Luce
Foundation and the Pew Charitable
TruKts. Assistance also has been
provided by the National Endowment for the Arts. Lori Meadows is
the statewide coordinator for the
Project.
A training session for volunteers
in Western Kentucky will be conducted in October. For more information, please contact Jean Wiggins (502) 753-9353 or the Kentucky Arts Council in Frankfon
(502) 564-3757.

JPDC to hold
fundraising
performance

* * *

3 DAYS ONLY!
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The Kentucky Arts Council has
been, awarded a $42,000 grant to
inventory public sculpture throughout Kentucky as part of SOS!
Save Outdoor Sculpture (SOS!).
a joint project of the National
Museum of American An,Smithsonian Institution and the National
Institute for the Conservation of
Cultural Property, hopes to catalog
and assess the condition of the tens
of thousands of outdoor sculptures
located in all fifty states. The
project also intends to raise public
awareness of the need to care for
these important cultural resources.
Irwin Pickett, Director of Arts
Programs of the Council,stated that
"Most of the recording and identification will be done by volunteers
across the state and the Western
counties of Kentucky are being
coordinated through Murray resident. Jean Wiggins. "Approximately 100 volunteers across Kentucky will be trained by specialists
in sculpture, art history and conservation to conduct field surveys, do

Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah
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Kentucky Arts Council
receives $42,000 grant

•••I

The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company is presenting a fund-raising performance of A KENTUCKY
ADVENTURE on Saturday. August 28 at 2 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Public Library meeting room. The proceeds from this
performance will benefit the appearance of the Jackson Purchase
Dance Company's performance of
A KENTUCKY ADVENTURE at
the Kentucky Center for the Arts
10th Anniversary Celebration in
Louisville on Sept. 4. Arts organizations from throughout the state
have been invited to perform at the
Kentucky Center's celebration.
A KENTUCKY ADVENTURE
was recently performed to a stand—
ing room only audience at the
Yciscr An Center in Paducah. The
script, by Murray author/storyteller,
Bill Phillips, depicts the social and
cultural influences runaway slaves
had on West Kentucky. This story
tells of a runaway slave family who
seeks refuge at a small West Kentucky settlement during their flight
on the Underground Railroad in the
1850's.
The action of A KENTUCKY
ADVENTURE is narrated by Bill
Phillips and Roderick Reed of Murray. Dancers augment the dramatic
moments through interpretive folk
and spiritual dances choreographed
by JPDC Artistic Director, Karen
Balzer. The Dances are set to
Gospel and Folk music indicative of
the 1850s,including featured banjo
selections by 12 year old Josh
Williams of Bcnton.
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company ensemble is composed of
dancers from the eight county Jackson Purchase area. Dancers from
the Murray/Benton area arc; Jen
Ross, Laurie Jo Parker, Ellen Foster, Celia Boone, Shac Bryant,
Sharean Nuchart, and Gretchen
Klaus. Balzer states, "It is a disunct
honor for our region to have a
regional dance company that is
highly regarded state-wide. I am
very proud that our dancers will be
performing A KENTUCKY ADVENTURE at the Kentucky Center
for the Arts 10th Anniversary. It is
truly a producion that reflects our
folklore and culture."
General Admission for A KENTUCKY ADVENTURE is 53.00.
There is no reserved seating-, A
KENTUCKY ADVENTURE is
funded in part by a grant from the
Kentucky Arts Council and the
Murray Business Council for the
Ans.
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East Main St.
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life insurance plans which provide
flexibility on insurance protection
and tax -deferred interest features
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needs, contact
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Proudly
'supporting
our Racers,
Lakers and
Tigers for
.the past
65 years

CALLOWAY

of the World

Lite Insurance Society
10866, OfficqOnerlaa. Molirsolia

Friday, Aug. 27
7:30 p.m.

James R. Jackson
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple,Murray
7534113

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753.5273

TV HOLLLAND STADIUM

701 Main Street

Services We Offer

8S
CHEVRON

5 Qt. Oil & Filter
Oil Change

$15.95

•Tune Ups • Balance Rotate Tires • Starter &
Alternator Work • Transmission Filters. Seals Si
Bearings • Brakes • Universal Joint Work •Fuel &
Water Pu mps• Radiator,Heater Work •Drive Shaft
"s. • Sell interstate Batteries • New Tires • Full &
Self-Service Gas • Make Service Calls

MUM'S
UNIVERSITY BP STATION

•Self Servige •Full Service
•Major Brand Oils
1

Che•ron Card. Major Credit Cards & Amman Express Accepted
"Quality Service at Competitive Prices"
South 12th • Murray • Monk Stallons, Mgr. • 753-1115

i

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 6-8; Sat. 6-6
Five Points, Murray • 751-5782
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Murray High Offense

$1099
choice of one topping only

Expires 12-31-93
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Prescription Specialists
Fast Friendly Service

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S

DM

Hoy. You Wce Plzza Ai Home

Good Luck
Tigers!
From Your Friends At...

Sr.
So.
Sr
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.

C- 55 Willie Wells
OG0GOTOTTESEQBFBTBFL-

Jon Bell
Gene McDonald
Adam Blalock
Chad Caldwell
Robert Weatherly
Ted Booth
Brent Keller
Mitch Downey
Chris Cheaney
James Curtis

69
67
62
64
44
9
15
32
4
2

759-9245
12th & Olive
Murray
Mon.-Fri. 9-6

Sat. 9-1

Good 'Luck
From All Your Friends At

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES

Murray High Defense

311 North 41h Sttrel • Whirray KY 421)71
607) 753.4612

Shell

We stand on the strength of OW setvoce

Good Luck
Tigers!
Compliments of

I.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd St.

GO
TIGE

80
62
44
9
69
64
32
22
5
25
4

Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.

T.J. Myhill
Adam Blalock
Robert Weatherly
Ted Booth
Jon Bell
Chad Caldwell
Mitch Downey
Kevin Knight
Chris Allen
Victory Perry
Chris Cheaney

622 South 4th

Compliments of

David L.
Harrington
County Attorney

"DON'T DRINK
8 DRIVE!"

753-2411

GO TIGERS!
Free Estimates
S

LUADRY

11(MINli
CLEANERS
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Main • Murray • 753-2552

M&T Painting
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753-9382
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Srmay Tierra

BUCK'S
Body Shop
753-5142
900 Sycamore - Murray
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SPORTS
Braves message to Giants: 'It ain't over'
se.
k ef").•

Atlanta sweeps Giant series
By WENDY E. LANE
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
After playing beuer than any
other team in baseball since the
All-Star break, the Atlanta
Braves finally have something to
show for it.
After weeks of winning and
gaining little or no ground in the
NL West, they arc within 41/2
games of the division lead following a sweep of the first-place
San Francisco Giants.
"Just being able to cut into the
lead is exciting for us," said
Greg Maddux, who earned the
victory in a 9-1 rout Wednesday.

The Braves finished the threegame series with verve, hitting
six homers, including a pair of
back-to-back shots by Fred
McGriff and David Justice.
"Those guys hit it good,"
Maddux said. "The hitters really
wanted to do well today."
But the onslaught of home runs
was only one of the ways the
Braves left the Giants reeling.
Billy Swift, their ace, was
knocked out in the fifth inning,
Will Clark landed on the disabled
list and they didn't get a hit off
Maddux until the sixth.
"They came out and jumped
us from the first pitch," said

he even took the mound.
problems now but we don't have
"It takes a little bit of the edge
any excuses."
off," he said. "It's a little bit
What hurt San Francisco the
easier to relax."
most in the senes were home
Maddux, who hadn't beaten the
runs. The Braves hit 10 in three
Giants in almost two years, went games, including six on
Wednesday.
eight innings and gave up one run
And thanks to a home-run deron six hits, walking one and
by featuring McGriff and Justice,
striking out five.
Atlanta became the first team in
After it was all over, the
Giants were looking forward to the majors this season to ha‘,e
getting out of town and facing the three hitters with 30 or more
Braves on the road next week. homers. McGriff hit his 29th and
30th and Justice his 31st and
"A change of scenery will
help," Todd Benzinger said. 32nd to join Ron Gant, who hit
"What you have to remember is his 31st on Tuesday.
McGriff stepped up to the plate
you're still 41/2 up. At least for
in the first inning and hit the first
me and a lot of guys here, you
pitch from Swift out of the park
look for the positive signs."
Not to be outdone, Justice did the
"We've just got to forget
about it and turn it around," Barry Bonds said. "We've got some • See Page 11

Braves trade for Expos' Martinez
MONTREAL (AP) — The Atlanta Braves worked out a trade for
Montreal Expos pitcher Dennis Martinez, pending his approval,
The Associated Press learned.
Expos general manager Dan Duquette announced that a deal has
been agreed upon, but did not identify the team involved. Martinez
was to give his decision at 2 p.m. EDT today.
A source close to the negotiations said Montreal made a deal
with Atlanta for a player to be named, said to be Brian Hunter.
Martinez, 38, has the right to veto any trade as a 10-and-5 man
— he's played at least 10 years in the majors, including the last
five with the same team. He's 11-8 with a 4.23 ERA this season.
Giants manager Dusty Baker.
whose team was swept for the
first time this season. "They hit
six home runs off us. We knew
Fred McGriff was going to come
alive sometime."

Maddux (15-9) shut out San
Francisco for five innings and
retired 12 of the first 13 batters
he faced. His job was made a lot
easier by his teammates, who
spotted him to a 3-0 lead before

Catch 22

Course competition
spurs Tigers, Lakers
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Murray High and Calloway
County are prepared for a seasonlong showdown
on the golf
CC:WISC.

Both the defending regional
champion Tigers and the young
Lakers, who finished fifth in the
region last year, are shooting for
the regional title this season.
And since the Tigers and the
Lakers co-host most of their
matches together at the Murray
Country Club, Tiger coach Judy
Muehleman and Laker mentor
4ohnny Ginles will get a chance
to see regularly how their teams
stand in the regional race.
"That's some real good competition," Muehleman pointed
out. "Plus the kids really get
along real well. They just push
each other. And that's going to
be good for us."
Gingles said the Lakers look at
the home matches differently
than most teams.

Dallas RB
waiting owner
out over deal

Si If wp
beat Murray, that's gravy. 93

By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer

...JOHNNY GINGLES
"We're trying to beat whoever
comes in, and if we beat Murray,
that's gravy," Gingles said. "But
by playing a good team, and
Murray's a good team, it can't
help but make us get better."
The Tigers start the best possible way you can start — with the
defending state champion in
Adam Grogan.
"The defending state champion
is not a bad way to begin your
team," Muehleman said.
Grogan has traveled across the
country this summer playing golf
with other top junior players in
the country, which should help
make him even better this fall.

IRVING, Texas (AP) — Don't
look for No. 22 to be playing for
the Dallas Cowboys when they
open defense of their NFL
championship II days from now
in Washington against the
Redskins.
After new contract talks,
nothing has changed between
holdout Emmitt Smith, the NFL's
leading rusher the last two seasons, and Dallas owner Jerry
Jones.

DAVID RANEYtedger & Times pnoto

Murray High's Adam Grogan (left) and Calloway County's David Greene are two of the top local high
school golfers that will be facing each other all season.

MI See Page 11.

FIGHTING BACK

Tyson appeals conviction
in Indiana Supreme Court
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Former heavyweight champion Mike
Tyson will take his rape conviction appeal to the Indiana Supreme
Court on Thursday.
Local counsel Lee McTuman said Wednesday he planned to file
a petition asking the court to take the case, but declined to elaborate. Tyson's conviction was upheld in the state court of appeals.
"I am not confident of anything in Indiana but I am confident
that eventually Tyson's rape conviction will be overturned," appeals auomey Alan Dershowitz told Los Angeles radio station KMPC
on Wednesday.
Prosecutors would then have 10 days to respond to the petition
after Thursday's filing. The'supreme court could refuse to hear the
C3SC if it chose.
Tyson was sentenced in March 1992 to six years in prison. He
was convicted of raping beauty contestant Desiree Washington in
an Indianapolis hotel room. Tyson's lawyers claim the Rhode
Island woman fabricated the rape story in hopes of suing the millionaire boxer.
In a 2-1 decision earlier this month, the Indiana Court of Appeals
affirmed the conviction. It rejected arguments that the trial court
erred by not allowing three witnesses to testify on behalf of the
defense.
Tyson remains at the Indiana Youth Center, about 20 miles west
of Indianapolis.
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Jones all but said Tuesday that
Smith won't be in uniform for the
game.
"I don't want there to be any
surprises, and my instincts tell
me Emmitt isn't going to be
here," Jones said. "In all candor.
it looks pretty unlikely we'll have
him on opening night. Our team
should not plan on him."
Jones' gloomy prediction came
after he and Smith's agent,
Richard Howell, recently discussed Smith's demand for S4
million a year, S1.6 million more
than the Cowboys are offering.
They hadn't had contact in more
than a month and no headway
was made in the recent conversation, Jones said.

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Cardinal embarassment continues
with third-straight loss in San DiOgo
By BERNIE WILSON
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The San
Diego Padres acquired rookie
catcher Brad Ausmus from the
Colorado Rockies last month for
his work behind the plate, not at
it.
But in the course of less than
24 hours, Ausmus has begun to
dispel the all-glove, no-bat tag.
Ausmus doubled and hornered
Tuesday night in San Diego's
17-4 blowout over the St. Louis
Cardinals, then delivered a twoout, bases-loaded single in the
10th inning Wednesday night as
the Padres beat the Cardinals 2-1.
Ausmus, who's hitting .234,
tried to downplay his
accomplishments.
"The pitchers are learning me
and I'm learning them," he said.
"It's an adjustment period that
could go either way. At the same
time, I'm not crushing the ball."
Ausmus, a defensive replacement for Kevin Higgins in the top
of the 10th, got his chance only
because shortstop Ozzie Smith
committed a double error on Jeff
Gardner's one-out grounder,
allowing Gardner to take second.
Tony Gwynn was intentionally
walked with two outs and Phil
Plantier also walked to load the
bases. Ausmus followed with a
single up the middle off Lee

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
• Philadelphia 8, Colorado 5
Cincinnati 4. New York 1
Atlanta 9, San Francisco 1
San Diego 2, St Louts 1 (10)
Houston 3, Florida 2
Montreal 7, Chicago 3
Pittsburgh 2. Los Angeles 1 (12)
Guetterman (2-3), extending the
Cardinals' longest losing streak
of the year to six games.
"Every time you get up you
really have to focus," said Ausmus, who came over in the deal
for pitchers Bruce Hurst and
Greg Harris.
"Hitting's hard enough as it is.
If you focus on the pitcher and
the ball, I think it just makes the
results of getting a hit a lot more
exciting when you're in a situation like that. But ideally you'd
like to have that same focus for
every at-bat."
Smith charged Gardner's
grounder but couldn't glove it
and the ball bounced off him for
one error. He picked it up and
overthrew first base for his third
error of game, allowing Gardner
to reach second.
Smith declined to second-guess
the ruling on the fielding error,
but said, "It's tough sometimes
the way people score me. I feel

•I've always been scored
differently. •
"All balls that take hops are
tough plays," said Smith, who's
won 13 Gold Glove Awards, the
most ever by any NL player.
"You make it so many times, and
when you don't, it's something to
write about."
The three errors were the most
in a game this year for Smith. He
couldn't remember if they were
the most he's ever had in his
16-year career.
Gene Harris (5-5) allowed two
hits in one inning to snap a personal five-game losing streak.
St. Louis tied it 1-1 with two
outs in the fourth. Whiten singled
and scored on a double into the
left-field bullpen by Bernard
Gilkey, who had been in a
2-for-24 slump.
St. Louis starter Rene Arocha
allowed one run on six hits in
seven innings and struck out two.
San Diego's Tim Worrell left
with his fifth no-decision in as
many starts, allowing one run on
six hits in seven innings, with
two strikeouts and two walks.
Gregg Jefferies said the Cardinals' losing streak "is getting
embarrassing. We've got to play
hard like we're in first place. If
we don't do that, we might as
well go home."

t
r

Smith, in Pensacola, Fla.,
wouldn't comment on Jones' dire
forecast.
Smith was read Jones' comments over the telephone and
said: "I promised the Cowboys I
would not negotiate through the
press. I have been advised not to
speak any more about the
issues."
Smith said it was frustrating to
watch the Cowboys on television.
"Naturally. I miss all the
camaraderie and being around
guys like Alfredo Roberts and
Michael Irvin," Smith said.

a

Smith, who has enrolled at the
University of Florida for fall
classes, said he is still working
out as if he was going to be playing in the near future.
The Cowboys have offered
Smith about S2.4 million a year.
Jones said he is prepared to
take a hammering from, the fans
if Smith isn't signed.
"I'm sure it won't be very
popular at all if Emmitt isn't on
the field," Jones said. "I believe,
just like the fans, we are a much
better team with him. I'm sure
there will be a lot of finger pointing. I'm making decisions on
what I feel is the best interest of
the team."

—Vinyl Siding
FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS

—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*

Also Available A, I.R.A.

FREE ESTIMATES

753.4703
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Rob
cortieli,,,n

CALL
753-7020

SA

Cooper
[

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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BRIEFS

Win keeps Yankees right behind Jays

Courier, Graf are No. 1 seeds
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.(AP) — Jim Courier and Steffi Graf are
the No. 1 seeds for next week's U.S. Open as the USIA followed
the computer rankings.
Courier, the Australian Open champion and Wimbledon and
French Open finalist, was also seeded No. 1 last year when he
reached the semifinals before losing to Pete Sampras. Graf, the
French Open and Wimbledon champion. is seeded No. 1 for the
sixth time in the last seven years.
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Mats ponder Coleman's future
NEW YORK (AP) — The New York Mets could make a decision regarding the future of outfielder Vince Coleman as soon as
today.
Coleman, suspended with pay by the Mets as they await the outcome of baseball's investigation into his felony charge for possession of an explosive device, met with team officials Tuesday.
Prosecutors in Los Angeles said Coleman threw an M- 1(X) from a
car as he left the Dodger Stadium parking lot on July 24. His
arraignment has been postponed until after the season.
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Farr undergoing experimental surgery
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — LPGA tour player Heather Farr will
undergo experimental surgery next month in an attempt to destroy a
cancerous tumor without damaging her spinal cord. Farr, 28. has
undergone numerous operations since being diagnosed with cancer
in July 1989.
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Teammate Ryan Haverstock
could be one of Grogan's top
competitors for regional honors
this year after finishing second in
the region last year.
The Tigers then have five players trying to fill the other two
slots, with Ryan Pickens, Clay
Bolin, Jacob Rayburn, Jeremiah
Rayburn and Drew Horton battling it out.
At Calloway, the Lakers by
Jessie Rooker, who won last
year's regional title. Eric Gallimore and David Greene are both
right with Rooker, and give the
Lakers a solid three.
"You send the three of them
out in practice and they are competing like it's a regional tournament," Gingles said. "That keeps
them hungry."
The other five Lakers "you
could throw them all into a bag
and shake them up and you don't
know who is going to be fourth,"
according to Gingles.
They include Zach Ross, Buzz
Paul, Brad Wilson and Adam
Haley and David Perlow.
Gingles said the Lakers are a
hard-working bunch.
"They've played and worked
hard all summer and I don't see
why they can't come back and
compete for the first or second
spot in the region," Gingles said.
In addition to Murray and Calloway, other regional favorites
include Paducah Tilghman, Marshall County and Heath.
• • • •
On Tuesday, the Tigers edged
Calloway and Graves in a match
at the Murray Country Club.
Murray scored a 155, besting
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The Associated Press
The Yankees found someplace
other than New York where they
do OK.
Embroiled in an AL East pennant race with the Toronto Blue
Jays, the Yankees stayed one
game behind the defending World
Series champions Wednesday
night by winning away from
home.
New York beat the AL Westleading Chicago White_ Sox 7-5,
and the Yankees' IQUI.victory in
14 games gave them a 30-32 road
record, including 2-1 in the threegame series at Comiskey Park.
"This series was important for
us because it was a first-place
team and especially because we
haven't been playing well on the
road," said catcher Mike Stanley,
who broke out of a slump just in
time to break the game's final tie
with an eighth-inning single.
Stanley was 0-for-13 as part of
a 2-for-21 slump when he came
up with runners on second and

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
Toront 10, Cleveland 7
Detroit 7, Seattie 4
California 2, Baltimore 1
Milwaukee 12. Oakland 2
Texas 10. Boston 2
Minnesota 4. Kansas City 2
New York 7. Chicago 5
third and the game tied 5-5. He
singled to center off reliever
Donn Pall, and the Yankees
added another run on an error.
"He got a forkball up," Stanley said. "I was lucky because
I'm sure he was trying to get it
down to get a groundhall out of
it.
The Yankees stay on the road,
starting a four-game series in

Cleveland tonight. Toronto,
"That was a tough inning for
which just won two of three at us," White Sox manager Gene
home from the Indians, heads for Lamont said. "Donn came in and
Seattle.
threw it away. If it wasn't for
"Now we have to turn it up," that, I don't think they would
Stanley said. "Wc can't go into have scored. The next guy up
Cleveland and relax. We have to (Stinky) singled, but 1 don't
think they would have scored I
keep our focus."
They kept it up against the think the ball was wet, he
White Sox as the lead kept panicked and rushed his throw."
The Yankees have won SCICI1
changing hands as the Yankees
went up 5-4 in the sixth on a two- of nine against Chicago.
Rich Monteleone (6-4) pitched
run double by Mike Gallego. Chicago tied it in the bottom of the 1 1-3 innings of scoreless, one-hit
inning on an RBI single by Tim relief. Bob Wickman got the last
out for his third save.
Raines.
The decisive eighth featured
"There's no doubt we're get
two bad fielding plays by Pall, ting an extremely good effort out
who threw a bunt away and then of the whole squad," Gallego
couldn't get a runner at the plate said. "This is the type of thing
we need."
on a comebacker.
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FROM PAGE 10
same.
In fact, Justice did it again in
the fifth inning, following
McGriff's home run with another
long ball.
"There's no way in the world
I'm trying to chase Freddy," Justice said. "I just went up there
trying to get a hit and I was fortunate enough to get two."
Terry Pendleton added a solo
home run in the seventh and
Damon Berryhill a two-run shot
in the ninth.
Swift (17-6), who failed in his
third bid for his 18th victory, had
his worst outing of the season,
lasting only 4 1-3 innings. He
was burned for 11 hits, and left
trailing 6-0.
"I tried to do too much with
something 1 didn't have, and it
wound up hurting me," said
Swift, who complained that his
arm was tired.
The Giants got more bad news
in the fifth when Clark collided
with Atlanta shortstop Jeff Blauser as Clark slid into second base.
The San Francisco first baseman
left the game at the end of the
inning and was diagnosed with a
strained medial collateral ligament in his right knee.
Swift pointed out that the
Giants, who have the best record
in baseball and have been leading
the division since May 11, were
bound to meet some adversity
sooner or later this season.
"Sometimes it's good for a
team like us to go through this,"
he said. "Yeah, we're in first
place, but it's not so safe. Maybe
this will be a good kick in the
butt."

.
•••••••••••••••-••--1

Calloway's 160 and a 170 by
Graves County.
Grogan led the way with a 35,
while Ryan Haverstock shot a 37.
Ryan Pickens fired a 41, while
Bolin and Jacob Rayburn each
shot 42.
Rooker led the Lakers with a
36, while Greene shot a 40, and
Eric Gallimore and Zach Ross
42s.

In girls action, Graves defeated
Murray and Calloway. The Lady
Eagles shot a 227, while the Lady
Tigers shot a 234, the Lady Lakers a 239.
Joy Roach fired a 41 to lead
the Tigers, while Morgan Blankenship shot a 60. Jodi Manning
fired a 55 to lead the Lady Lakers, while Courtney McCoy shot
a 59.

SCOREBOARD

Business Meeting
and

Football Kickoff
.tvith
Coach Houston Nutt

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore
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1993 FORD RANGER...

Now You Can Drive A
DESIGN LEADER
Every Two Years
1993 Ranger XLT
16047

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 Sycamore

MurrayState
Football
Racers vs.
Eastern Illinois
Thursday,. September 2
Stewart Stadium, 7:00 p.m.
CALL 762-4895 TOR TICKET"
The game is sponsored by

Why lock yourself into a 5-year obligation'?
Now get low monthly payments for only 24 months
with Ford's Red Carpet Lease,
IT'S LOADED!
1993 Ford Ranger

XLT
•2.3 Liter Engine
•5 Sp. Transaxle
•Power Steering
•Air Conditioning
•AM/FM Casseue
•Sliding Rear Window
'OWL Tires
•Chrome Rear Step Bumper
•Cast Aluminum Wheels
A RED CARPET LEASE
MAKES SENSE
.3 year/36,000 mile bumper-to -bumper
warranty'
•Pay only for what you use — just two yew's
worth.

$19961
Per

Month

For 24 Months
Month') Izav. l'ament

$199.61",

Refunchbk Seomh thlw Alt

$200 00

Down Payment

,$42500

Total Cash Due at Lease Inception

$824.61

Total Miourd of Monthly Payments S4,790.64

•So• your dealer for ropy of this ltrr end warranty ••Iwoos peyrnent bored an root al It 10.440 on IMO Pad Ranger XLT Lama may Ma Ur plum
but Is net Wispstad to purchsso tA4 rehIcle st lasso and sIS pries to be navelstod loth the dealer et lease signing IA....,.r..n.lbks.suave.ear and
leer and SO 11 dor mile charge far mileage weer 30.003 lease estdeort to erode sppreeel and ineurablilty as doterelinal by Pied Credit LIND'eyesore
includes title.tamesnd1Inones hoe Per spacial loose wires, you moat tolio nevi vehicle retail ideltworr Ina asks mark by 1110314/3 Total mesh &seat Ware
Inception Inc ledge security deposit imd first months loses payment

PeoplesBank

"You Will Be Satisfied"

!kink
•
.11.1 1.1• MIMS. p,

Also... the first 2,000 fans will receive pom-pons, compliments of
Mr.Tommy Sanders of Murray, while the first 1,000 MSU students
will receive pom-pons, courtesy of Student Affairs and the
University Store.

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury.
701 Main St.

Murray, KY,

00753-5273
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24 Hour

Seri‘ce

CAR
WON'T NON?

and the

LAKER

CALL #1

Calloway County
Lakers...
SIMPLY THE BEST!

McClard's

••••

Murray 753-1933

753-9132

FOOTBALL

With a Woodmen annuity, your
dollars earn tax-deferred interest at
a competitive rate. To find out more
about Woodmen's Tax-Deferred
Annuities. contact..

Your local certified
marble manufacturer."

CALLOWAY

Thornton
Tile and
Marble,Inc.

MURRAY

A Woodmen
- or the World
We Imersvace

Friday, Aug. 27
7:30 p.m.

Society

atm °MO OMB& filimidi•

fp,

Faye Childress
Woodmen Bldg.
*did***muff
753-5234

Hazel 498-8142

-Quality 'That Will Please-

753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

TV HOLLLAND STADIUM

Good Luck
Lakers!

8S
CHEVRON

Compliments of
PS

lic4111

MOM •

'

ir

*Self Service *Full Service
'Major Brand Oils
Chtoron CAM, Wear CtIcIst Cards

American Exprets Aecepted

"Quality Service at Competitive Prices"
South Leth • Murray • Moak Stallone, Mgr. • 733•1613

I r"'

#2.PP4

9f5..

inYt

8E1.c II,

44414
Im$
15 ii4r%

)6 ;- 1 .

"_,,12‘4781&

57 4-165

A

•
r•MNP

GO
LEERS!
"Oyer 45 Years Service"

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix
East Main 753-3540
‘r•

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

;s- ,.

Proudly
supporting
our Racers,
Lakers and
Tigers for
the past
65 years.

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273

701 Main Street

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
Istet

'

Co.

•

Dees Bank of 9-fazef
Member FDIC

Hazel, KY

•

••••
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I
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Calloway Co. Offense
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.

C- 57 James Todd
OG- 63 Dallas Rice
OG- 55 Lucas Cherry
OT- 76 Brian Evans
OT- 78 Marc Fain
TE- 9 Tyler Bohannon
SE- 40 Brad Lowe
QB- 16 Jason Grogan
HB- 19 Jody Kelson
WB- 80 Wesley Cogdell
FL- 3 Tim McGrew

A Taste of Home Cooking
All Day Fri. & Sat. 3-9 p.m.

Catfish Dinners
2 Pc. $4.95
3 Pc $5.95
All You Can Eat $7.25
10 oz. Ribeyes $7.50
Breakfast Daily
Homemade Biscuits & Gravy, Pies, Sandwiches
PlAte Lunches • Carry Out Orders

RUDY'S
Court Square • Murray • 753-1632
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30-2 p.m., Fri. 5:30-9 p.m.
Sat. 3-9 p.m., Sun. Closed

fl

Calloway Co. Defense
NGDTDTDEDELBLBCBCBSSFS-

63
57
76
65
40
44
33
24
41
3
'9

Children's Shoes

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.

Dallas Rice
James Todd
Brian Evans
Todd Forsyth
Brad Lowe
L.T. Osgood
Tim Brickey
Tim McDaniel
Mike Arnett
Tim McGrew
Tyler Bohannon

Southside Center • 753-4383

GEE
PLUMBING
Your Plumbing Specialist
Bert Gee - Owner

753-3008
Rt. 4 Murray
Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

Cpuirrirs

from

• •-, J.40);
;

14.

753-241 1

'201 S. '-(1 St.

492-8136

Good Luck
Lakers!

1 4.

4 -

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

ND
HOLLA
COMPANY
TIRE

We Carry A Large Selection
01 General Take-Off Tires."
East Main St. • 753-5606
(‘O
Mon.-Fri. 8-5; Sat. 8-12
Pt

nod
t.-,- cw

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS
753-4424

Jerry McCoy, Owner
409 Sunbury Circle

753-5940

1300 N. 12th St.

•••• re.•
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That's State Farm
insurance."

a)

State Farm Insuranoe Companies
Horne Offices Bloomington Minas

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

LARRY KROUSE
INSURANCE
105 N. 12th (Next to SieDorcatcra459•9888

.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••
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Your neighborhood store with all the strengths of Sears!

•

ity

ALL_

EVERY

C.
vie"

• 7L9

ill

•WASHER/DRYER
•REFRIGERATOR
•FREEZER
•DISHWASHER
•ELECTRIC AND
GAS RANGE
•ROOM AIR
CONDITIONER
• MICROWAVE

EVERY
•4—HEAD VCR
•CAMCORDER
•TABLETOP
STEREO
EREO
•
•TABLETOPTV

SALE "9e911,§0,917F„,11/
(Except

3 DAYS ONLY!

speokF

•PROJECTION TV

August 26 through August 28

- ..),
.alloble for sole as advertised
Eoch of these od.ertrsed ,ferns s eci
ed in warehouses
Most larger items ioven'
Allow reasonable time for delivery

3-2411

!ing
m.

i.95

EVERY

•COMPACT

REFRIGERATOR
•UPRIGHT AND
CANISTER VAC

;732
p m

• EVERY
•RANGE HOOD

Shop your local Sears store for the...

best
BRAND
NAMVIES
including
Kenmart\e

•

•

•
;hoe•

lataslebb

4383

list

NI
GREAT DEALS IN LAWN AND GARDE
a

tractors
..hoose from a grear seiection of rear engine rider tractors lawn
'
power
;orden tractors rear bag mowers side discharge mowers
engines
Tecumseh
or
Stratton
Si
iwith
Briggs
Sorrier
oiopeiied mowers

END
OF
SEASON
SALE'

ALL CHAIN SAWS
ON SALE

ALL CRAFTSMAN
TRACTORS ON SALE

save 5-50

save '100-500

ALL CHIPPER/
SHREDDERS ON SALE

save s30

rpanies
:iiino4s

hbor,
?re.

..•

es

9888

•

•
VI

Owned And
Operated By
Opal Hart

Bel-Air Center
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-2310

Store Hours
Mon th'ough Sat
9 a 7 -6 p 71

YOU CAN COUNT ON SEARS FOR SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED OP vOUP MONEY BACK
YOU CAN

COUNT ON Mt '

SEARS

•
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q_ASSIFIED
no.a11.... are 2 days La advance and are as follows:
.......

Monday Edition

Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Fnchty

Edition

Saturday Edition
tV.Sitit NIL E.ilk."4.1s

.

i

..
u/S

190 ..............Farm Equipment
390
400 .
550

460
0:0

Help Wanted
_..Doreestic & Childcare

,V0

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

110..

410

Public Sale

!,40

For Trsde

660

Free Column

570

REtl. F4.1 it F RENT U.

F

Exterminating
Business Services
290 .............Heating And Cooling
Service. Offered

230
250

Poultry• Supplies
Produce
Feed 6 Seed

.....

280

470480
485
490
495
500
520

420
410

Real Estate

Rant

435

Lake Property

Rent

440

Lots For Sale

Rent

450

Farms For Sale

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

--Campers

Beata S Meters 360.

La

have been made

1!1 ¶*.• Calloway Dis,r I Court. All claims
1g,iinst these estates
s1.iiuld be filed with the

'-oluciary within six
months of date ofqualification.
- Laverne 0. On,
1713 Keenland Dr.,
Murray, KY 42071 DeCharlene

sounders, 13 Briarwood Lanii, Richmond
lid!, GA 313324 and
Bobbie Allbritten,3317
Rrookshire Dr., Plano,
TX 75075 Co-ExecutriAppt. 08-11-93, J.
. Williams Phillip?, 104
North Fourth St.,Murray., KY 42071 Attortl. •
/IVA,

Robert F. Williams,
1{-ite 02;01-azel, KY
Deceased,
Ittip,
rt
Williams,
Rua te 02 Box 24,
Hazy!, KY 42049 and
Phillip P. Williams,
Route 02 Box 6-A, Puryenr, TN 38251 CoErecutors, Appt. 0811 93.
Jae Pat Lamb,Route
02 Rox 178 Hazel, KY
42049 Deceased,Sue L.
1,,,7111), Route #2 Box,

Available Tbru Age U.
Ow most comprehenSiVe policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care VAth
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Nome Insurance IS 17101e important
than ever For free information

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7514199
rse

Ocal clam

wvice*

MONEY for tree 8 college
for nothing, Have you been
turned down for a scholarship for college or trade
school/ We guarantee to
find a student a minimum of

HELP WANTED
Minit Mart now hinng
full or part-time positions $4.35rtw. Excellent benefits, college
assistance programs,
insurance, vacation.
Taking applications 6
an -2 p.m. at the

Murray, Ky. 8. Puryear, Tn. locations.
DRIVERS. Over ate Road
VartFlat 35 States, lyr experience verifiable start
25 28 c-ents/rnile with 3 yrs.
Benefits
Call

1 800-44466-48
RIVERS WANTED
Flatbed Experience, New
Conventionals, Paid
Weekly Loaded/Empty
Miles. Life/Health Insurance, Bonus, Rader Program, ADVANCED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
800-364-1047. 24 4ours-7

six sources of scholarship
& fellowship funding Send
for information: Creative_ Days Week:
Scholarship Service, PO EXPERIENCED tobacco
Box 23784, Lexington, KY cutler. 435-4424
40523-3784.

MRS. THERESA, Reeder
Advisor. A true born
Psychic, gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment.

EXPERIENCED auto body
man, Apply in person at
Donnie Hudson Body
Sbop, Almo. Ky or by ceiling 753-6475 days or
753-9918 nights
FLATBED over the road.
but home most weekends
Conventional equipment,

26'4-31', cents per mile
Medical/dental. 401K Call
US Trucking/Ligon,
615-383-3398

1t4 hazel, KY 42049

ENeclitrix, Appt. 0817 93,
Robert
0.

Miler, 201 South 5th
St , Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.
James Kindred, 815
Who is this guitar
hurt Drive, Murray,
playing
truck
EY 42071 Deceased,
driver who's 40
Nlat Coleman, Box
today?
'Z9;, New Concord, KY
.12076 Executor, Appt. MUSIC DJ Dances, par1h93.

ties, weddings, al musical
Ann P. Wilson, styles 753-0343
'ircoit Court Clerk NEW 16 & 165' 131ern

Cain's Chrysler Jeep
Eagle needs a technician to perform general mechanic work on
all makes of vehicles.
Experienced required

Apply in person
641 N Murray

Cain's Chrysler Jeep
Eagle needs diesel
technician to perform
on
maintenance
trucks.
Apply in person. experience required
641 N. Murray

AMBITIOUS individuals
needed for tie House of
Uoyd Pwty Plan Part-tme
work, Fullame pay No collecting, no deliveries $500
kit supplied CaN or an
application todayl
1-800-264-2166
ATTENTION

Murray

POSTAL JOBS Start
$11 41/hr plus benefits For
application & info, call
1-(216)-233-9078 7am C
10prn 7 days

CONVENANT TRANSPORT THE ROAD TO

YOUR FUTURE. LAST
YEAR OUR TOP TEAM
EARNED
OVER
$85,000 Sterling at $ 27 to
$ 29 Per Mile, Paid Health
and Lee Insurance, Motel
Layover Pay, Loading/
Unloading Pay. Deadhead/
Vacation Pay, Spouse
Rider Program, Solos Welcome, Truck Driving
School Graduates Wel
come 1-800441-4394
DO you need a GED? Do
you-need hope for the fuWm and help to get a sold
career? We r
ece
)ie22 JOB
16 Ihru
ccenlnOs for
21 that are not lull time high
school students Call
753-9378 Frye days a week
between 8-00ani 3 00prn
We are an EOE This profeCt is funded by tie Western Kentucky Private Industry Counal-JTPA

truck tires $60 & up Also
XP2000 W L Generals. 1st
13171e at low,low prices Lots
of used tires $10, $15, $20
.1r:GAL NOTICE
A periodic settle- each Warehouse Tire, 400
of accounts has Inclustnal Road 753-1111

licen filed in the Callo- ROGER Hudson Hauling
Court by Hudson Horse and Clo-

wtiv

Te•rry & Jo Ann ,Shoemtker, guardian for
N:itagbia Shoemaker,
7r• • nor
child. Excep-

thing Supply 753-4545

WE are now tie dealer for
Globe Chairs_ Made in
USA Call for details Engl• ,.1f1 to this settlement ish's Sewing Machine, Hwy
must he filed in the 68 Reidland. near 1-24 ext
District 16 1-800-599-USEW

',Ant on or before 9:00
T11. September 7th,
1993, the date of hearAnn P. Wilson,
I'ircuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
An informal final

,iettlement of accounts
hag been filed in the
Calloway
District
Court by Mary Brinda

Smith, Executrix, of
the estate of Denny P.
Smith, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
a m. September 7th,
.1993, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

BRIDAL
REGISTRY
Fitz & Floyd
, Dinnerware &
Accessories

The Panhandler
Bel-Air Center
j

America's Second Car

Uglp Duckling
eistazacosn
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 SO. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Pomo*
WHITE male, 42, honest.
sincere, seeks female companion to love and cherish
PO Box 5412. Mayfield, KY
42066

Lea
Mace

LOST Aug 121h at 1.4cDonacre Set of keys with
AURORA Pizza Magic Ge- whale Return to McDonuns hand tossed pizza. nald's tor reward
LOST Hereford cow, Col
&valet area 489-2839

LOST Urnousin and Bryngus cattle (8 heifers, 5
cows. 4 calves) in Cross,
EXCITING' Feel Groan land TN area Call
Lose weight' Call me-And 498-8943 or 753-9251
out howl 437-4467 or
753-7262

On, (former owner of Mines). Now at Icon Art &
Frame, 200 So 4th St. Murray 753-7201. '

753-0466 PO Box 1033 Murray

02s

And Rued

FRAMING. Custom &
Creative by Linde Herein'

NON.PHOF T OHC•All :Al Oil

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

kftc...t

050

fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open al year at
5pm Closed Mon and
Tu•s
474-8119,
1-800649-3804

OVEN TO 1HE PUHt C

Your Ad
Could
Here!

FRIENDLY HOME PAR
TIES now has openings for
demonstalors No cash investment Part time hours
with tul time pay Two catalogs, over 700 items Cal
1.800-4884875
HEATING, cooling, duct
work installer minimum
one year experience
435-4699
J B HUNT-Do you want
better pay? Do you want
more rules/ Then call J B
Hunt 1-800 845 2197 If
you have your CDL cal

1-800 368 8538 Training
available for inexperienced
drivers EOE(Subpect to
drug screen
LICENSED LIFE &
AGENT
HEALTH
NEEDED Quality products
high COMM/410M with ad

vance before issue lead
system,and benefits (Must
qualify tor advances 8 benCOMPANY Drivers-Owner
Call
efits)
Operators Good Pay and
1-800-25Z/581
Benefits No Relocation
1-800-964-8743 VW

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rats at
different ages for as114.000.00POLICY

VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to $500
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vacbon Dream
Cash, PO Box 224, McKenzie, TN 38201
WANTED • aggressive &
well groomed person willing to start at entry level
position with excellent advancement opportunities
Job includes delivery &
customer service Openings at Colonyme in Murray
& Mayfield. Apply in
person.
WANTED bemiaids. waitresses & dancers. $500
pkss weekly Doll House
Cafe, Paris, Tn
901-642-4297 7pm-2am
WANTED kitchen & Now
personel, must be able to
work days & evenings
Apply at Seafood Express
between 2pm-4pm. No
phone calls please
.,

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4100

905 Sycamore,Murray,KY
"Our 29th rear of Service"

day time shift, Must be able
to work weekends
Cashiers 8 prep people
Apply at store daffy Ask for
manager Chestnut Street
Murray,

CLEANING house a my
business Reliable arid experienced. references Cal
Linda 759 9553

11110
Been ng MacFuries
11111 -.------.Hesvy Equipment
TOO ..................Spurts Equipment
210
rewood
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260 ..... ......
TV A Radio

380

Pets• Supplied

Reader Ads:
25e per word $500 minimum la
day. Sr per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Nies. Classifieds
go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $750 Prepaid
A 62.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

Micas
For Sele

POPti SALE

WILL keep children in my
home Call 437-4890

Onebright yellow,
electric
mopad,
with
extension
cord and training
wheels.
Owner
can learn to ride.
Call Glen Travis
after 9 p.m.

ALTERAJIONS and re

753-9284

I will sit with the elderly
7534590 for information

pairs Rental gowns & tuxe
dos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1606 N
121 Murray 753 6981

r RAINBOW vacuum D-4
model with accessories,
$495 901-247-5663

SEWING jobs wanted in
eluding formal wear
753 1061

MACHINE
QUILTING

BOGARD trucking arid excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dun, white
rock rip rap 759-1828

By Lucinda

345-2780

120
Computers
286 COMPUTER & printer,
30 meg hard., disk DOS
6401< Ram excellent condi
lion $875 Contact
759 9035

3YR old Yamaha P
Shooter trombone, great
buy
753-0788 or

753-2266
190

BALDWIN Baby Grand

Fano
EquiPirmat

piano, black satin finish
size 52 753-3588

8N FORD tractor, $2300
obo 6x20 flatbed trailer
with lights. $600 obo 1985
GMC S-15 pickup. $2800
obo Phone 492-6151

CLARINET used 1 year,
excellent condition Great
for 1st yew band student
$185 435-4571
CONN trumpet, $90 obo

492-8865

6F1 deli case, Toledo high
speed meat saw model
5320. 220V Globe slicing
machine, comstock castle
double
oven
901-593-5439

FORD 5000 tractor, A-1
shape, 4 new tires, 4-14
piow, 12f1 wheel disc &
large blade $8700 for all
753-8965

200
epode
rx1101116111

John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

THEY'RE Bask' Super
Saver Packages from LMR
Productions 24 track stu
de time and cassettes at
prices too low to advertise'
For
details
call
606 324 9911

COMMERCIAL fishing
equipment 753-4120 after YAMAHA trombone, 2yrs
old, bass 759-9318

5Orn

240

CAUSE of move 2 inside
crypts in mausoleum
753-2740
ENTERTAINMENT center
with cabinets & moveable
shelves 753-5149

PIANO tuning

Miscellaneous
A FIREWOOD for sa
437-4667.

HORSE 3',1 gaited stallion
6yrs old, $1100 8x20 hauling trailer. $150 1976
Chrysler Cordoba, 98,XXX
acutal miles, $800 1976
Semi Cuslon Cheby 350
van, $800 Cal 759-9673
METAL office desk. $35
753-9786

POST Frame Buildings
Sae 24 x40 x9' Eave Price
$4920 plus freight Other
sizes available Blitz Builders 1 800 628 1324
SOFA, excellent condition,
Craftsman Radial arm saw,
slightly used, hand held
Sears electric blower,
chrome dinette set, platform rocker 753-4978
TOP soil off farm land for
sale $65 for 18-19 yards
Ti, axle truck load

492 8488

KENLAKE State Parks Ho
August Blues Festival
Sunday, August 29 Ticket
information 800-325-0143

FISHER-PRICE
SANTA'S HELPERS NEEDED
How would you like to help out 01
Santa and earn some extra money as
well?? We have a need for part time
employees who would be available to
work 8 hours/day, Monday through
Friday between 3:30 p.m. and midnight or 4 hours/day between 9:00 a.m.
and 1:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m. and 10:00
p.m. These part time assignments are
expected to last approximately 7 weeks
with a pay rate of $5.00 per hour.
If you're a mom, college student or
would just like to have a part time job
for a while please visit Mr. Mike Morris
Job Service of Kentucky
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (502) 753-0977

WHEELCHAIR, Ridelite
9000, hemi, potty seat; extended shower seat:
walker 759-4663

Equal Employment Opportuntly Employer

WOLFF TANNING BEDS
New Commercial-Home

METHODIST.

Units From $199 LampsLotions-Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18 Call Today FREE
NEW Color Catalog
1-800-462-9197

1113
Appliances

UNMETHOOTST HOSPITAL OF McKTNZIE

AN OPPORTUNITY AWAITS R.N.S AT
METHODIST HOSPITAL OF MCKENZIE
• 7p-7a R.N. Staff Nurse- E.R.
• 7a-7p R.N. Staff Nurse - Med/Surg.
12 hour shifts. Excellent benefits.
Contact Kathy Heath-Townsend for more
information at 352-4162 or 352-5344
WE

WESTINGHOUSE refrigerator frost free with ice

maker 753-4738
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Cal 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good. used
rifles shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray
FRONT erkl loader for a
Ford 2000 tractor and good
used carpeting 753-4109
JUNK air conditioners, will
pick up 436-2904
USED mattresses and box
sets, queen size bedroom
set Cal 901-247-3773
WE BUY MORTGAGES
and Trust Deeds Did you
sell property? Receiving
payments? Why wait' Fast_
CASH NOW' Any size,
Nationwide Great pnces
Call 1 -800.659-CASH
(2274)
150

Ardent
WILDLIFE/
For Saki
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security.
maintenance, etc No imp 11HP lairray riding
mower,
necessary. Now hiring. For
36*, $325 12'x50' mobile
call
more
info
home, $1750 830 Casa
219-794-0010 ext 7159,
tractor, wide front and.
Ilani-8pm, 7 days
diesel 6x8 storage building 1 ton rear and, wheel,
Wes, Dana 492-8714 or
753-7833

CLASSIFIED

Antiques

..............Vacuum Cleaners

$500 Column Inch
Display Ads
405 Nooses Sri LK
MO Mimeo led hes
(Al 3 Ada lice Rea Them 6 Dey Persall
II 75 per Naas* wet AMR hr ressday Mop
ping Cutest

Isn

NURSES Aide, full time.

US POSTAL & GOVERNMENT JOBS $23/hr plus
benefits Now hiring
1-800-200-8760 24 hours

1645

170

Domestic
& Childcare

11pm-larn, prefer exper100
ienced CWt but will train
Business
Mature person who enjoys
Opportunity
working with the elderly
Good working condition.
BEST 1 PERSON Bus'
pleasant atmosphere Fern
ness Ever' You need $6980
Terrace Lodge 1505 Stafor inventory Pf time No
dium View Dr EOE
selling No overhead Just
PAINTER needed aspen service & restock retail displays Be independent'
enoe wiser sprayer pre
furred Immediate opening Gross to $50,000.arinu
apply at Vegan Metal us ally' Call 1800-782.7616
Sedalia, Ky 328-8980
DISTRIBUTE NAME
SALES Professionals. BRAND CANDIES First
Specialized Communica
Time Offered New concept
Dons, Inc a long distance in vending Exc income PT/
phone carner. has immedi- FT/ Training locations proate openings for sales pro- vided Invest $5K to $211<
fessionals m the West Ky 1-800.727-9081
area Comprehensive training & unlimited commission MOTEL 22 units. 2br Irving
plans provided Mail re- quarters. 2 saes of land in
sume to 2343 LakEnvay busy intersection, So Central Ky Lake Cumberland
Circle, Paris, TN 38242
area Fun and profitable
SERVICE station Neat ap- Owner
retiring
pearance. good work ha- 502-866-5920
bits, able to do mechanic
work, StIrViC10 autos, pump SELL'Colta-Pepsi ,
gas, meet public Apply in Snickers/Frito-Lay Invest
person West Main Choy $14,500 approved locaton, 1417W Main St Mur- tions. (16 machines), estiearnings
ray, KY No phone calls mated
$790-$1320 weekly
please
1-800-358-8382
TAKING applications for
maintenance person Apply VENDING ROUTE For
Nikkei) Apts. Hardin KY Sale Strong and solid cash
business High traffic locaEOE
tions New equipment
TOBACCO workers $8 1 - 8 0 0 - 2 8 4 8 36 3 ,
hour, experienced only
1 800 284 VEND
492-8364

WENDY'S now hinng for

MALE
age 40- 69.45
age 50 - 12.37
age 60 - 17.69
age 70 - 28.93
age 80 - 52.73

Camputers
120-.----Sale Or Trade
4 130
140
Want To Bay
ISO
Articles For Sale
155
.......Appliance.

Kant

070

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

MEM II \1/144

HALF:s

..... Business Rentals

Nelp
Wanted

T!'

1 \ IF:

285 Mobile Horne Lida For Rent

020

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
.rite following estate
•: a ry
appoint-

F

Mobil* Homes For Salo
For Sale Or Low
Horne Loans

310
Want To
I It V\SPORI AlION
Motorcycle. 320 ............ Apartments For
Auto Services
Auto Parte
Used Cars
Vans
Houses For
Used Trucks 340

510 ................-...

Wanted

Mobile Homes For Rent

RF:,11

270
365

300

STISUELLANEOL

EMPLOY MF.74.

:00

Sl•

370 ........ lavaistock & Supplies

Card at Thanks
la Memory
Lost & Found

030
040

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Alt ek.Hs Malik+ I

Legal Notice
Notice
.
Personale

Advertisers ere requested to check the
tout issartMa oftheir ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Thom will be
reepsaaible *mealy one incorrect mantle& Aar error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916

.......-.-.-...-........Friday 3 p.m.
........----Saturday 10 a.m.
Monday 3 p.m.
Tuesday 3 p.m
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p.m.

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

AnsalaThIRCES

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

MasterCard

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
160
flosis
Funiideve
2 A/C daybed. Freptlaire
washer, 2 roll-a-way beds.
3 chest of drawers, hide-abed, love seat, dining table
& chairs, onental rug: reasonably priced 753-1608,
759-4622 leave message
CHEST type deep freeze,
antique trunk Elhen Allen
coffee table. other home
furnishings. 753-9324
QUEEN Me waterbed with
mirror headboard, padded
rails Call after 5pm
759-9972
QUEEN size waterbed with
bookcase headboard,
drawer pedestal, hoer, mattress & heater. $175
436-2165
QUEEN size sofa sleeper,
beige, rust print sofa
mak*iingloveseet,rust vel-

our swivel rocker, Fisher
Price travel bed, Greco
high char. peach cream 8
blue kill bed spread Call
489-2285 before 3pm
weekdays
SOFA 72-, mauve, blue,
beige. excellent condition.
753-6170 after 5pm

LOOkIng for an aggressive individual
WIWI an advertising and sales background.
Candidate must possess strong communication skills with experience In advertising
design layout and production. College
degree In Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred.

Salary plus commission, excelent company benefits. EOE. Send resume to Box
1040A. Murray, KY 42071

West Tennessee Manufacturing Facility has
openings in:
Production Supervisor: Requires familiarity
with high volume assembly techniques in
metal products industry.
Quality Foreman: Requires familiarity with
overall quality assurance techniques including S.P.C., Mil. Stds., Goem. Tol., etc.
Material Scheduler: Requires experience
with MRP,shop floor schedules, othcr modem inventory techniques.
Candidates should have 3+ years of experience in the area of application. Degree helpful
in consideration.
Send resume in confidence to:
Personnel Manager
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242
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THURSDAY, AUGUST 26, 1993

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

110
Miscelleaseue
BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
:HURCH WEDDING-

1963 1470. EXCELLENT FOR Rent-Buseises Retail
condition. 2br 2 AA baths, or Othce Space in S Side

knoky Mounters Gannwrg Chapels (Since 1960)
No Tests-No Waning Honeymoon Suess(Fireplaces,
Heart-Shaped Jacuzzis)
"From The Laos To The

tully equipped lutchen, hreplac•, many •xtras
7544890

Limousine Christian
Ceremony-Rev Ed Taybr
1-800346-2779

Pwied )
any(3brip

1992 16,40 SOUTHERN
BAD.3br,2bath. with Georgia carpet, $22,000

901-247-3233
CUMIANGS New Poles

Shopping C•nt•r
753-4509 or 7534612

HORSE stalls for rent
Suede located Ass than
one mile from University
Exposition Center Cal
Peacock Stable at
753-2101

twin lit

for each
Y. 81.75
assfieds
12.00 es.

epa id

ured to

id after

'amaha P
bone. great
•0788 or

laby Grand

seen finish
-3588

used 1 year,
dibon Great
end student
71

St. $W oho

ing John
53-9600

ask' Super
es from LMR
?4 track stu
cassettes at
to adverbsel
ils
ca11

nbone 2yrs
9-9318

MOM

le Parks Hot
a Festival
it 29 Ticket
0-325-0143

DED

out 01
)ney as
rt time
I able to
,h rough
d mid 00 a.m.
d 10:00
nts are
7 weeks
r hour

lent or
i me job

ky

AUCTION

Ipi,rter

Saturday, August 28th
10:00 a.m.
Location: Hwy. 641 Puryear, TN

Watch For Signs!!
SELLING WILL BE THE INVENTORY
OF GORE USED CARS! BOOKS
MUST BE CLOSED THIS MONTH!!!

S AT
ENZIE

TRUCKS/CARS/BUSES

urg

'SO Forts F-7000 wr32138 Cai. Dal. Doi Frame 8. Air Brakes,
77 Ford F-7000 w/1 160 Cat. Del. C & C.'78 Chevy P/U
Silverado, 78 Chevy Van. 78 Datsun P/U,'81 Isuzu
Power & Air,'81 VW Rabbit(Diesel).'88 Reliant'PC Car,:87
Nissan Sentra (Auto),'79 Cadillac Sedan DoVile.'85 Ford
Ambulance ve6 9 Dsl. (wrecked), 88 Reliant K car
(wrecked). 10 Ford Fairmont (parts car), 7 Ford F-700
Busses ('75-10 Models), 16' Bumper Hitch Cattle Trailer,
15 Woods"Batwing'Mower.16 yd. Leach Garbage Packer
(Body), 7117x12 Dump bed *Moist. Ditch Witch trencher
-w9111 behnif

more

144

MON
tvlduoI

pound
"nmunlertising
:ollege
ertising

TOOLS & STORAGE
McDonald Jack Hammer, Arriencan Jack Hemmer, I'?
High Pressure Hose,CP 1'Air Impact.BM Heavy Duty Side
Grinder, Milwaukee Side Grinder, Milwaukee Rotary Hammer Drill waits, Milwaukee Right Angie Drill, Milwaukee
Electric Chain Saw, Rigid Portable Band/Hack Saw,10 on
Porta Poser,314- Drill.C-Clamps.(2)11/2 ton Chain Hoists,
Railroad Jacks.2 Storage Trailers (All are on Rubber). 250
amp Air Co Wire Feed Welder 3 ph wicart. 5 hp Ouincey
Air Compressor single phase,5 hp. Air Compressor 3 ph,
Air Compressor for Service Truck Generator, Electric Hoist
for 1 ton Truck, Orion Generator
Many more tools, cat tires, truce ores too
numerous to mention!

it cornto Box

ity has

This is the tat of 2 Auctions!
No Consignments Please.
Consignments will be accepted at the
2nd Auction. Please call for details!

:rience
r mod-

113

uecgthirese

:xperieIpfuI
•

Retalty Co)

"Ii•ttor Auctions are
Bunch Auctions"

Steven J. Bunch,
AuctionerRy l Estate Broke,
Bunch, Auction•orlisa
P.O. Box 225

Wing.% Kentucky 4208$
376-2992 or 376-2922

...411

-•••••••

BIG BIG
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 27 & 28
Midway between Hardin
Brewers • 14 mile off
Hwy. 40 on Oak Grove
Church Bd. 1st tog house
on eft. Look for signs
Some &ism. hints Oolls
was, carpet bicycle, Cohn
cis crew Also 1987 Crony
&kw** inks

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753 2915

Garage
Sale
.southwest Villa tubd,

PEACOCKS twit to full
grown Bantern chickens.
some free all ages Pygmy
Billy goat make offer
7536126

2BR house in Murray 8 in
Lynn Grove, 7534109.
2BR house near Hardin
437-4507, 437-4590
38R, 24 bath, formal LR,
DR, den and deck in Galesborough $850/mo, lease
and deposit required No
pets. Available Sept 1 Cal
Brenda Skyes 753-8251
48R, 2 bath house, 2blks
from university $440 per
month 759-1944
4BR house, 1603 Olive,
Murray. 492-8225
HOUSE for rent, $500
753-5712
SMALL 2br house, 8 miles
horn town No pets References & deposit 492-8594
360
For Reel
Or Luse

CREEKVIEW Sett-storage
warehouSes on Center

2121 Southwest Dr.
Fri. 8 Sat.
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Wood crafts, wood
shelves, Home Interor shelves, items
from moving sale, lots
of misc 8. country
crafts

YELLOW delicious apples
753-7269
YELLOW Sweet corn
Damsorns & prune plums,
tall apples McKenzie Or753 4725 or
chard
753 9468

Huge
Garage Sale
2219 OuaN Creek
Gatesborough
(OR Johnny Robertson)
Frt. ti Sat.
8 am. - 12 Noon
H.nciredi of things baby
le,-s and clothes. kids.

COPELAND'S
ORCHARD
Mayfield
Now ricking Rod Skins
and Apples

Corelle d.sh
se!, ircii knacks. anbques
Dike vereo 8 more

CONXi& bys

623-8312

CLASSIFIED
PUBLIC AUCTION
Tuesday, August 31. 2 pm.
Triangle Cafe 11103 Hwy. 455. Staynekl. its.
(Across from MaySweet Feed 511111
Bob & Mary Burge also own and operate The Coffee Cup
Restaurant 24 hours 7 days a week besides•beef cattle operation
& rust do not have the tune to operate the Triangle Cate Oan.
have decided to liquidate this business by rabbi- au.uon by
package or item
We will offer this business complete as• package deal with the
eat:options of the building lame with possible owner financing
tradable with a 2046 deposit and balance in five(5)equal annual
payments with 646 interest on unpaid balance If final hid as •
package is not acceptable to sellers. then we will continue to
auction it by

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able 753-2935 for more
informatton

awn

9 dining tables. 4.4 doting chain. lugb chair. 2childe chair seats.
sugar & napkin holders, stainless 3 shelf server. silverware
holden. Pepsi wall clock, cracker or bread barkers. cup racks,
erns. Ways. menus. steak planers. duster plates. breakfast
plates. soup bowls. cups, saucers. egg poacher. flatware',
ironware, utensils. cookware'. paper holders. sanitary counter
scales, nusc applies. wall security light, her stool. g,lasa front
checkout counter. Microwave overt,toasters, radio.clocks. whole
hog platter. telephone, portable fire eat garbage cans. wall coat
hanger, 2 whirlpool window air cond +mac wood chap-block.
fritpdaiie 400 lb auto ice machine. burner as steam table
complete w/trays & pans, 4 drawer as bun wanner. GE chest
froczcr, correnercial touter. Fogel double dote door upnght
freezer. 2 ceiling fans, mop ni*.elect counter bun warner,ss 3
shelf staid, mori & squeeze buckets, 3 compartment chest
f TCC/CT I. 2 COCTIpellriterll BIM lifhpfay. as work counter wIshelf
& drawer, IT gas fish fryer wAank. new Range Guard fins est,
s ys urn.Wincoss oval,gas grill ir12side tanners & stand. Vulcan
gas rimgc wignil-double oven-wanner & hack shelf, china
cupboard, Pepsi chest cooler. electric fan, spur elect motors.
York 3 T. central AC unit. 7s9. welkin cooler or freezer
(movable), smugly lighted sign, many small awns not lased
AU information vven by reliable source & believed to be
accurate but not warrenteed by selling egos All announcements
made day of sale will have precedence over other matters
TERMS Cash or good personalized checks with proper ID A
dri•xvii A pee-suction inspection is minted by contacting agent
Auction held inside with all equipment stall in place
For Farther Information Contact
Bob or Mary Norge, Owners 502-247-91M
Off Col. Robert Maley, Auctioneer 9C-479-2516
Auction Conducted By

Fulton. In.
I triton.
Stink)
ol.
‘utleoto.r litok.r•liquidabe
901.4N 1tUi & 4751-3713
I.% 1 it, 11R%11 5167
'a lung is cur flusini,. ii riot is our Obligation-

r,
VIA,1

1ki v Ca)al)

keit v

SAT., AUG. 28, 10:00 A.M.
RICHARD H. & LINDA ELLIOTT

10YR old lemon spotted
Appaloosa stud, very
Call
gentle, $700
753-2791
BILL Nolan Calf Finns *
offering 25 head of 10 day-

old calves. Delivered tiredly to you on approval.
Free deihwy on 15 head or
more Beef Cross $190.
Holstein Heifers $175.
Holstein Bulls and Guernsey &165, Swiss Bulls
$175 CaN 715-758-8484

ask for BM
GREAT trail horse. Syrs
old, streelierry Rosin Leopard A. app-ox 151*4.
$1200 753-2905

Fri. & Sat.
8 till ?
1.4 mile south of
Dexter off of New
641 at crossroads
before you get to
bridge, turn right
going south. Follow
signs.

A Desperate
Attempt to Clean
House Sale
404 N. 8th St.
Friday
8-1
No sates beta, 8 a T
CAA* were getting
Atcis off to school
Stove rotcroweve oven cat
111•11110

eq..uai'zw

access to pnstine Lake 753-1222
Barkley from this beautifully ROBERTS Realty Callowooded parcel Build your way County's oldest and
vacalon relirement home most reliable real estate
now' Call developer/owner agency For all your real
800-858- 1323 Woodland estate needs call Mem to
Acres Price $7900. $1600
at 753 1651 1 Syca
down. bal fin 10 yrs at more and 12th St
895% ARM
TRAILER I atrial cabin on
KOPPERUD Realty has lake for sale and% of acre
buyers waning to purchase of land 753-1038 after
homes al price ranges If 4pm
you we thinking of seeing
contact one of our coune
itO
ous and professional
Lots
agents at 753-1222 or stop
Female
by office at 711 Main St

rryer.

cicanse toys los or craft
&uneven ma.. 'mem

YARD
SALE

3 MILES EAST OF IMAYFIELO
3SEDROOM STATELY COUNTRY NOME
SITUATED ON 42 HARMONIOUS ACR
910,000.00 DOWN,BALANCE IN 30 Datil
QUALITY GLASS•HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
WOOD WORKING TOOLS OF EVERY DESCRIPT1ON
EQUIPMENT: Ford 1720 Del Tractor w/Mechenicel Fit

Wheel Drive, 917 Hrs, Now In 1990, Equipped wiDo hi
107 Quick Attach Loader • Woods 750 Sores 3 Pt Cackle:, Attachment•Woods 3 Pt NO' Grooming Mower• Ford
4000 Tractor w/Pr Steering 8 Live PTO•Ford CM224 Water Cooled Del 4 Wheel Drive Front Mount Mower WOO'
Mowing Deck, New In 1991 • Ford LGT16 Water Coated
Del Riding Lawn Mower wrer Deck. New In 1991 •Murray
11 Hp Electric Start liking Mower • Gowan BC-3 Bale
Chopper Straw Blower, 3 Pt Hack New In 1992•Snapper
RISS Electric Start 8 Hp Rear Tine Tiller, New In 1991 •
New Holland 451 Mower• Bush Hog 3 Pt Rotary Cutter•
Sidewinder 3 Pt Rotary Culler•PTO Poet Hots DIeeer•
6' Box Blade iv/Scar Fires•3 PI Disc•2 Barn Plow• 1 Ft
Cull• UR Pole•3 Pt Carry All• Hyd 3PI Wood Spatter•5'
Lawn Roller• 16'2 Axle Bumper Hach Tram...

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT OAT OF SALE!!
UNI
IWO NICRONEENS iL
NOOSE REM,ONE ON INIIIRINIR DRIP
ONE

JAMES R. CASH
'Ili/ 1.11 1111.f.

I

Tilt 'A Ii IF•11•

I All"
11.'.1

h

r

RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Center
Bel Air
5 0 2 7 5 3 SOLD

1-800-369-5780

364 ACRES on Hwy 614
Just off 280. 'I. mile from
NA park on KY Lake Lot
on 94E. 10211 by 200 deep
city water 753 5200

BUILD your dream home
on a beautiful heavily
wooded lot Dogwood.
Maple, Oak. Cherry. etc
Choice locabon, privacy
convenient, large deep lot
with 100ft homage 180N
depth Sale nice neighbor
hood An excepeonal op
porturety Cal 753 6453

a

BY owner Beautiful
wooded tot, *most one
we. Fairview Acres. lour
miles East Old Salem
Road Call 753 4423 after
7pm
MAPLEWOOD Estates
Approx 100 x150'. city wa
Mr, REC electric. 1 mile
from Murray Court Square
on 94E 615-662 7632
TWO large lots in Kemana
development. Hwilin. Ky

One extension table. 6
leaves no chairs
753 7753

CLASSIFIED

-

Public Auctlion
Property

Real Estate & Persona

Friday, Aug.27th. 1993 at 10 a.m. at the home of Miss Mayrell
Johnson, 1111 Olive St. in Murray, Ky. Real Estate sells at 12
noon.

810 Village
Mobile Homes

Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m. - ??

YARD
SALE
1667- Ryan Ave.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Girls clothes 0-4T.
clothes,
ladies
kitchen table, end
tables. odd & ends

1113 Fairlane
Murray, Ky.
Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 27 & 28
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
TV's, radios, chairs,
tables, handmade new
quilts. Jenny Lind baby
bed. Orthopedic baby
mattress, sets of dishes.
glasses. children's VCR
tapes. toys. twin bed.
wicker.- mobile activity,
center, bumper pad,
playpen. store scales,
women's C101hes. Nordic
track, odds & ends from
here lo there. Christmas
decorations, dresser
drawers stroller, cat
seat, toddles clothes.
the best yard sale this
year

Huge Multi-Family
Yard Sale
1910 Westwood Dr
Frl. I Sal 8-5
No Early Sales
Household items, furniture. 3-18 mos boys &

brand
name
girls
clothes, 3T-6 boys
clothes, new women's
shoes and clothes. baby
AGMs, exercise equipMerl

11\111 11(110\ & REALTY S11,ES

KY
NEAR MAYFIELD, KENTUC
ON HWY 80

BUSINESS for sale or
lease in Murray Call for
details 753-1217

Yard Sale

FOR sele. Land: 10 was. 17$ ACRES, horse or cattle
20 acres. 45 acres. 65 farm, located soufh of Mur.
acres & 100 saes Also ray new Kayser. TN Propwill rent 753-1300 after
eny has lovely wooded
7pm 489-2116
wes,2 ponds.fenced NCO
KENTUCKY LAKE LOT blacktop road homage
2 7 $127.500 AILS/ 5032
BARGAIN,
ACRES-$79 644.o Enyoy Contact Kopperud Realty

Yard Sale

Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081.

(1) 8000•Windham Forklift in use. 1 1 1 00001 Windham
Forklift (parts)

ty with
inductetc.

505 N. 5th
Thurs., Fri.,
Sat.

HAVE an obedient, sale
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

FORKLIFTS

hilarity
ities in

YARD
SALE

PROFESSIONAL office
space for lease,on or about
0GI23/93, (formerly MTG
LIKE new 1611 cattle toter.
Really). approx 3200eq19.
Alter
weh 4 private offices, 9 5th wheel. $1600
caN 436-5416
personal office areas. 6prn
reception/work station.
waiting area, lel highlraffic
shogun') center near MSU
campus. Murray. Ky Fully
carpeted. 2 bath, em- AKC Cole pups. 4 rIvinths
ployee lounge Olympic tri-color $75. white's $100
Plaza Shopping Ginier in- 901-642-9220
cludes Dollar General
AKC registered Chow pup
Store, 3 restaurants. phar
macy. retail & prolessonal piss. 2 females. cinnamon
Phone 753-4636
offices 50614 12th St. lAur
ray 753-9469
COLUE puppies AKC re
watered.6 weeks. sables 8
tris. quality pups reason
able prices. $103 I $125
901-243-7237

Specializing in mobile
ALWAYS AND FOREVER- home electic services 200
Beimulful dispel el Sneaky amp $375 100 amp $325
Mountains-Gatlinburg- 435-4027
Weddings simple to
•legant-Photographs. HOT Summer Sizzling
%aim, %does, Ledging. Sale Volunteer Homes,
LIMO & Ordained Ilinser Inc Nome of the UnbeatNo blood tests. No wailing able Dear 5295 1985 2br
only $500 clown, $156 per
1400-242-7115
manes 0235 1400 only
CANCUN/COZUIAEL $10 $9995 6275 16x80 3br.
PER NIGHT dio 4 days 3 10% down. extra neat,
rights Beach Front Resort. $175 per month 8291 Nice
travel wrangements must 2br. only $4995 0299
be made through suppler Repol 14:80 3br, only $500
some restrictions apply down. $199 per month
, 1, 2. 38R apts. furnished.
8294 Big nod cioubrwy
1-800-2318398
ode. only 926,995, foe& very nice, some with
CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY down
and &275 per manly, Sieher & dryer. new ANSU
(Galknburg's Original WedNew 3tx, 2 baih, No PIN5 Also room for rant
*683
Thoughdul
ding Chapel)
roof & vinyl wing. 753-1252 days 753-0606
shingle
service is rendered through
10% down and &for 50m
$15.995.
music, flowers, photographs, videos and recep- $165 per month We Want 1BR dose 10 university 8
Your Business' Highway hasped,some Alias. pod
tions 18009224573
79 East Pans Tennessee 753-8756
GATLINBURG Sum- 38242
1 OR 2br apts near downmit Brealhbalung mountain
top views, fireplace. bai MOBILE HOME REPOS town Murray 753-4109
cony, kitchen, clubhouse FOR SALE Singles/
2-1BR apts Furnished/
pool Jacuzzis Individual doubles Financing avail
unkenehed $160 & $175
units rented by Schwigert ebb Clean late model
per month No pets Close
Enterpnses 15% off Au- homes Green Tree Finan
to campus 753-7276
gust 23 September 2nd cial Corp/Kentucky,
or
Brouchure 606-223-1010
Free
2BR apt in Northwood.
1-800 242 4853 (205) 1 800-221-8204
$27110mo 758-4406
988 5139
MOBILE Home Loans, mo- 2BR duplex in Northwood
MYRTLE BEACH RE- bile home financing 1976 $35Cemo 759 4406
VACATION and newer from Green Tree
SORT
carport
RENTALS Fuly furnished financial, competitive rates, 28R duplex with
pets Refer
condos Pools tennis and fast, friendly service Call Lease no
$450 irno
more Golf packages/ for an application toclayi ences
753-7457
1-800-221-8204
winter rentals available
Fall rates from 8327/week
MUR CAL Apartments now
FREE BROCHURE
OUR Pledge-When you accepting applications for
1-800-448-5653
compare quality, onsulabon, 1 2 and 3br apartments
OLD- options and set-up, you will Phone 759-4984 Equal
WEDDINGS
the Housing Opportunity
FASHIONED Candlelight find that we will have
very best value for your
ceremonies outdoor wed
applications
Dinkins Mo- NOW taking
dings Mountain Chapel housing dotter
810w rent Pious
or
Section
79
Hwy
Inc.
bile Homes,
overlooking river, new GatApply in person at
pans. TN wig
linburg Everything pro- East.
906
1 One of Southside Manor.
1-800-642-489
vided Accommodations
be
and Broad St Extended,
oldest
Southeasrs
the
Romanbc Carnage Ride
tween Barn • 12noon No
Centers
Home
largest
Reasonable prices Charge
phone caNs please Equal
accepted
Cards
Housing Opportunity
260
Heartland/
TAKING applications for
*els
1 -800-448-VOWS (8697)
secbon 8 rent subsidized
Hams For Real
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed2c5
2BR trader, 1 mile East of rooms, handicap accessiWeasel
with
Murray $225/mo
ble Equal Housing Oppor
Services
lease & deposit 759-2570 tunny Apply Hilkiale Apts
or 753-3860
Hardin, Ky or call
K T I and Associates offerSHADY Oaks 2 or 3br. 502-437 4113
ing a full line of investigative
electric or gas Walking disUNFURNISHED 2br apt
SOOISOBIS Bel Air Center
tance to coNege 753-5209 with refrigerator, range
753-3868 or 436-6099
central hia. carport No
290
pets Also furnished 1 br
270
liesdng
apt 753-6609
&Irak
AM Cooing
Homes For Stir
NEW condition 74 ton
14x60 2BR, 2 bath Call
Roam
Trane heat & air unit WiN
after 6pm 753-1541,
For Rest
accept bids 753-1300, af753-9431, 436-2305
ter 7pm 489-2116
NEAR MSU, krtchen, living
LOT, mobile home, large WINDOW sic repair. Free room, privileges, utilities
workshop, a steal „Amiss. 438-2904.
furnished Coleman RE
474-8702
-753-9898

lel
YIN

Pubis
Isle

Usitsboolt
& Stoplies

11.610
Nesse Per Ibis

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
('AI,I,
753-1916

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Antiques & furniture - nice old secretary with bevel mirror - old Mtill
• records & memorabilia - old books and bookcases - (2) camel- back
trunks -flat top trunk - cannonball post bed. nice old framed mirifra:
old pictures& frames - metal cabinet -old baskets -(21wood breakfast
seta with chairs - Duncan l'hyfe drop leaf table - old radio cabinet feather bed & pillows old bedspreads and blankets- old quilts& quilt
tops - old vintage clothes - old buggy top • small glass door cabinet - old
wood desk chair - small desk -.corner sewing desk - old straight chairs
- costume jewelry- sewing basket - old glass & cflina - carnival glass pink,green & blue glass - kerosene lamp - vanitysli table lamps - 3or 4
odd vanities & chest - twin beds • (al couches & chairs - other odd
chairs - coffee & end tables - large T.V. console - what not items •
vacuum cleaner - luggage - old tins Chnstmas items - elect..heateni
& fans - 421 ref., one frost free apartment size electric cook stove apartment size gas cookstove - large lot of new material - clothes
basket - large lot of good usable clothes- stone crock - milk bottles many other items not listed.
Real Estate: Nice 2 story frame house with two bednxims, kitchen,
living room & bath upstairs. 3 bedrooms,living room - dining room,
kitchen & bath downstairs - small basement- outside storage on large
lot.fenced in backyard - mature shade near collqe. Terms on real
estate: 201- down day of auction, balance in 30 days with passing of
deed. Wayne Wilson Real Estate - Wayne Wilson Broker 753-3263.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281 Firm 2333
shine.
Not responsible for accidents. Auction held rain or
Lunch available.
Terry Paschall - Darrell Beane Auctioneers

Estate Auction
Saturday, August 28th, 1993 at 10 a.m.at the farm home of the
late Mrs. Clara Lassiter near Taylors Store. From Murray,Ky.
ta ke 94 West to Hwy.783South,follow to Hwy.1828 follow 1828
to Taylors Store tI1171 right. Follow to. auction. Watch for
auction signs.
Nice oak dresser with bevel mirror - super nice hi headboard walnut

bed - old walnut bedside table with square nails - straight chairs - old
papers dating back to the 1800's - old wooden boxes - old razors &
razors strap - old books - old A model headlight - stone jugs - metal
tins -coffee cans - quilting frames - music box - costumejewelry - brass
items- picnic basket • old cigar boxes- Blue fruit jars with dates stone bowls & pitchers- pink & green depression - round dough tray,
rolling pin -Murray Coal & Ice,Ice Pick -old butter paddle - flatware red handle sifter - small kitchen appliances - old glass & china - cast
iron items - cow bell - kerosene -lamp - old quilts & quilt tops .feather
pillows - fancy treadle sewing machine - oak cabinet - cedar wardrobe
- maple bedroom suite - needlework - vanity lamps - wood cook stove porch swing - old church pews - large air conditioner, RCA color t.v,
t.v. antenna & rotary - Kirby vacuum cleaner - like new electric lift
chair - recliner - couch & chairs -• maple lamp table - other lamp tables
- electric cook stove - ref. - washer & dryer - small chest-freezer - wood
breakfast set & chairs - electric fans & heaters -old stereo & records radio - convalescent items - fruit jars - yard chairs - wheel barrow wash tubs - single tree - super nice Snapper riding mower. Auction
held rain or shine.Notresponsible for accidents. Lunch available. For
more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281 Firm 2333
"My Service 11‘,4•Nn't Coat, If Pays"

Public Auction
Sat., August 28th at 2 p.m. at 1608 Kirkwood in Murray, Ky.
Watch for auction sign on S. 16th St.Selling personal property
of elderly resident moving to retirement home.
Fine square oak table & 6 T.back chair with fancy matching oak

buffet with bevel mirror and lamp tiers with claw feet & lions head small breakfast & 2chairs.bevel mirror -nice old quilts -bid pictures
& frames - feather bed & pillows - bedspread & curtains -old aprons dish towels 'craft items - lot of linen - afghans - electric blankets- 4
piece Bassett bedrooto suite - 2 piece bedroom suite - small stool rocking chair. recliner - nice couch & chairs .color t.v. -table lamps hanging lamps - oil lamp - throw pillows • Regina 3 speed sweeper what not items .costume jewelry .crochet items - lot of craft items auto. washer & dryer - small kitchen appliances - pots & pans - some
old glass & china - Noritaike china - flatware • cast iron pieces microwave - electric heaters • ironing board • wrought iron chairs flower pots - hand & garden tools. drill motor -electric line trimmer.
other items not listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for
accidents. Refreshments available. For more information and your

373 43 ACRES, 108
TRACTS ABSOLUTE auction September 4, lOarn
CST Rough River Lek*

area CeM B F Named, Auctoneer. 1-800-272-6233
Century 21 Joe Guy
Hagen

auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
4.11 &
11.1C1'11,
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Ilerdee
awed

Lots
For Sale

Used
Tiede

Home
For Salo

Seas
& Nolois

light hauling
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
p WANTED
SUREWAY Tree & Slum
tees trimmed or removed
Service Ceram. clean
BRYON'S LAWN SERkill
wah
ed
Removal Insur
Call Don 753-2772 or servicang $15, most repairs
LET S10, MUST 1.111 New Alu• VICE Free estimates
OLDS Cuestas Con- 1987 CHEVRO
lime of equipment Free es- 7512320
Crappie gyre vir 753-4591
ed
$35 Free esernalee ROOS
est,
mow
BUILDING lots in subdiv, 31314. 1 bah. tame saes. 1989
cob,
nded
exle
.
lt resexed.
tansies Day or night
with 40hp
511I
17
I Alma Open 9-12, 1-5,
XX
r.
Sion will knitted restrictions siding garage I 7 000 waddle, penu
Waile
60.X
p/s,
less
Seam
pill,
Co
,
t
THE Gulle
most pans to compere" re- auto
eon. $45.
eu, depth CARPET and ianyl natella- 753-5484
live
Fn 753-0630
ha.
Ikon
Yama
alter
dy
7363
(no mobile homes) Some groat loca
%ran
753ts.
aiumenum gulle
Beb527-0686
'bream included. $4000 nein Cal
ender, rancho/. arnArn cesi- ton and repots Glen
10011116CSoutfuest School Call evenings
. innsed
Lice
s
color
of
mes
SFIrn
leave
4845
437um Just make oiler bee. 759-1247
Nark* nearal gas, oty 3811 2 bath brick 1380sq obo
TlIAS Repeir Service offer- sured Esandie evaNable
al no brewer
INS FORD F250 pickup. 502- 753-1369
water, cablevision 3 3 ft 3yrs old,$72.000 Phone sage
same day service on all 759-4690
and
ing
cars
tor
TS
POR
CAR
male from day limes F. lot -appointment 753-3293 1982 TRANS AM. V8,auto, V-8, F I aub. p1, pt,dual
hes
II garden equipment,
for
*NH
as
da
Spa
s
Puck
r
Mike, radio, ends awl*,
healeis. automo- WINDOW & door repai
5.1D
Came
naming available Los as
des
sene
RVs
kero
,
new
bodes
e,
,
"lop
home
pt.
pis,
moor
ize
runs
ragk
and
n
reen,
Clea
or
re-ac
rend
5841
inte
repairs Noel
%Per.
Swaim
IOW as $4500 753
IN country Naos 2br, I bah, 759-1107
end elc Excellent proem- bile manor
15 aluminum or wood 20y1s FREE puppies 7591466
great $4850 Phone
Ceded
753- 1566
kegs Widen. tam*,
y. excellent pars at your home
dail
high
bon,
on
er)
753 2330 alter 5pm
stalli
(deal
4050
y•ars experience experience
7694664
room with brick heath & 1984 VW Quantum eon, 502-875cond
1 A A 1 Hauling, tree tem value Roy 141
ce
lent
sean
excel
pt
n,
,
prom
lobo
wago
.
deck
4x4,
II
rt
5290
753dove. carpo
1989 FORD Bronco
608
ming tee removal, dewD HOME Repays Cal
pod 24,24 shop. cereal 75,300( miles 7599
V-6.F 1, auto, am, pis, pt. ing out sheds, NUM,& odd C &
e
cabl
9869
753his. city water. gas,
1985 325 E BMW. 2tir, stereo, now dm, while on
Free estimates
Priced in the $504 Cell black metals. all power. blue, like new $5650 lobs
N Chloe Chlorinity
Lamb
CHI
Luke
2102
s
acre
436
*UST SELL 107
5pm 753-0020
ate.
new radials. Phone 502-875-4050
er,
leath
hes 10% senor
n
ep,
brow
Swe
No
70% pasture. all lenced
Call (dealer)
s
the
mile
unts We eel
in
e
disco
XXX
spac
n
69.
Mai
living
of
LOTS
reasonable offer relused
6pm
s
after
and sauna
Down
caps
2704
er/
489home
chamf
Pao story
1991 TOYOTA 4x4, red.
3649444 anytime
y clip-out section
435-4191
tars has kitchen family 1987 PONTIAC 6000,auto, 22.XXX mass, auto, at.
Dial-A-Service is a hand
sifieds You get a
clas
room with fireplace dining
ry
the
om
facto
good
in
ls.
cusa
opt
day
whea
4
PS.
Mon
se
inum
RTO
ach
crui
alt.
alum
COUNTE
runninge
room. Irving town, two bed- condition. $2700 Phone warranty. $12,995
es
d at $10 00, for
offic
pnce
rs,
Homes, Waile
2x1 display ad, regularly
rooms arid full bath Up- Franklixt_4502) 875-1844 753-1362, 759-9641 after
, Murray
very
Reco
s
Wile
stars has three bedrooms. (dealer) after 6pm
5pm Ask lot Tim
436-5560
28R. 1 bath. LR, luichen bendy MOT end full bath
.
oma
of
Gran
l
Son
lots
&
Rega
h
GMC
s.
K
2
porc
floor
BUIC
199
front
1989
CUNNINGHAM'S Healing
wood
Hard
enclosed
(Minimum of 13 Weelvi,
tion, loaded, V6. air Call before
and Cooing Service Comback porch/utility room windows facing large back Sport. excellent condi
16
ns,
ser
ched
opeo
and
all
artat
2783
ge.
es
lation
today or dial 753-19
753milea
2pm
high
yard Two car
ceiling tans. applianc
Stop by our office
all around mowing & pate instal
lA
Al
at
dm
0
y
and
Gar
$550
tot
moontsun roof
vice Call
garage with workshop
Beautiful large corner
1993 FORD Ranger truck, tree trimming I light haul759-9924 leave message
with lots of outside siorage laundry 1513 Kirkwood Dr
with bed ing Call 436-2528 ask for 7504754
on,
maro
color
Call
or ail after 5pm
city water cable 5 miles Proud in the $90i
Mark
liner, excellent conditon
CUSTOM bulldozing and
north of Murray 753-0680 753- 7656
1989 MERCURY Sable, 753-0714.
ng, yard baciihoe work septic sys
hauli
AL'S
Al
354 8161 after 4pm
MARTIN Heights ranch blue, eacellent condition,
work wee removal, mow- terns
BRICK home, central ha
availabie 30r, 2 new Irsnsmission, $5000
510
home
s
brick
mate
1
esti
Free
2br.
,
ing
DAVID Lamb Conine:eon
gas be cry water
bath, open family dining/ obo 750-4463.
e all day, you can still enjoy a
1683
759
Rooky new and repairs.
bath hardwood floors dou
Even if you are away from hom
,
porch
front
area.
ere
en
Carep
kitch
me, and let's work out a time.
ng and additions
1990 GRAND AM LE,
Ole carport, large barn ap
WELCOME WAGON° visit. Call
citAl TREE Service Slump remodeli and electrical
. 2 car garage land
new
blue,
,
miles
esentative, I call on new U.S.
XX
Repr
pl,aoces refrigerator ne patio
bing
58.X
on
plum
Wag
As a Welcome
removal and spraying Free
soaped 1549 Whippoor
l
usefu
afof
574
tful
892
7594
baske
a
4928
with
0.
s
$650
es
up,
540'
5113
mov
Ores,
1982 JAYCO pop
90
estimates 753-0906 after 753, brides-to-be, new parents arxf
wa 759-1604
izens
ly
lute
Abso
use.
5pm
ter
sleeps 6, very dean used 5pm. 759-9816, 753-0496 DRYWALL, finishing, re
, and infonnaticin you can
CO TEMPORARY deggfts, coupons for FREE gifts
1 bath lake view
blowInsielladon very lade $1250 437-4845
and
.
eo
built in 1991 NICE 2br.
ched
Ster
ons
atta
CAR
adde
gs
,
sigrd
strin
pairs
no
Hal
and
large
Ron
E,
,
FRE
home, full basement
leave message if no AIR Conditerwigcan set a date and
Bouts
Located on 54 wooded
Electric. ing manias 753-4761
call on you - and will, when we
&
, fve- 7534113. Sunset
to
ng
room
like
I'd
Coali
Irving
ng
&
en
Heati
krich
er
Al
wear
y's
Murra
learn where to find
c.
l
Musi
you'l
yard
and
acres in paved setting
visit
indly
Inc Service sales and
place, deck, garage, corn- pine Car Audio Specialist,
time that's convenient It's a frien
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Ideal
32ft
N
laany outstanding features
staletan (502) 435 4699, Heating, Cooling & Elecnc.
murdy boat ramp Lakeway Dixieland Center. 1 bbck 1985 SPARTA
what you need.
in the quality 3br, 24 bath
for kill tme rv or college 435-4327
es Subdriasion $405
Shor
Inc Service, sales and inft
sq
4000
s
st
dorm
HOGIOSS Kalhir Outland 753-3079 INTERNATIONAL. INC
almo
e
MSU
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from
7594
nt
stude
,
4699
4357592085
ation (502)
Hoots ton long 4g2.8348
under roof including lull
ALPHA Builders- Carpen- stall
CAR stereo installer. ex- 26FT Nomad Camper, fully
, porches. 435-4327
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remod
basement $169 950 MIS
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Send
reperience required
serf contained air, awning, roofing, concrete drive- FOR all your fencing
$3605 Contact Kopperud
sume Io PO Box 48 Mur
new refrigerator, asking ways, painting, mainte- needs Best prices wi town
Agway 753-1222 „.
ray, Ky 42071
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nance. eic Free estimates 753-9270
FRESH untie market'3br,
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LEY Davidson
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HAR
er.
1981
camp
AD
cenNOM
.
new
30
with
level home
GENERAL Roper plumbGlide 498-8942
per hitch, bunkhouse ANTIQUE refinishing fur- ing. roofing, tree work
tral gas heat & central Super
model, loaded, sleeps niture repair & custom 436 2642
electric air, extra large 1989 HONDA VTR 250
8-10 lily self contained woodworking 7538056
rooms, detached workshop Sport bite. low mileage,
GERALD WALTERS
1999 PLYMOUTH Voyager excellent conditon $6900
,_
building & metal storage sharp 753-5718
y black, Also available 454 motor, APPLIANCE REPAIRS Rooting. vinyl siding, paintcherr
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4.
yard
o
back
Turb
ed
fenc
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buddi
3 maw
125, $750
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shaded wood
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Please insert my grandchild(s) photo
in your paper. (Photo enclosed.)
Name of Child

Name of Grandparents

Justin & Kristin Boggess
Grandparents
Della Boggess
Mckey & Cant.? Boggess

Visa and Master Card

Keith & Paula Stom
Grandparents
Brenda Moore
Aubrey & Linda Stom

ts. name of child.
Send photo Dames of gmadparen
-addressed envelope for
(maximum of 4 lines) self
payment to
return of original photo and

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

For your convenience
s
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TODAY IN HISTORY,
By The Associated Press

Ten years ago

F.T. (Butch) Seargent, local
land surveyor, has been named as
the city's new director of planning and engineering by the Murray City Council.
Murray-Calloway County Jaycettes and Lodge 23 of Fraternal
Order of Police fingerprinted and
photographed 40 children at the
Day Care Center at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The Rev. Joe Pat Winchester
will be the guest speaker at services on Sunday at Elm Grove
Baptist Church.
Dr. Kala Stroup. the seventh
president of Murray State University, was speaker at a meeting of
Murray Lions Club held at Murray Woman's Club House. She
was introduced by Marvin Harris,
program chairman.
Marilyn Joy Howard, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Howard,

Today is Thursday, Aug. 26, the 238th day of 1993. There are 127

days left in the year.
Highlight
in
History:
Today's
On Aug. 26. 1920, the 19th amendment to the U.S. Constitution,
guaranteeing American women the right to vote, was declared in
effect.
On this date:

In 55 B.C., Roman forces under Julius Caesar invaded Britain.
In 1847, Liberia was proclaimed an independent republic.
In 1873, radio electronics pioneer Dr. Lee DcForest was born in
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
In 1883, the island volcano Krakatoa began erupting with increasingly large explosions.
In 1939, the first televised major league baseball games were shown
on experimental station W2XBS — a double-header between the Cincinnati Reds and the Brooklyn Dodgers at Ebbets Field. (The Reds
won the first game, 5-2, the Dodgers the second, 6-1.)
In 1974, Charles Lindbergh — the first man to fly solo, non-stop
across the Atlantic — died at his home in Hawaii at the age of 72.
In 1978, Cardinal Albino Luciani of Venice was elected the 264th
Pope of the Roman Catholic Church following the death of Paul VI.
The new pontiff took the name Pope John Paul I.
Ten years ago: Soviet President Yuri Anciropov offered to "liquidate" his country's medium-range missiles as part of a superpower
agreement on arms reductions.
Five years ago: Republican presidential nominee George Bush
denounced Democrat Michael Dukakis' criticism of Reagan admi.. _nistration-drug policies as an insult, one day after the Massachusetts
governor had said U.S. dealings with Panamanian General Manuel
Noricga were criminal.
One year ago: A federal judge declared a mistrial in the Iran-Contra
coverup trial of former CIA spy chief Clair George (George was convicted of perjury in a retrial, but was then pardoned by President
Bush). The United States, Britain and France imposed a no-fly zone
Over the southern third of Iraq aimed at protecting Iraqi Shiite
•Muslims.
Today's,Birthdays: Former Washington Post Executive Editor Benjamin C. Bradlee is 72. Author Ben J. Wattenberg is 60. Former
Democratic vice residential nominee Geraldine Ferraro is 58. Singer
Valerie Simpson is 45. "Tonight Show" bandleader Branford Marsalis is 33. Actor Macaulay Culkin is 13.
Thought for Today: "Suffering belongs to no language." — Adclia
Prado, Brazilian poet (1935- ).

received her Master of Science in
Food Services at University of
Tennessee. Knoxville.

championship; Jimmy Lamb, first
flight; James Ward, second flight.

Twenty years ago

Bids for bituminous concrete
surfacing projects of Johnny
Robertson Road and Cole Road
in Calloway County will be
received Sept. 13 by the Kentucky Highway Department.
Dianne West is drum major for
the Murray High School Marching Band with Phillip Shelton as
director. Majorettes are June
Ryan, Jan Jones, Paula Allbritten,
Dianne Shuffett, Greer Houston,
Vickie Ellis and Debbie Dibble.
M-Sgt. and Mrs. Roy A. Folsom and daughter, Dcidra, of
Savannah, Ga., have been the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. James B.
Curd and other relatives.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walston,
Aug. 25.
Joanna Miller and Hafford

The jury list for the September
term of Calloway County Circuit
Court to start Sept. 10 has been
released by Calloway County
Sheriff Clyde Steele.
Bill Bailey, 14, of Rt. 8, Murray, was owner of the grand
champion barrow of. 4-H Swine
Show at Kentucky State Fair.
Stacy Adams, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cody Adams, was presented the "Outstanding Young
Kentuckian Award" by the
Murray -Calloway County
Jaycees.
Cathy Lovett and Johnnie
Stockdale were married recently
at Hazel Church of Christ.
Flight winners of Oaks Country Club Medal Play Golf Tournament were Roy Cothran,

Thirty years ago

DEAR ABBY: My friend's Chihuahua died, and I attended the
funeral, and I've got to ask somebody if I've led a sheltered life or
not. I'm 50 years old, and until this
week I never knew they had funerals for dogs and cats.
My friend's dog (Jimmy, was
buried in a satin-lined casket no
bigger than a shoebox. (It cost
$900.1 Jimmy was laid out in the

departed dog The -funeral- isans
casket cost $500.
That's not all. Jimmy was driven
out to the pet cemetery in a limousine just as a deceased person
would be. There were little tombstones all over the cemetery, and
my friend says she is having one
made for Jimmy to the tune oft)850.
When I think of all the hungry.
children that could be fed with that
kind of money. I want to scream.
What are your thoughts on this.
Abby? It makes absolutely no sense
at all to me.
DAZED

"slumber room" and, a 'minister"
actually held a service for.the dear

- DEAR DAZED: To each his

EDITORS NOTE: Dear Abby is
on a two-week vacation. Following
is a selection ofsome of her favorite
past letters from the 1970s.

BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

sottoriO
3.i•1/45-EAD,
5.+Pakala NE CO•APAANDER

own. And only a pet lover can
understand the sense of putting
away a beloved pet in such
extravagant style. To them,
their pets are their "children."
* • •

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
live on the same street with my inlaws, and since we have the lame
last name, the post office is constantly getting ,our mail mixed up.
When my mother-in-law gets our
mail by nustake, she opens it and
reads it. Then she brings it over.
She knows all our business before
wt' do

By GARY LARSON

M.EN YO‘ja 54,41MARINe
• S -1•E -US.* Srpc
•AUO"'
\

\

201,

its annual broom sale on Sept. 10
and 11. Members will be canvassing the city for this sale with
proceeds to go to special civic
projects.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lovins
and daughter, Nancy, and Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Wrather have
returned home after a vacation in
Great Smoky Mountains National
Park.

I told Inv husband to tell his
mother to quit opening our mail.
but he doesn't want to start a fight
Dem'ttellustoaskthepostolliceto
be more careful. They have every
excuse in the book, from mail
sorters who can't read to addresses
they aren't able to make out. Sometimes I think they do it on purpose.
What should we do"
NO PRIVACY
DEAR NO: Since your husband doesn't want to irritate his
mother, a post office box might
be a good investment.
• • •

DEAR ABBY: Apropos complaints from wives and other relatives who are obliged to listen to
stones told by some of us oldsters,
may I come to the defense of some
of my fellow storytellers with the
following:
I once heard a very entertaining
gentleman who was up in years say,
'Don't stop me if you've heard this
one. There as no reason why a good
story'should- not be'enjoyed more
than once.. Imagine howlittle good
music there would he in the world
if, for example, a conductor refused
to play Beethovea,-Tchaikovsky or
Mozart because his audience had
probably heard it before."
(;RAMPS
DEAR (;RAMPS: Beautiful!
Play it again.

CALVIN and HOBBES

LADY -CALLED YOU
ABOUT AN VIOVIZ Mi0

Adams Jr. were married Aug. 10
at Purycar Baptist Church,
Puryear. Tenn.
Forty years ago
Bud E. Stalls has been
appointed chairman of the 1954
Membership Campaign of Murray
Post 73 of American Legion by
Commander H.T. Waldrop.
Marine Master Sgt. Eugene F.
lrvan, son of Mr. and Mrs. 0.13.
lrvan, is serving with First Marine Aircraft Wing. Korea.
Murray Lions Club will have

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS

014. MO? I JUST
REMEMBERED SOME

17

LOOKING BACK

DID 3011/41 GET
KR NAME
AHD NUMBER ?

• • •

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, NI D.

CATHY
FPO CATHY PUT ON ENOUGH
SUNSCREEN' IS SHE DRINKING ENOUGH FLUIDS? IS
SHE BURNING HER EYEBALLS
READWG 04 THE SUN 7

DID SHE RE/AEMBER ID TURN
Off HER COFFEEPOT? DID
SHE SHUT_ ALL_ HER _WINDOWS.
15 SHE FALLING BEHIND AT
WORK fri TAKINEr 'THIS TR tP?

DOES SHE TAKE IIER VITASIO)5
00E5 SHE FLOSS HER 'TEETH ?
IS SHE HAPPv? Is SHE
HEALTHY NO SHE LEAVE HER
PURSE LYING OUT IN THE ROOM ?
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CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Bridges
6 Iron
11 N.Y.pitcher
12 Australian
parrots
14 In addition
15 Regions
17 Concerning
18 What 11
Across is
19 Lance
20 Storage
compartment
21 Printer's
measure
22 Bound
Female
23
student
24 Entangled
26 Group of
students
27 Peruse
28 War god
29 Watched
secretly

along espeir responsiImplicated
chiltory like an
4 of almost

NO! NO! I WON'T EAT YOUR
FOOP! YOU CAN'T MAKE ME'

"You're a right-brained sort of person,
Mr. Sommersby—very creative, artistic, etc....
Unfortunately, I think I also see why you're having
trouble figuring out your gas mileage."
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TO EATIN6

WITH Ti-lE
ENLISTED MEN

31 Avoided
34 Hastened
35 Talk
36 Roman 51
37 Abstract
being
38 Warning
device
39 Prohibit
40 Chou —
41 Musical
drama
42 Tardy
43 Checked
45 Profited
47 Frock
48 Downy duck
DOWN
1 Somber,
gloomy
2 Station
3 Bother
4 Neon symbol
5 Broke
suddenly

Answer to Previous Puzzle

UoU 00000 6100
UDO [Mogi [jog
000003 ODDEIOU
MOO UoU
LIO0U 000 OUNIO
UM000 UM DUO
1110 MOM MOO WO
laM90090M0
OM BOOM
000130U UoULIOU
OGO MUGU MO
GM U0000 MO
8-26 ri) 1993 United Feature Syndicate
8 Beg
7 Bellow
8 Bitter vetch
9 Juan's yes
10 World -11 Contests

EMMEN MIME
NM= WOMMEN
NM= IMMO ME
MEM MEM MEM
ME WEI= MIMI
WIMMOMME WIN=
ME= WM=
AM= NIMMINIMM
WM= MOM Ws
WIWI MN= WI=
ME MINIM MUM
MIME= MIMI=
I MU WEE=

13 Dispatches
18 Musical
Instrument
19 Dinner
MUMS
20 Brag
22 Cornered
23 Office worker
25 The Ram
26 Choice pert
28 Mean
29 Precipitous
30 Transfixed
31 ArmadNio
32 Click beetle
33 Ate
35 Winter
vet***
38 Simians
39 Poison
41 individual
42 Cover
44 P4egetive
prefix
46 Three-toed
sloth

6EAR DR GOTT I suffer Dorn
fatigue, and my nephew has suggest
ed E-Mycin as a pick me up What do
you think of the idea'
DEAR READER Unless your
nephew has an M D or DA/ degree. I
think he is out of line to practice with
out a license. E-Mycin is a form of erv
thromycin. an antibiotic Rehire tait
mg this prescription drug. you should
have a diagnosis of infection
Antibiotics should not be used to
treat non-specific fatigue Therefore. I
urge you to make an appointment
with your doctor Remember that its
a bad idea to take someone else's pre
scription medicine because of the
very real risk of adverse reactions
Although you could have a hidden
infection causing your symptom.
fatigue is the consequence of many
medical adnients. including anemia
and cancer. These conditions can be
diagnosed with examinations, blood
tests and X-rays See your doctor
Send your nephew to the beach
DEAR DR (OTT I recently read of
your answer to the issue of coffee ene
mas and was a little shocked at your
arrogance concerning the direct effect
that the colon has on every part Of the.
body. Do you mean to say that it is
normal and causes no harm to have IS
pounds of fecal matter stuck in the
colon? That the body doesn't try to get
rid of that waste in some other way
such as asthma. sinus problems. acne.
and so on'
I cannot believe you suggested
medications over intestinal cleansing
Doctors like you are the reason that
Americans are so messed up today
You never get to the root of the prob
lem.
DEAR READER I disagree. with
your position. The "root of the prob
lem- may well be the kind of unscien

title nonsense that you apparently
endorse. Cleansing enemas and high
colonies didn't eradicate smallpox.
replace defective heart valves, treat
hypertension. and allow millions of
Americans to live better, longer lives.

And this silly preoccupation with the
intestinal contents sure as heck won't
help asthma, sinus infections and
acne (;et real
Fifteen pounds of fecal material is
fine, providing it is being digested. the
nutrients absorbed and the remaining
waste evacuated in an appropriate.
natural manner
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my new
Health Report "Constipation and
Diarrhea " Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1 25 plus a
long, self addressed, stamped enve
lope to P 0 Box 2433. New York. NY
,)0163. Be sure to mention the title
1353 NEWSPAPER ENTERMSE ASSN

•••
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CONTRACT BRIDGE

DEATHS

Precision Defense
Mrs. Kenice Paschall
Services for Mrs. Kenice
Paschall will be Friday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray.
James Thompson and James
Hahn will officiate. Singing
will be by Mrs. Oneida
White.
Pallbearers will be Raymond
Kendall, George Chapman, Dr.
William B. Seale, Ray Cummings, John McKee and Ray
Gamble. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mrs. Paschall, 90, of Rt. 8,
Murray, died Tuesday at 7:10
p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was preceded in death
by hcr husband, Charles G.
Paschall, to whom she was
married for 70 years, and three brothers, Dovie. Stanley
and Clifford Wilson.
Mrs. Paschall was a member
of West Murray Church of
Christ. Born Sept. 29, 1901,
in Henry County, Tenn., she
was the daughter of the late
Edward Jasper Wilson and

Les Morgan
Les Morgan, 81, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, died Wednesday at
12:40 p.m. at Mills Manor
Nursing Home, Mayfield.
A retired watchmaker, he
had been a minister for 43
years and was a member of
Grace Baptist Church,
Mayfield.
Preceding him in death were
his parents, John and Amanda
Morgan, two sisters and two
brothers.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Katie Morgan; two

Joseph Head
MRS. KENICE PASCHALL
Ellen Wilson Wilson.
Survivors include a cousin,
Mrs. Sheila Sullivan and husband, Raymond, Murray, with
whom she has made her home
for the past two years; two
nieces. Joanne Wilson and
Sondra Wilson, one nephew,
Delbert Wilson, and a sisterin-law, Mrs. Dorothy Wilson,
all of Washington.

Joseph Head, 84, Benton,
died Tuesday at Jewish Hospital, Shelbyville.
A retired electrician, he was
a member of T.L. Jefferson
Lodge No. 622 Free and
Accepted Masons.
Born Dec. 4, 1908, he was
the son of the late Bernard
Head and Agnes Beyer Head.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mavel Head; two sons,
Joe Head Jr. and Burnie
Head, and two sisters, Mrs.
Pauline Mollohan and Mrs.

Ron Stevens
••

The funeral for Ron Stevens
will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Garry Evans
will officiate. Burial will
follow in Lynnville Baptist
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after noon on
Saturday.
Mr. Stevens, 32, formerly of
Murray, died Tuesday at 12:30
a.m. in a truck-pedestrian accident at Big Springs, Texas.
Ile had served in the U.S.
Marine Corps. Born June 11,
1961, at Jamborre, Ky., he

.1\

1111=ffiliZMENs
Stock Market
Report

Survivors include his
mother, Mrs. Irene Maynard,
Majestic; four sisters, Pam
James, Murray, Kay James and
Karen James, San Diego,
Calif., and Geneva Chaffen,
Dclorme, W.Va.; seven
brothers, Mark James, Florida,
Truman Maynard, Majestic,
Jackie Robbinette and Donald
Ray Stevens, Dclorme, W.Va.,
and Kelly. Terry and Arthur
Stevens, Murray.

Graveside services will be
Saturday at 10 a.m. at Nunn
Cemetery in Land Between the
Lakes. A.J. Outland will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Scott.
Futrell, Tommy, Mike and
Sean Thompson, Scott Clayton
and Jeff Darnall.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home is in charge of
arrangements.
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US 2-3 301-51111
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Graveside services for Orvill
(Dick) Shekel! were Wednesday at 10 a.m. at Hillcrest
Cemetery, Paris, Tenn. Ridgeway Morticians were in charge
of arrangements.
Mr. Shekel, 73, Rt. 1,
Purycar, Tenn., reportedly collapsed and fell into the water
just after launching his boat at
Paris Landing Marina. He was
taken to Henry County Medical Center, Paris, where he
was pronounced dead on
arrival.
He was married Nov. 11,
1944, to the former Dorothy
Brown who died May 11,
1991. He was a retired

Price
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Donald Mayfield Waide, 43,
of Muscle Shoals, Ala., died
Tuesday at Russellville, Ala.
His death was from
electrocution.
He was a member of Wood
Avenue Church of Christ,
Florence, Ala., and was active
in the management of the
family owned business.
"'Survivors include his wife,
Ms. Raynce Grogan Waide,
Muscle Shoals; two sons,
Chad Waide and Robert
Waide, Muscle
Shoals/Russellville; his parents,
Elmer Waide and Susie Mayfield Waide; one sister, Mrs.
Jean Shehi, and two . nieces,
Cindy Womble and Gale
Burch, Birmingham, Ala.
The funeral will be Friday
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
Colbert Memorial Chapel, Tuscumbia, Ala. David Sain, Ken-
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Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Thursday). Masonic rites will
be at 7 p.m. tonight.

employee of Paris Board of
Public Utilities, a Navy veteran of World War II, and a
member of Veterans of Foreign Wars and East Wood
Church of Christ, Paris.
Born April 11, 1920, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Richard Kelley
Shekell and Lurlene Robertson
Shekel!.
Survivors ianclude two sons,
Richard (Dickie) Shgekell, Paris, and Ted K. Shekel!, Jonesboro, Ill.; one sister, Mrs.
I-arue Williams, Murray; three
grandchildren, Carmen Lynn,
Bruce and Christopher Shekell;
five great-grandchildren.

Visa-k1C-OiaCover
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East dialer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•K98
VAKQJ6
•Q86
•J10
WEST
EAST
•5
4,642
•742
•93
•764
•A K
*Q98732
•A K 54
SOUTH
•A Q J 107 3
le 10 8 5
• 10 9 2

cope with except that there are many
ways of overcoming these disadvantages. There are countless conventions by which the defenders can
shed light on declarer', hand and
thus find the best method of defense.
Consider this deal where West
leads the seven of diamonds — conventionally,"top-of-nothing"to show
two or three cards in his partner's
suit. East wins with the jack and
continues with the ace, on which
West plays the five.(The five — the
next highest card — is the conventional play. Playing the four would
deny possession of the five.)
Let's assume declarer plays his
10-9 on the first two tricks, in which
case East must decide whether to
play his king of diamonds or switch
to the A-K of clubs
Without conventions. East would
have a difficult problem to solve and
might go wrong. Actually, it would
cost him the contract to play the A-K

The bidding:
South West North
East
I•
1•
Peas
4+
Opening lead — seven of diamonds.
Declarer has a natural advantage over the defenders in that he
can see all 26 cards held by his side
He knows exactly which high cards
are missing and how many cards in of clubs next.
each suit he is missing.
But if he and his partner are acThe defenders labor under a cor- customed to using standard signalresponding handicap, since each of ling conventions, East plays the king
them sees only his own hand and of diamonds before shifting to clubs.
dummy's. They start without know- East knows that if his partner started
ing their combined high-card with the 7-5-4-2, he would have led
strength or distribution,nor can they the deuce to show a four-card suit.
tell at once exactly where they are East therefore knows that South has
weak or strong.
at least one more diamond — and
This condition would be hard to adz accordingly.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz

REAIII.TV)

We are moving in September
to better serve you!
New Location - 12th & Sycamore
Protect Your Asphalt Investment.
non t Wait Until lour Parking lot Deteriorates.
Seal Coat Today!
Parking lots • Driteiva_$s

Donald Mayfield Waide

Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Catherine John, all of
Evansville, Ind.
The funeral will be Friday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. James Hale and the
Rev. Ricky Cunningham will
officiate.

Orvill (Dick) Shekell

was the son of Irene Dodson
Maynard and the late Ray
Stevens.

Kara Elizabeth Futrell
Kara Elizabeth Futrell, infant
daughter of Jeffrey Mason and
Annie Clayton Futrell, died
Wednesday at 9 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors include her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Futrell,
and two sisters, Lauren
Thompson and Reanna Futrell,
Rt. 10, Benton; grandparents.
Bill and Sharon Futrell, Rt. 5,
Benton, Jerry and Doris Orr,
Rt. 1, Gilbertsville, and Boyce
and Barbara Clayton, Paducah;
great-grandparents, Christine
Whitford, Murray, Dan and
Laverne Clayton, Rt. 9, Benton, and Doris Simon, Calvert
City.

daughters, Mrs. Mary Rohrer,
Rt. 2, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Karen Taylor, Rt. 6, Mayfield:
five grandchildren: one greatgrandchild.
The funeral will be Friday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield.
The Rev. Leonard Young and
the Rev. C.C. Dennison will
officiate. Burial will follow in
Highland Park Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Thursday).

neth Davis and Edmond Cagle
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Colbert
Memorial Gardens, Tuscumbia.
Friends may call from 6 to
8 p.m. tonight (Thursday) at
the funeral home.
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.Frameless designer
black glass oven door
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clock. Time Defrost 10 lAiwei
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Kicking off a new year
with Nutt and Clinton Gore
By STEVE PARKER
and DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Sports
Only Alabama versus
Auburn at Roy Stewart Stadium Friday night could possibly be better than the local
opener at Ty Holland Stadium.
Not since 1988 have Murray
High and Calloway County
knocked heads in August.
Back then, Pookie Jones was
leading a pass-happy Calloway
squad to another victory over
the Tigers in the middle of a
six-game'Laker series winning
streak over the Tigers.
My, how things have
changed.
Pookie's in Lexington and
the streak is over.
While the game was being

Remember
the good
times with
ArtCarved:
SAVE UP TO

played at the bottom of the
schedule the last few seasons,
Murray was warming up for a
playoff run and Calloway was
buying banquet tickets.
Hopes of a bigger gate and
better weather prompted the
move back to August, so here
we are.
• • • •
If Murray and Calloway are
breaking from recent tradition,
what will happen when the
Racers kick off their season
next week?
First the bad news. Garth
Brooks, who played football
with Murray State coach
Houston Nutt at Oklahoma
State, will not sing the national anthem, or even 'The Old
Gray Mare', before the Sept. 2
opener with Eastern Illinois.
But Clinton Gore supporters
may get a surprise treat during
the year. In an odd poltical
twist of fate, Mr. Clinton Gore
of Osceola, Ark. happens to be
the high school coach of Racer
freshman James Baker (the
wide receiver, not the Bush
campaign manager).
One noticeable difference,
before the ball is even put in
play, is that there will probably be more fans in Stewart Stadium on Sept. 2, 1993 than
there were all of last year.
One needn't look far for the

reasqp why some seats will be
used for the first time since
Lehigh played here in '79.
Houston Nutt has been a
winner off the field — bringing enthusiasm to the program,
class off the field and Cory
Rodney and Reuel Shepherd
from Arkansas.
But now he has to prove it
on the field, starting with Eastern Illinois.
Even though the Panthers
whipped the Racers last season
48-9, Murray did win twice
against EIU at Stewart Stadium with less talented teams
than Nutt will put on the field
Thursday.
Though he's used a fatherly
approach, Nutt has also pushed
the Racers harder than they
have been pushed before. He
calls it "tough love."
Looking at Murray State's
schedule, you can wipe three
games off rather quickly, Marshall (ouch), Eastern Kentucky
and Middle Tennessee.
The other eight are all teams
that Murray State can compete
with.
A .500 season is a possibility — but more than anything
else, people are going to enjoy
Murray State football this season for the first time in a number of years.
And Missouri-Rolla isn't
even on the schedule this year.
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HOUSTON NUTT

Nutt changing attitudes at MSU
Coach has energized program
fI

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
1992, much like 1991 and
1990, was a tough year for
Murray State football.
1992 was also a long year
for Arkansas assistant coach
Houston Dale Nutt II.
On Sept. 6, a day after a
season opening loss to Citadel.
Nutt's boss, Jack Crowe, was
!fired as head coach of the Arkansas Razorbacks. The Razorbacks finished the season 3-8
under assistant coach Jack
Kines, before former Clemson
coach Danny Ford was named
head coach at the end of the
season.
"It was my toughest year in
football," Nutt said recently
from his office at Stewart Stadium, where he will guide the
Murray State Racers this fall.
"It was miserable. I've never
been around a situation where
a coach was yanked after the
first game. Your whole team is
in a tailspin. The whole team
is humiliated by getting beat
by Citadel, and then the coach
gets fired."
Four months later. Nutt
emerged from his toughest
year in football with his greatest challenge — and as one of
the happiest coaches in the
business. He beat out over 70
other candidates for the right
to succeed Mike Mahoney and
rebuild a program which has
won just seven games over the
last three years.
He did it despite not making
the initial list of finalists and
interviewing on a Saturday.
"He had everything working
against him," MSU athletic
director Mike Strickland said.
"But he sold us. It was like
recruiting in the home. He flat
out outrecruited everyone
else."
But even after Nuu done his
sales job on Murray, he didn't
believe he had the job. He
believed he would be staying
at Arkansas under Ford.
"The next week, when I got
the call, I just felt like it was
meant to be," Nutt said.
"When you come from
nowhere and you win, I just
felt like it was supposed to
be."
And even though the
35-year-old native of Little
Rock has not coached a game,
his enthusiasim and attitude
have energized a football
program at the bottom of the
OVC.

2

Houston Nutt's father played basketball for Adolph Rupp
at Kentucky and Henry lba at
Oklahoma State. Houston Nutt
Sr. spent 36 years as basketball coach and athletics director at the Arkansas School for
the Deaf.

HE
JUST
LOVES
THE
GAME
DIANA NUTT
The deaf school, and attending predominately Little Rock
Central High School, had a
profound effect on Houston
Nutt II. And there was never
any question what profession
Houston and his three younger
brothers were going into.
"The only other profession
in my mind was to be a professional athlete and coaching
was always after that," Houston Nutt said.
"With my dad — if it
wasn't anything to do with
school, or ball, he would get
upset with you," said Houston's younger brother Danny.,
"Women were out. I was the
first one in high school to have
a date."

Houston Nutt II was a natural athlete, starring at Central in
football and basketball. He
was one of the most gifted
high school quarterbacks produced in Arkansas. Bear
Bryant came calling to the
Nutt home to try and sign up
Houston for the Crimson Tide.
But Houston Nutt signed
with Arkansas and Frank
Broyles. and as it turned out.
Erthe Sutton.
He wanted to play both
,00thall and basketball in college, and he lettered in both at
Arkansas and Oklahoma State.
After Nutt's first season at
Arkansas, Broyles retired and
Nutt and first-year coach Lou
Holti were on a different page.
And the whole state of Arkansas knew it.
'When you get off the bus
in Little Rock. and people are
yelling, 'When is Nutt going
to start?', it was tough," Nutt
said. "There's so _much pressure. There's just one university in Arkansas. There's the
Razorbacks, and that's it.
"I was supposed to he the
whole deal. And it was tough
on Lou Holti coming in. There
was a lot of pressure from
alums, and he was getting letters and that whole hit. There
was jAlSl a little animosity
betwepn us. It was tough to
lebath a guy from Little Rock

STEVE PARKERt•dger & T 'nes Photo

New Murray State coach Houston Nutt Is working hard at keeping things positive at Stewart
Stadium.
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who didn't fit his offense. And
I was 19 years old, and I
didn't understand that. I was
recruited to throw the football.
But I played in every game,
we won the Southwest Conference basketball title, and I
should have been satisificd."
But he wasn't. And Nutt
transferred to Oklahoma State,
where he played under Jimmy
Johnson and also played
basketball.
As a player, the transfer hurt
him. But as a coach, it helped
expose Nutt
men who have
helped shape a career.
"Coachingwise, there
couldn't have been a better
plan," Nutt said.
Nutt talks about Broyles
("master of the silver
tongue"), about Holtz ("master
of fundamental football"),
about Johnson ("master 'of
enthusiasim") and about his
father ("my dad is a great
teacher"), and it's easy to set
he's drawn much from those
around him.
• • • •
Now, it's time to put the
learning to work — as a head

r
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HOUSTON NUTT

coach for the first time.
"The boUom line in today's
athletics is they want people in
the stands, they want you to
entertain them, they want to
have a disciplined program
and they want you to graduate," Nuu said. "It's not easy
It's a tough deal. But that's
why you have to love what
you do. But that age group,
that 18 to 22, I think I can
help them."
And he tries to help with an
attitude that is selling everyone who will listen about Racer football. More than anything, Houston Nuu has been a
great salesmen since December. He has repaired relationships with high school coaches, with fans, with the rest of
the athletic department, and
even with the rest of the
campus.
He brought in a crop of
talented recruits, mostly from
Arkansas. He's also made a
difference in current players,
as many of them have made
great strides during the offseason.
He's breathed life into a

Welcome Back
Students
We can help you with your
new apartment decorating
House Plants
Hanging Baskets
Foliage Plants
Note Cards
Baskets
Cotton Throws & Rugs
Candles & Frames
.

THE FAMILY
THAT'S
A HIGH
HOUSTON NUTT
ment and made us feel optimistic. He's been the greatest
salesman we've had. He's
great in the community and
he's great on campus."
The bottom line, according
to Mike Strickland, is simple
on Houston Nutt:
"At this point, you can't say
he's done anything but A-plus
— in everything he's
touched."
"I'm pretty much enthusiastic all the time," Nutt said, in a
rather record-breaking understatement. "And it's not counterfeit. But I try to make it a
point — we're going to be as
positive as we can. There's
always something bad out
there. But let's go on."
"He's just high on life and
he goes 100 miles per hour,"
brother Danny Nuu said. "If
something needs to be done,
around the house or whatever,
he gets it done. He's just special, to our whole family."
And it's an attitude that
many are hoping rubs off on
his team.
"The one thing I've told our
staff — we're not going to
grab face masks," Houston
Nutt said. "We could all grab
face masks and use any word
we thought was cute to get
their attention. And we could
call them an SOB. But I just

All Sizes

Environmental T-Shirts
Bargains on Nursery Stock

Mums Arriving Soon!!

1

football program that was
dead.
"He is probably the most
exciting thing to happen to this
department since I've been
here," Strickland said. "After
going through the budget battles, and all the other things
that we've been through, he's
energized the whole depart-

Family Is important to Houston Nutt: with wife
Diana and their four children — Houston ill,
Halley Dawn, Hanna Drew and Haven Diana.
don't see that, and I've been
grabbed by the best of them."
• • • •
If experience and attitude
carry Houston Nutt a long
way, it's his family that makes
life special for him.
"The family, that's a high,"
Nuu said.
And that's the way he looks
at his players, according to
wife Diana.
"He loves the game. He
absolutely loves the game,"
she said. "He loves the kids,
( )1 f (
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and he loves those kids like
they are a part of his extended
family."
Even though Diana Nutt
said there are times when
Houston gets down, they don't
last long. The enthusiasm
always wins over.
And it's winning over a lot
of people right now.
"I know he's a lot happier
in the situation he's in," she
said. "He's just been really
happy at being at the level
where he calls the shots."
• • • •
A week from tonight, Houston Nuu begins the real test of
college coaching. His Murray
State Racers will kickoff their
first season when they host
Eastern Illinois.
„
With a rookie coach who
has spent a lifetime getting
ready for his chance to lead
young men.
"Football is such a man's
game, and it takes a strong
person to play this game,"
Nuu said. "But to me, it's life.
And that's what makes me
tick.
"You're helping young
men's lives so much. They're
going to learn more about life
in the next four years. We
have to teach them to get back
up."

4.4

4-1
4'•
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Racers hoping for improvement
Quarterbacking, start
could be keys to season
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
When you've won just
seven games in the last three
years, and your peers have
picked you to finish last in the
Ohio Valley Conference —
there is just one place you can
go.
But how far up the Murray
State Racers go under firstyear coach Houston Nutt could
all depend on the first two
games.
The Racers will open the
'season on Sept. 2 hosting Eastern Illinois, and visit defending Division I-AA champion
Marshall on Sept. 11 before
opening up Ohio Valley Con.

ference play on Sept. 18 when
they host Southeast Missoun.
Nutt said it's important the
Racers get through the first
two games with a positive
attidue and a high morale still
intact.
"We've got to keep them
the first two weeks," Nutt said.
"If we keep the troops the first
two weeks, we'll he fine."
The troops that first year
coach Nutt has to work with is
an interesting blend of holdovers from the Mike Mahoney
era and an influx of talented
newcomers, especially at the
skill positions.
(Continuod)

DAVID RAMEYA.seger & Times photo
Murray State quarterback Butch Mosby has some stitf competition for
playing time this fall from freshman Cory Rodney.
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Ready! Set

Seafood Buffet
Every Friday Night 5.9

10
Sponsored in part by: The Murray Insurance Agency, Carroll Inc. and Cain's Inc.

Channel 19

Er'fl Channel 31

Delight

Game

Twat

Regular Season

Houston Odes New Orleans Saints
Sept. 12 Lk Raiders I Seattle Seahawks
Sept. 19 Dallas Cowboys I Phoenix Cardin*
Sept. 26 New England Patriots S New York lets
Oct. 3 New York Giants II Buffalo Bills

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Pittsburgh I Minnesota
Thu., 8/26
Indianapolis S Washington
Sun., 11/7
Sun., 11/14 Chicago S San Diego
Minnesota I San Diego
Sun., 11/21
Sun, 11/28 Pittsburgh 41 Houston
Gncinnali•Sat Francisco
Sun, 12/S
Sun, 12/12 Green Bay•San Diego
Sun., 12/19 Phibdelphia•Indianapolis
Sun., 12/26 Kansas Gty•Minnesota
Sun., 1/2/94 NY Jets I Houston
Sun., 2/6/94 AFC-NFC Pro Bowl from Honolulu

Day, Date
Sept. 5

Oct 10 Denver Bravos•Greenbay Packers
Oct. 14 Lk Rams I Atlanta Falcons
Oct 24 Indianapolis Colts S Miami Dolphins
Oct. 31 Detroit Lions•Minnesota Vikings

Bel-Air
Shopping Center

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
6:30 p.m
6:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7 p.m.

CASLE
N
VLSI

6.95

per person
Deviled Crab, Boiled Shrimp,Fried Shnmp,Catfish, Hushpuppies,Corn-On-The-Cob,Cole Slaw,White Beans, Rolls, Dessert
& Salad Bar Included.

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m
7 p.m.

MEXICAN
BUFFET

Every Saturday Night 5-9

$6.95

per person
Enchiladas, Tamales,Spanish Rice, Mexican Corn,Cinnamon
Crisp, Ftefried Beans, Burritos & Tortilla Chips with Chili &
Cheese.
Hwy. 841 South • Murray • 753-5988
Open 6 a.m.-2 p.m.• 5 p.m -10 p.m • Sun -Open til 9 pm

- Private Dining Facilities Available -

Mon.-Fri. 8:30-5:00
753-5005
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DAM RAMEY/J.01pr & Twos photo

Murray State defensive end Anthony Hutch Is
capable of an all-OVC performance.

Where the mix ends up
could be anywhere, but there
is no question that the new
coach and his staff have
changed things at Stewart Stadium — starting with the
attitude.
"Everybody's got a positive
attidue, and is real excited,"
senior quarterback Butch Mosby said. "Everyone is ready for
that first game."
What Nutt wants to see out
of the Racers in his first season more than anything else is
progress — every down.
"We want to see improvement every time we take the
field," Nutt said. "Each game
— kicking, running, stepping
and catching. I think the wins
and losses will take care of
themselves.
"I would love to give you a
number. Deep down, I have a
feeling what we can do. But I
don't want to put that on the
team. I want them to have as

RACER SCHEDULE
•

SEPT. 2

EASTERN ILLINOIS
7 p.m.

SEPT. 11
at

Marshall
5 p.m.

SEPT. 18
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
7:30 p.m.

SEPT. 25
at

Middle Tennessee
7 p.m.

OCT. 2
at Tennessee-Martin
7 p.m.

OCT. 9
AUSTIN

PEAY

2 p.m

OCT. 16
EASTERN KENTUCKY
7:30 p.m

OCT. 30
at Tennessee Tech
1 p.m

II See Page 8

NOV. 6
MOREHEAD STATE
1:30 p.m

There's Rough Waters Ahead
ButIfsSmooth Sailing For A Lake

NOV. 73
at Tennessee State
1:30 p.m

NOV. 20
at

Western Kentucky
1:30 p.m

*• *
•• 41Good Luck This Season!•

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York

We're proud to support
all the fine athletes
in our community!

Funeral Home, Inc.

Home Owned and Operated
MAIN OFFICE. 5TH k MAIN • NORTH BRANCH, 12111 & CHESTNUT
S(1U111 BRANCH. 12TH & STORY • MSLI TELLER MACHINE, CL1tRIS CENTER
HOSITTAL TELLER MACHINE. ND POPLAR
7533231 • MEMBER FDIC

713 S. 4th St.

753-6800

The Hometown Bank
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MURRAY STATE ROSTER
Nano
Alen Libman
MOM
Damn Gwen
Shaidon Smith
Beni Bons
Sol Lombard
Chsis DO
Balch Mosby
9 Ono Eden
12 1011•6111 Criswell
13 Donis Stephens
14 Renal Shepherd
16 Cory Rodney
17 Warms McGowan
18 Mae GaBoway
19 Cary Fowler
20 Doug Tuner
21 Wifie Sapp
22 Thu Scarborough
23 Jamaine Scott
24 Elliott Dunn
26 Martin Dodd
27 1Cenny Thomas
28 Larry Kendall
29 Mice Ramos
30 David Dodds
31 Anrkew Henry
32—Chad Gem
33 Amain Crouse
34 Beau Brown%
35 Terry Anthony
36 Taw Tlimer
37 Dave Cox
31 Wam Hampton
39 *nanny Bland
40 David McCann
42 Xavier Shepherd
43 /sines Baker
44 Sheens Sausidas

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

P0111
LB
WR
WR
Wit
QB
P
X
QB
DB
QB
QB/P
DB
QB
RB
DB
DB
QB
RB
RB
DB
DB
LB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
LB
WR
DB
LB
RB
RB
DB
RB
RB
TE
WR
LB

HI
6-2
6-4

Wt CHEnp
185 So-IL
Jr-IL
195
10 Fr-RS
5-5
135 So-IL
6-0
190 So-Sq
6-1
175 So-IL
5-10 175 So-IL
6-1
175
Sr-2L
5-7
175 So-1L
6-1
175
Fr-HS
6-2
220
Fr-RS
6-2
180
Fr-HS
5-11
180
Fr-HS
5-9
170
Jr-2L
5-10 175
So-Sq
6-0
190
Jr-Trf
4-0
185
Fr-HS
5-10 190 So-IL
5-8
170
Fr-HS
6-0
180
Si-IL
6-0
180
Fr-HS
5-10 205
Jr-2L
6-2
185
Ft-HS
3-10 180
Fr-HS
5-10 170
Sr-IL
5-9
180 So-IL
6-2
170 So-HS
541
-193— -So-IL
5-9
165
Sr-1L
5-10 175
Jr-2L
6-1
215
Fr-HS
5-10 180 Fr-HS
5-11 215
Sr-3L
6-1
175
Fr-HS
5-11
165
Jr-2L
5-11
190
Fr-HS
6-3
245 So-IL
5-10 175
Fr-HS
5-10 220
Fr-HS

43 Jon Roes
liorhoiown(High Schooiklunior Coliogo)
46 Jeff 140111a
Conway,S.C.(Conway)
4 Mark Mims
Tallehmesek Fla (Lincoln)
50 Dane Ribes
Detroit,/Ask (Bishop Borgess)
51 Joe Lepaes
Orange.Teas(West Orange St)
52 Shane ICang
Man.Tern(Wan)
53 Cabs Raraey
Wanda,F (Ovisio)
54 Memos Pollard
Murray, Ky.(Murray)
55 Norman Mini
LonivOs,Ky.(Male)
56 hourly Stratton
LaGrange, Oa. mod crisped IKY.D
57 Milk Gown
Temkin.TOW (Peabody)
5I1 Fred Dana
Oterwata,Fla.(Countrywcie)
59 Phil Jones
Conway,Art(Conway)
60 Wdlie Corbin
Bentortulk, Ark (Bentonville)
62 David Leaven
Princeton, Ky.(Caldwell County)
64 Sean Coleman
Vans, CIL (Sesser-Vane)
65 Casey Duncan
Hopkauvilie, Ky.(Hopkinsville)
67 Scon Harem
Melbourne, Ky.(Campbell County)
68 Ezra Win
Portal. Go.(Portal)
69 Jason Deleato
Little Rock, Ask (McClellan)
70 Chad Gnfirn
Orlando, Fla.(Maynard Evans/East Misaissipp)
71 Den Ford
Little Rock, Ark (Mills)
72 Jesse Hinkle
Orlando, Fla.(Maynard Evans)
73 Marcus Kunbrell
MamPhis.Tenn- (East)
75 Marshall
Paris,Tenn.(Henry County)
76 C,adnc Hampton
Kenilworth, NJ.(Brady Regional)
77 Thomas Janes
Greendale, Wis.(Glendale)
79 Mike Cutter
St Laurent,Quebec,Canada(Varna Ataderny)
-------10-13arick Buda
Tiitifin.-Ak(Deshla)
81 George Harna/ton
Murray, Ky.(Manly)
13 Man Harrison
Mayfield, Ky.(Mayfield)
84 Norman Mason
Louisville, Ky.(Male)
86 Nick Anegrostou
Conway, Ark (Conway)
87 BAD Christmas
Owensboro,Ky.(Apollo)
VI KII1 Minruch
Little Rock, Ark (McClellan)
89 Anthony Hutch
King Game County, Va.(King George County)
90 Jim Chapman
Elizabethtown. Ky.(Canal Hardin)
91 John Sewell
Adruita, Os.(McNair)
92 Joel Thomas
Osceola, ACIL (Osceola)
93 Brandon Duncan
Louisville, Ky.(Western)

RB
6-0
225
Jr-IL Tomplonsulle, Ky (Monroe County)
DL
6-1
220 So-1L Grand Haven, Mach_ (Grand Haven)
195
Fr-HS Corbin. Ky.(Corby%)
it
6-4
DL
6-0
255 So-ILS Hen.ierson, Ky (Hendason County)
DL
6-5
743
Si-3L Frisoo, Texas(Frisco)
OL
6-5
340
Sr-Trf Paducah, Ky (Heath)
DL
6-1
203 Fr-HS Humbokk Twin.(Humboldt)
Fr-HS Monroe. La(Wasamen)
DL
3-11 240
OL
6-3
245
Sr-3L Corbin. Ky (Ccebon)
LB
6-0
225
Jr-2L Bradenton, Fla (Manatee)
C
6-1
265
Jr-1L Sheparehrone, Ky (Biala Central)
Sr- IL Decatur, Ga.(Southwest De KaltVJ°bet)
LB
6-0
710
DL
6-1
210
So-IL Sarasota. Fla (Sarasota)
LB
6-1
105
Fr-HS Detroit, Mich (Mason Luther King)
So-IL Atlanta. Ga.(McNair)
DL
6-1
245
250
Jr-IL Louisville, Ky (Pleasure Ridge Park)
OL
6-0
Se-IL Hoplornville, Ky (Hoplonsulle)
DL
6-3
275
C
6-2
240
r•Sq
Newburgh. Ind (Memoria)
Fr-RS Clearwater, Fla (Ckerweier)
OL
6-2
220
OL
6-2
230
So- IL Sarasota, Fla (itsverview)
OL
6-7
275
Fr-RS Henderson, Ky (Hendrsson County)
OL
6-2
285
So- IL Malden, Mass (Malden)
Lounvtae, Ky (Eastern)
OL
6-3
280
Jr Sq
6-2
275
Jr-IL Tallahassee, Fla (Lincoln)
OL
210
Fr-RS Atlanta. GS (McNair)
OL
6-I
Fr-HS Huntingdon, Tenn (Huntingdon)
DL
6-1
240
300
Fr-RS Cedartown, Ga.(Cedartown)
OL
64
6-3
263 So-IL Ene,Pa (McDowell)
OL
WR — 42 —1-70---PPHS-- Sherwood Ark
WR
3-11
190 Fr-HS Paducah, Ky.(nehmen)
6-3 200 Fr-HS Paducah, Ky (Heath)
WR
1110 Fr-HS Paducah, Ky (Tilghman)
WR
54
Jr-2L Pasadena,Texas(Pasadena)
WR
6-0
183
Jr-1L Houston.Taws(Westfield)
DL
6-5
230
240 St-2L Sarasota, FL (Rivaview)
TE
6-3
6-4
260 So-IL South Fulton.Tenn (South Fulton)
DL
235 Fr-HS Terrell,Texas(Tend)
DL
6-1
LB
5-10 215 So-Sq Louisville. Ky.(Southern)
6-3 205 Fr-HS Evansville.Ind (Evansville)
II
DL
5-11 230 Fr-RS Dyer,Twin.(Gibson County)

Custom Frames • Matting • Limited Edition Pnnts
Decor Posters • Silk Greenery

The

GALLERY
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
301 N. 12th St., University Sq. • 759-1019

Monday Saturday 8 a.m.-5 pm

INC.
PURDOM MOTORS,
Main Concern"
• Satisfied Customers Are Our

Oldsmobile - Pontiac - Buick - Cadillac - Century Boats
753 5315
Murray
1300 121 By Pass
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•RACERS...
FROM PAGE 6
much fun they can, dOing the
best they can."
Mosby has a number in
mind — and a promise.
"We want to win five or six
games, but don't have a set
goal." Mosby said. "1 can tell
you that we won't be last. We
won't be last in the OVC."
On offense, the Racers fin-

ished next to last in the OVC
in scoring last season, despite
finishing fifth in total offense.
A influx of speed should help
the Racers improve on an
average of 15.1 points a game
last season, and give Murray
big play capability, something
it hasn't had in recent years.
At quarterback, Nutt says
he's going to start with Mosby

— but the senior from Louisville, who completed just 35
percent of his passes last season and tossed 10 interceptions compared to two touchdowns, realizes he better
produce.
"He's given me a shot and
that's all I can ask for," Mosby said. "There's some quarterbacks in here who I think

The Winning Ga

are juast as good as I am. I
have a little seniority over
them, but if I mess up one bit,
I know that I'll be gone."
"I've been real honest with
him," Nutt said. "Right now,
it's his team. We're going to
do some things that fit him the
best. I just want him to play
within himself and take care of
the football."

Pian•••

ET

While Mosby will start, it
may just be a matter of time
before standout freshman Cory
Rodney of Bentonville, Ark.
takes command. Rodney is
having an imprc.,ive fall after
earning first !earn all-state
honors
Ar*...iisas last fall.
"He's an excellent young
quarterback," Nutt said. "You
just don't know how a young
man is going to respond when
the lights come back on at a
different level."
Whoever st.,J
at quarterback will have a good mixture
of backs to work with. Massive fullback David Cox
returns, and couid challenge
for all-OVC honors in 1993.
Veteran tailba
Tim Bland
(604 yards in I I) and Waynne McGowan are being
pushed by a crop of rookies,
especially Tony Turner,
another Arkans..-- freshman.
The receiving corps were to
feature newco,..ers George
Hamilton and Narman Mason,
a pair of fresh 11 from Paducah Tilghman. But both have
been hurt in plc-season, so a
group of holdovers, led by
Matt Hall and Sheldon Smith
return. James Baker, a freshman from Osceol.i, Ark. will
also see action 3t receiver.
Tight end Xaiver Shephard
has been impressive in the fall,
but backup Kris Minnich has
battled injuries.
Up front, Nutt is still looking for consistentcy from the
offensive line, 'specially at
tackle where Mike Cutter and
Scan Coleman arc listed as
starters.
"We need Jesse Hinkle,
Ezra Wise and ',son Delgato
to step forward," Nutt said.
Inside, guar
Norman
Mims and M- us Kimbrell
and center Mt, Gossett are
solid. And the line could get a
big (340 pound) lift from
Shane King, a transfer from
Kentucky who i waiting on a
waiver from the league office
and could see action this year.
On defense, thk. Racers will
be without the wide-tackle-six
formation for the first time
since Mike Gottfried arrived
on campus in 1978. The Racers will play a 4-3 under new
defensive coordinator Kim
Dameron.
The defensive line features a
pair of ends, in Anthony Hutch
and Joe Lepsis, that could
match any in the conference.
"I don't know this conference, but I know this," Dameron said. "If they play the way
they are capable of, they can
be awfully good."
Tackles Bill Christmas and
r
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MURRAY HIGH

Playoff hill ahead of talented Tigers

1., it
time
._ory
Ark.
y is

Though he lost primary
targets Eli Jenkins and Chip
Greene to graduation. Keller
has returning wideout Ted
Booth and newcomer Robert
Weatherly to look for.
"We return our quarterback
and we have a lot untested
receivers." said Fisher, who is
20-13 at Murray. "Our tight
end last year caught at lot of
passes and B.J. was our home
run threat."
While Keller is waiting for
his receivers to gain experience, he'll keep busy by handing the pumpkin off to a number of dynamite running backs.
Chris Cheaney and Mitch
Downey make a potent
tandem out of runeblock the I formation. Cheaney, at 6-4,
190, is a threat to score from
anywhere on the field and
Downey is a punishing ballicair
ricr when not blocking.
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By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Rick Fisher and the rusty ol'
wheelbarrow he inherited from
Jack Cain four years ago has
been going steadily up the hill,
each year a little bit higher.
The only thing Fisher worries about these days is the
thing slipping from his grip
and rolling back down the hill.
And, after two highly successful seasons, he and the
Tigers are way up that hill.
"You'd like to repeat what
y_b_kt did last year and go a

With winning comes the
spoils.
Interest in football at Murray High is growing, as the
number of students participating increases. This year,
among the 30 or so varsity
players, are standout Murray
High athletes Adam Grogan
and David Gresslcr.
Grogan (a punter and possible quarterback) is the defending state high school golf
champion and Gressler (backup kicker) is an all-state soccer player. Each is splitting

year Murray High coach. "But
if you set standards so high,
you've got a long way to fall
if you don't meet your goals.
"And 9-3 is a long way to
fall."
Falling, however, is the last
thing Fisher and his Tigers are
talking about as they lead in to
their season opener Friday
night against Calloway
County.
In fact, Fisher's even allowing a little (whisper) state title
talk slip out in .the locker
room.
"It could be a realistic goal
for us," Fisher said after a
recent practice. "We feel like
we can compete with anybody
in our class.
"It's something to think
about down the road."

sports.
"Everybody wants to be part
of a winner," Fisher noted.
Undoubtedly. Fisher is in
good shape he needs to get
down in two or corner kick,
but his two-sport stars are not
the primary reason for his
optimism.
Experience and athleticism
abounds up and down the
Tiger roster.
Talent at the skill positions
is where the Tigers have
crippled opponents in recent
years, and this year they will
dish out more of the same.
Brent Keller returns to start
his third and final year at
quarterback. One of the most
efficient passers in the state.
Keller has a 16-8 record as a

(ContInuocl)
MURRAY
VS.
CALLOWAY
STEVE PARKE RA4K1ger I Tirnos photo

Be There!

Chris Cheeney stands tall for the Tigers.
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Seniors • Families • Children • Weddings
Harry Allison • Lance Allison
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607 South 4th Street • Murray • 753-8809
STEVE PARKERAAMest I Times phoso

Three-year starter Brent Keller has made a living reading defenses In the Tigers' wide-open
passing attack.
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PIGSKINPREVIEW
Up front, the Tigers three
key offensive linemen, but
have plenty returning in 1993.

TIGERS
WE'RE AT
A CRUCIAL

Led by 6-1, 230-pound
tackle Adam Blalock, the
Tigers are strong and athletic
up front. Blalock is joined by
Willie Wells (center) and Chad
Caldwell (guard) from last
year's unit. Geuing their first
start Friday night are guard
Gene McDonald and Jon Bell.
While the Tigers have
thrilled and amazed black-and
gold fans with their offense,
it's been the defense that has
been the stabilizer during the
last two successful campaigns.
Beef and strenght up front
backed by speed is the formula
that works for the Tigers.
Blalock (tackle) will also
anchor the defensive line,
along with Bell (end), Booth
(end), Ti. Myhill (nose guard)
and Weatherly (tackle).
If the front five are good.
the back six are excellent.

POINT
IN OUR
PROGRAM
RICK FISHER
"We return our whole secondary and both linebackers,"
he coach said. "We feel good
about our defense."
Murray's linebacking duo of
Downey and Caldwell is as
good as any around. Each
brings, quickness, toughness
and saavy to the core of the
Tigers' 5-2.
At the corners are Kevin
Knight and Chris Allen. Both
were starters a year ago on the
Tiger defense. At safeties,
Victory Perry returns for his

third year at strong safety
while Cheaney patrols the
back of the defense from his
free safety spot.
Fisher points to the first five
games of the season as being
crucial to this year's success.
Murray plays district foe Fulton County and conference
rival Russellville before
October arrives.
"Our early schedule is
extremely tough," said Fisher.
"The Fulton County game
could be for the district
championship."
Whatever happens early for
the Tigers, they all know
where they'll be in November.
"We're at a crucial point in
our program," he explained.
"We can take the next step in
the playoffs and go to the top
or we can step back and return
to the tough times."
Should the Tigers get past
the second round of the playoffs, the ol' wheelbarrow
might just reach the top.

Head coach Rick Fisher

1993 TIGER SCHEDULE
Aug. 27..................,.......-......................„......... Calloway
at Trigg Co.
Sept. 3.
Sept. 10.
at Fulton Co.
Sept. 17.
at Marshall Co.
Sept. 24.- . -. . .-....Russellville
Oct. 1.
at South Fulton, TN
City
Oct
Oct;_15................---------- C.alro, Ni. (at MSU)
Oct. 22.
at Ballard Memorial
Oct 29
. -..
Heath
At Games start at 7:X pm.
.

IT'S BAD.
IT'S BOLD.
THE "HULK
HOGAN" OF
FULL-SIZED
TRUCKS. AND
WE'RE TAKING
ORDERS ON THE
BIG BRUTE
RIGHT NOW...

8

MI•••••••••••••IMO..•••••••••OOOOOOO Ni.....Fulton

TIGER ROSTER

4

THE NEW DODGE RAM

Cain's
CHRYSLERPLYMOUTH•DODGE4EEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Mut:bray, Ky. • (502)753-6448

NO NAM
1 Marcallous Foster
2 James Curtis
3 Casey McNutt
4 Chris Clammy
5 Chris Alan
6 Adam Grogan
7 Allan Thompson
8 David Grassier
9 Ted Booth
12 Jammiah Rayburn
15 Brent WOW
21 Donnie Thomaa
22 Kevin KnigN
23 Salim Sanchez
25 Victor Perry
30 John Stubbialiskl
31 Jack Drake
32 Mildi Downey
33 Jay Oatman
40 Tim Renton
42 Abort Byrd
43 Joey Mohr
44 Robert Weatherly
51 Matt Wastphal
55 Wilk Walls
62 Adam Biskra
64 Chad Caldwell
67 Gans McDonald
68 Nathan Ganin
NI Jon Ball
72 &ian Sinclair
73 %bon Cabman
74 Jerry Boyd
76 Josh Emerson ......
77 Shawn Gordon
OD U. Myhil
81 Mika Yocum
83 Robert Howard
84 Andy Gunton

.....

HOT WGT
POS
R8/08 5-8 150
WR/D6 5-8 125
K
5-10 150
RB/D6 6-3 180
WR/DB 6-2 185
08113 5-10 165
OMB 5-9 135
K
5-8 150
\I
II:V
RI, 6-1 183
6-2 180
OB
6-2 170
WR/D13 5-5 115
0130WR 5-8 150
REIMS 6-0 165
WRAX1 5-7 140
WR/D8 5-5 125
RBil.13 5-9 150
FB&B 6-0 185
RUDE 6-0 160
MU 54 165
WR/08 6-0 155
OT/DT 6-0 155
TFJDE 6-3 225
CMG 6-1 200
CMG 6-3 245
OT/DT 6-1 230
OGA..B 6-0 185
WAX 6-0 180
00184G 6-0 180
........ OW113 6-0 190
MDT 6-0 160
OT/DT 6-4 205
OTIDT 6-0 190
()PDT 6-3 205
MOT 6-1 205
TE/DT 8-2 255
WROD8 5-7 1150
TFJDE 64 145
MOE 6-2 160
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Lakers benefit from busy off-season
New offense, foes
to increase success
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
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Calloway County didn't
have one enjoyable Friday
night last fall. There were no
big playoff games and, most
importantly, no wins.
Calloway, finishing 1-9,
recorded their lone victory of
the season on Saturday.
Against Lone Oak.
This moved Billy Mitchell
to action.
The Lakers' second-year
head coach guided the Lakers
to one of the biggest offseasons in Calloway County
High School football history.
There were no trades, no
free agent acquisitions, no hot
recruiting class and no TV
deal. Just two simple tasks that
will show prominently when
the Lakers hit the field.
1.) Mayfield, Martin (Tenn.)
Westview and Marshall County (4A) are no longer on the
schedule. They are replaced by
South Hopkins, Dresden,
Tenn. and Hart County.
"We feel like we have a
more realistic schedule for
Callovay County," Mitchell
explained.
2.) Pick an offense compatible with Calloway's talents
and stick with it. No more
power football from the veer
and no more circus act with
the run-n-shoot.
"We're doing the only thing
we can do at Calloway County
— spread people out," the
coach said.
For all the shuffling Mitchell did with the Laker schedule, one non-district team
remains — Murray High.
When the Tigers host Calloway on Friday night at Ty
Holland Stadium, they'll see
motion, short passe' and quick
hitting runs.
"We're not going to be a
powerhouse team," Mitchell
said after Tuesday's practice.
"We've got some kids that can
throw and kids that can catch."
Quarterbacking the Lakers,
in not quite the same tradition
as rifle-toting Pookie Jones or
Rob Dennis, will be junior
Jason Grogan. Quick with the
sprint out and the reads, Grogan is an accurate short-range
passer. He'll be backed up by
sophomore Sam Arnett
Running the football out of
the one-back cet will be junior

Jody Kelso and senior Brandon McCuistion.
Calloway is blessed with a
vast array of receivers. Some
are tall and lanky — tight ends
Tyler Bohannon (6-5) and
Brad Lowe (6-2), some arc
quick — Wesley Cogdell, and
some are dependable — Tim

GO OUT
AND
HAVE FUN
PLAYING
THE
GAME

STEVE PARKERleOge• & Trhes photo

Tacklos Marc Fain and Brian Evans are two keys to the Laker offense.

BILLY MITCHELL
McGrew and Jared Lencki.
On the offensive line, the
Lakers look like a "U". Forming the high portion of the letters are tackles Brian Evans
(6-4, 255) and Marc Fain (6-6,
302). In the middle, the Lakers
will start Dallas Rice (5-10,
175) and Lucas Cherry (5-9,
180) and James Todd (5-11,
180) at center.
"We feel like they've had a
great preseason," Mitchell said
of his Hogs up front. "If they
play like they've practiced,
they'll have a good year."
Defensively, Mitchell will
(ContinuocI)
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competitive rale To
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LAKERS

stay with the defense he's
been teaching for over 25
years — the 5-2. "I've worked
with it all my life," he said.
"It's something I know inside
and out."
Up front, Calloway will
start Todd Forsyth and Lowe
at the ends, Todd and Evans at
the tackles and Rice at nose
guard.
At linebackers, Mitchell will
go with transfer L.T. Osgood

and Tim Brickcy.
Senior returning starter
Mike Arnett and junior Tim
McDaniel will man the corners
with Bohannon and McGrew
at the safeties.
Though the non-district
schedule is less monstrous, the
district remains a fearsome
sight. Nevertheless. Mitchell
and his charges are talking
playoffs.
"We know we've got a

chance everytime we take the
field," the veteran explained.
"We want to get better and
get more competitive," Mitchell said. "We want to enjoy
football to where we play our
hardest.
"Though we went 1-9 last
year, towards the end of the
year we found out what it's all
about — go out and have fun
playing the game."
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Head coach Billy Mitchell

--Its-lime For
Domino's Pizza

1993 LAKER SCHEDULE

Available Toppings:
Pepperoni, Sausage, Beef, Mushrooms,
Onions, Green Peppers, Green & Black
Olives, Bacon, Pineapple, Extra Cheese,
Extra Sauce, Hot Peppers, Anchovies,
Jalapenos, Cheddar Cheese
Sunday-Thursday
11 a.m.-1 a.m.
Friday &
Saturday
11 a.m.-2 a.m.

SPECIAL
Domino's Value Pizza
Carry-Out Only

$1091

• 7
o r
S

Your choice of one topping only

Expires 12-31-93
iO4a pa bopaing maw oof Not.0d we any
Div As Pnces mat vary Darrow/ areas bere101
erraurrriab drwirrg Our Omen carry Diss two $20 OD
Ow Omen re not parwand1ar lam 00wrwa 01
Dwuncrs Rua Inc

jIllhILii
SPECIAL

Try Our New
Twisty Bread
or
Garden Fresh Salad

7534030

Large Thin Crust
Pizza
With 3 Toppings

$110"

Expireit 12-31-93
Val a porloopawil NMI Wily No1 valel
an', other
011or Nips may wiry 010/41ry ems wow lo irraure sale
Owl) Ow 0,1,ws cony 1•10 Our $2000 Ow Omen are
nol ponalted Soria",0411wwlos 01923 Dormio's Para Inc

Aug. 27.
at Murray
Sept. 3.
South Hopkins
_...
Sept. 10...-— .Hopkinsville
Sept. 17.
at Lone Oak
Sept. 24.
at Union Co.
Dresden, TN (Homecoming)
Oct. 1 —
Oct. 8
.Fulton Co.
Oct. 15.......-....................................... Graves Co.
Oct 22.
at Paducah Tilghman
Oct. 29
Had County
At Games start at 7:30 p.m.

HGT WGT
POS
RB/DB 5-7 150
6-0 160
OB
RB/LB 6-0 170
TE/DB 6-5 185
OG/DE 6-3 185
WR/DB 5-11 170
OG/DT 5-9 180
OT/DT 6-4 255
OG/DT 6-6 302
OB/DB 5-10 145
FL/CB 5-10 140
FB/CB 5-5 1450
TFJLB 5-10 155
FL/CB 5-8 135
RB/CB 5-10 165
FL/CB 5-10 155
TE/DE 6-2 180
FB/DB 5-10 175
FL/CB 5-11 160
FUDB 6-0 175
TEJLB 6-1 189
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LAKER ROSTER
NO NAME
41 Mike Arnett
1 Sam Arnett
33 Tim Brickey
9 Tyler Bohannon
51 Mike Catherson
80 Wesley Cogdell
55 Lucas Cherry
76 Brian Evans
78 Marc Fain
16 Jason Grogan
30 Jed Holt
14 Adam Howes
85 Jeff Hughes
84 Matt James
19 Jody Kelso
10 Jared Lent%
40 Brad Lowe
22 Brandon McCuistion
24 Tim McDaniel
3 Tim McGrew
44 LT. Osgood
63 Dallas Rice
50 Jared Riddle
25 Jeff Smith •
6
70 Calvin Stone
57 James Todd
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KENTUCKY WILDCATS

Curry likes way his 'Cats stack up
SCHEDULE

Wildcats spread\offense for Jones
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky hopes to get it right
this season.
Since Bill Curry left successful Alabama to take over a
mediocre Kentucky football
program three years ago, the
Wildcats have compiled dismal records of 4-7, 3-8 and
4-7.
Kentucky went to a Pro-I set
on offense and an attacking
multiple-front defense in Curry's first two seasons. Last
year it was Stack I on offense
that featured a wide-open
passing game and triple-option
and a 4-4-3 defense.
This season the Stack I has
been refined and the defense
goes to a basic 4-3 alignment.
"We believe we have the
right systems for our program
now," said Curry. "We have
tinkered with those by trial
and error. One could argue
that we tinkered too much, and
that has hurt us. And I probably couldn't argue with that.
"But I believe we've
arrived with the right systems
on both sides of the ball and
the kicking game."
Kentucky returns six starters
each on offense and defense
from last year's team that got
off to a 4-2 start but lost its
last five games.
"We have depth in the secondary," said Curry. "We
have tremendous depth in our
offensive backfield and in our
wide receivers. We do not
have much depth up front on
either side of the ball, but
we've got good players."
Junior Pookie Jones is sack
for his third season at quarterback. He set a school singleseason record last year with
1,729 total yards, including a
single-game mark of 405 in a
37-36 loss to Mississippi
State.
There have been some
changes in the backfield, with
junior Damon Hood (84
rushes, 321 yards, 5 TDs)
moving from tailback to fullback and senior Terry Samuels
(98-380-4) going from fullback to tight end.
Senior Matt Riazzi
(30-243-1), a former walk-on,
returns at wingback while
Raymond McLaurin, Randy
Waytt, Donnie Redd, Dan
Hicks and Clyde Rudolph will

contend for playing time at
tailback.
Senior Tim Calvert (16
catches, 330 yards, 2 TDs) is
the top returning flanker while
seniors Mark Chatmon (9-111)
and Troy Hobbs (5-43) and

Sep. 4.
Kent
Sep. 11.
Florida
at Indiana
Sep. 18.
Sep. 23...at S.Carolina
Mississippi
Oct 2
LSU
Oct. 18.
at Georgia
Oct. 23.
at Miss. St.
Oct. 30.
Nov. 6 at.
Vanderbift
Nov. 13.
E.Carolina
Nov. 20.
Tennessee

redshirt freshman Isaac Curtis
III will vie for playing time at
split end
Junior tackle Mark Astin is
the lone returning starter on
the offensive line
The defensive line also was
hit hard by graduation with
junior tackle Robert Stinson
and senior end Zane Beehn the
only returning starters.
Seniors Marty Moore, the
Southeastern Conference's
leading tackler the past two
seasons, and Duce Williams

give the Wildcats strength at
linebacker while senior cornerbacks Adrian Sherwood and
Don Robinson add experience
to the pass defense.
Kentucky also must find
replacements for place-kicker
Doug Pelfrey and punter Jason
Todd.
The Wildcats have been
picked to finish last in the
SEC Eastern Division in most
preseason polls.
"I'd pick us to be drastically improved," said Curry.

NOW...RECYCIE YMD
WASIE AS YOU WAIN
Former Calloway star Pookie Jones

Before or After the

Introducing the revolutionary
NEW TROY-KILT'
Chipper/Vac!
• Breakthrough dcsign!
• VaCtlUnts up lea‘es,',Mail IA le...!
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Cards search for glory of '90
Woodmen offers a
wide variety of
Insurance plans which
provide flexibility on
Insurance protection
and tax4eferred
interest features. To
find the plan that
meets your needs
contact.

-Jeffery L. Darnall
WOW Bldg.
3rd & Maple
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-2709

4k Woodmen

of the World
Lite Insurance Society
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U of L coach
still charting
brave course
By DAVID KUGYAN
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville football coach Howard Schnellenberger wanted a
new contract. He got it.
Schnellenberger wanted a
new 50,000-seat football stadium. He's close to getting it.
Beginning his ninth year
with the Cardinals, Schnellenberger also wants his first winning season since 1990.
"But if those things hadn't
happened, there still would
have been a great emphasis on
this season," Schnellenberger

SCHEDULE
Sep. 4 San Jose St.
Sip 11 at Memph.St.
St.
Sep.
Sep. 25.....—....Texas
Oct. 2. at Pittsburgh
Oct. 9 .at W.Virginis
......S.Miss.
Oct. 16.
Navy
Oct. 23.
Nov. 6 st Tennessee
Nov. 13. st Texas A&M
Nov. 25..........._at Tulsa
said.
What could hold him back
is this year's schedule. It
includes home games against
San Jose State, Arizona State
and Texas — and road games
at West Virginia, Tennessee
and Texas A&M.
Schnellenberger, who recently signed a contract extension

It's A JuiNle OutThere
Aren'tYou Glad You're A Tiger!

that will keep him at Louisville until 2001, said the schedule
is 3 mind boggier but it's also
an opportunity to gain instant
recognition.
"The schedule we're playing is really a challenge and a
dramatic thing," said Schnellenberger, whose team went
5-6 last season. "If we're a
solid enough football team, we
can make national footprints.
"I think we have a legitimate chance to win each
game."
A tough schedule is a
Schnellenberger trademark,
but critics have said it keeps
Louisville from becoming one
of the elite teams in college
football. Louisville's players
said they don't mind.
"I would rather play the
better teams because you know
how you compare," said Tom
Cavallo, one of Louisville's
two returning starters at linebacker. "After each game
we're going to know where we
stand."
Last season the Cardinals
lost by a point to Ohio State,
two points to Wyoming and
six points to Syracuse. If the
Cardinals are going to be successful this season, that can't
happen again, said Louisville
quarterback Jeff Brohm.
"We're going to have to
win the close games," said
Brohm, Louisville's captain.
"We're going to have to really
bear down and concentrate."
Brohm, who took every
snap last year, will start his
second season at quarterback
after passing for more than
2,000 yards last year.
The Cardinals' key losses
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Schnellenberger
are in the defensive backfield
— All-American kay Buchanan, Deral Boykin and Rawle
Bynoe.
Schnellenberger said he
hopes new defensive back
Darrius Watson is ready to
start in Louisville's Sept. 4
opener against San Jose State.
Watson transferred from CalState Fullerton, which dropped
its football program.
Ever since a Fiesta Bowl
victory over Alabama three
years ago, Louisville has been
looking to return to winning
form. With more experience
than the past few years, the
Cardinals now think they can.
"In the past, we had to
think about matching up to our
opponents," Dawkins said.
"Now they have to worry
about matching up with us."
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Raceway Auto Sales
Murray's Only $3,000 and Under Lot
753-9586

300 S. 4th

Back to School Sale!!
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The Hometown Bank
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Big Two casting shadow on OVC
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. — It's
become the Big Two and Little
Seven in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
The Big Two — Middle
Tennessee and Eastern Kentucky — are the dominant
football schools. It's a situation similar to that of Michigan and Ohio State in the Big
Ten.
In preseason publications,
Middle Tennessee is ranked No. 1 in NCAA I-AA by The
Sporting News, No. 2 by
Street & Smith's, and No. 5 by
NCAA Football Preview. Eastern Kentucky is ranked No. 7
by Street & Smith's, No. 8 by
NCAA Football Preview and
field
ichaawle

No. 16 by The Sporting News.
Since the 1-AA playoffs
started in 1978, Eastern Kentucky has made 13 trips, winning the championship in 1979
and 1982. Middle Tennessee
has reached the playoffs seven
times, including the past four
seasons.
Where are the other OVC
teams?
Murray State made . an
appearance in 1986 while former members Youngstown
State made it in 1987 and
Akron in 1985.
Is it good for the conference
to have the same standardbearers in the playoffs nearly
every season?
"It's always good because it
brings national exposure to the

I-AA POLL
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conference," said Tennessee
Tech coach Jimmy Ragland.
"They have helped give us the
reputation as a tremendously
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FROM PAGE 8
David Leavell give the Racers
a solid pair.
Dameron has been disappointed with the linebacking
corps so far in the fall. "They
haven't been as consistent as
we need them to be," Dameron
said.
Chad Gann and Martin
Diehl should get the nod at the
outside slots, while Fred Davis
is the starter in the middle.
The second trio features Allen
Johnson and Terry Anthony,
and Jimmy Stratton.
The Racer defensive backfield is loaded with youth. Of
the top eight defensive backs,
four are freshmen, including
free safety starter Reuel She-
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pherd, and three are sophomores, including starting cornerbacks David Dodds and
Bino Edwards. And starting
strong safety Beau Brown, a
junior, missed last season due
to injury.
"They are going to have to
grow up in a hurry," Dameron
said. "They really need to
grow up in a hurry."
Placelcicker Chris Dill of
Murray was redshirted last
season due to a nerve problem
in his leg, but did have a solid

freshman season. Nutt is very
concerned with the punting
game, which was last in the
OVC in 1992. Eric Lombard,
who handled the kicking duties
last season, will do the punting
in 1993.
In addition to Marshall,
Murray will also have to battle
OVC powers Middle Tennessee (a preseason No. 2 selection by The Sports Network)
and Eastern Kentucky.
But they seem ready for the
fight under Nutt.
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strong conference."
But does it help Middle
Tennessee and Eastern Kentucky in the playoffs after
playing their weaker sisters
during the season?
Eastern Kentucky has been
knocked out in the first round
in three of the past four seasons, including last year's
44-0 drubbing by eventual
champion Marshall.
Middle Tennessee has fared
better, advancing to the quarterfinals in each of the past
four years.
And the OVC hasn't won
the national title since Eastern
Kentucky turned the trick 11
years ago, although the Colonels reached the semifinals in
1986, 1988 and 1991 and
Middle Tennessee went that
far in 1984.
Ragland believes the Big
Two can elevate the talent
level of the other teams.
"It hurts us to go head-tohead with them in recruiting,"
he said of the Big Two. "They
show rings while we show
them the bathroom.
'But when we recruit for
other players, you mention the

OVC and they remember
you.''
The Little Seven can gain
some additional exposure this
season with four games televised by regional cable network SponSouth. TennesseeMartin has the first TV date,
taking on Tennessee Chattanooga on Sept. 2, followed by Morehead State
against Marshall on Sept. 4,
Murray State meeting Marshall
on Sept. 11, and Tennessee
Tech engaging Samford on
Sept. 18.
More than anything, the
Little Seven need to become
stronger and more competitive
in the league. In the past five
years Eastern Kentucky has
compiled a 31-2 conference
mark while Middle Tennessee
is 29-4.
And during that span, Tennessee State is 16-17, Tennessee Tech 15-18, Morehead
State 11-22, Murray State
10-23 and Austin Pcay 8-25.
Newcomers Southeast Missouri (5-10) and TennesseeMartin (2-6) have barely made
a dent.
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Alabama, FSU lead title chase
By RICK WARNER
AP Football Writer
Alabama wants back-toback national championships.
Florida State would gladly

settle for its first.
The Crimson Tide, coming
off a 13-0 season capped by a
Sugar Bowl victory over
Miami, will try to become the

V
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first school in 14 years to win
consecutive national titles. The
last teams to do it were Bear
Bryant's Alabama squads in
1978-79.
"If we work hard, we can
be back in the big dance,"
cornerback Antonio Langham
said. "The motivation this
year is to repeat."
Florida State's motivation is
to finally win a national title
that has barely eluded the
Seminoles the past six years.
Although they've finished in
the top four every season since
1987, the Seminoles have
always come up just short,
twice losing to Miami by
missing last-second field
goals.
This year could be different,
though. With a strong cast
returning from last year's 11-1
team that finished No. 2, the
Seminoles are the consensus
preseason pick to win it all.
"Naturally, being No. 1
puts more pressure on you,"
coach Bobby Bowden said.
"But we've been there before.
We know everyone will be
gunning for us."
To win the national title,
Florida State will have to
overcome the loss of six
defensive starters, most notably Butkus and Lombardi
Award winner Marvin Jones.
The Seminoles also must overcome a hazardous schedule
that includes non-conference

By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Although the season hasn't
started, Washington knows it
won't be going to a fourth
straight Rose Bowl.
Just two weeks before their
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season opener at Stanford, the
Huskies were hit with a twoyear bowl ban, scholarship
reductions and other severe
sanctions by the -Pacific-10
Conference. The penalties, for
various NCAA violations,
angered Don James so much
that he quit after 18 years.
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in the Big Ten, Michigan is
the clear favorite to win its
sixth straight league title. The
Wolverines should have an
explosive offense led by Tyrone Wheatley, who ran for 235
yards and three touchdowns
against Washington in the
Rose Bowl.
Texas A&M may lose leading rusher Greg Hill for several games because of a summer
job scandal, but the Aggies
have plenty of depth at running back and a fine quarterback in sophomore Corey
Pullig.
Miami and Syracuse are
expected to battle for the Big
East title, which may come
down to their showdown Oct.
23 at the Orange Bowl, where
the Hurricanes have won 51 in
a row. Miami has a new quarterback, Frank Costa, but that
could be a good omen. All
four of the Hurricanes' national championships have come
in odd years with a first-year
starting QB.
Syracuse has an established
star at quarterback. Senior
Marvin Graves was the
nation's second-leading passer
last season, leading the
Orangemen to a 10-2 record
and No. 6 final ranking.
Notre Dame lost nine players in the NFL draft, including
quarterback Rick Mirer, fullback Jerome Bettis and tight
end Iry Smith.

Huskies bark louder than
bite after NCAA sanctions

FISH • SEAFOOD - BAR-8-Q. SANDWICH- BREAKFAST
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games against Kansas, Miami,
Notre Dame and Florida.
"No one will be able to say
we backed into it," Bowden
said. "If we end up doing it, it
will be with a great ballclub."
The Seminoles' most
dangerous weapon is quarterback Charlie Ward, who broke
the school's total offense
record in his first year as a
starter. Ward, a point guard on
Florida State's basketball
team, is an elusive scrambler,
a good passer and a cool leader under pressure.
"Charlie is like a vapor,"
Bowden said. "Just when you
think you can reach out and
grab him, he's gone."
Despite the departure of AllAmerican defensive ends John
Copeland and Eric Curry, Alabama has a good shot to win
consecutive championships.
The Tide, whose 23-game winning streak is the nation's
longest, has a favorable schedule, a quarterback (Jay Barker) who is 17-0 as a starter and
a brilliant all-purpose player
(David Palmer).
"I think our offense should
be better than last year,"
coach Gene Stallings said.
Other top contenders for the
national title include Michigan. Texas A&M, Syracuse,
Miami, Notre Dame, Florida,
Tennessee, Colorado and
Nebraska.
Despite Penn State's entry
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"We know we have to be
home on New Year's Day,"
said James' successor, Jim
Lambright. "The one thing we
can do is bind together and
produce a product that will
make everybody proud."
The Pac-10 penalties will
prevent Washington from winning the league title, but it
may not stop the Huskies on
the field.
"We have good players and
they know how to win," Lambright said.
Washington, ranked No. 12
in The Associated Press preseason poll, opens its season
against No. 15 Stanford on
Sept. 4. The game should be
especially intense because
Stanford coach Bill Walsh
called Washington an outlaw
program in May.
Walsh later apologized, but
Husky fans are still furious
over the remarks.
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Title?: White may in Gr
een Bay

By DAVE GOLDBERG
ry Sanders and may protect
AP Sports Writer
injury-prone quarterback Rodney Peck.
In Green Bay this summer
Chicago will probably go
they were selling T-shirts in
through a rebuilding phase
Packers' colors reading:
under new coach Dave Wanns"We've got the White one
,
tedt. As for Tampa Bay, when
baby."
you're the first team ever to
The "White one," of
lose more than 10 games for
course, is Reggie White, the
10 straight seasons, you hope
$17 million defensive end
you can improve.
who's supposed to lead the
Green Bay, even with
Packers back to the LombarWhite, is far from perfect as it
dian heights of three decades
seeks to put together two winago.
ning seasons in a row for the
In fact, it's almost a given
first time since Vince Lombarin Wisconsin.
di's teams won the first two
Last year, Mike Holmgren
Super Bowls in 1967 and
took over as head coach,
1968.
unveiled a second Bart Starr at
Fevre, who completed 64
quarterback in Brett Fevre and
percent of his passes after
improved a 4-12 team to 9-7,
being obtained in a trade with
just a tiebreaker away from the
Atlanta, has to prove that he's
playoffs. The next step, with
not a one-year wonder like
White and other additions, is a
Don Majkowski, the hero
title in a division that's hardly
of
the Packers' 10-6 year in
terrorized the rest of the
1989.
league.
Moreover, the Packers need
But White, frustrated in Phimore offensive balance: They
ladelphia with teams that made
haven't had a 1,000-yard
the playoffs and rarely got
rusher since Terdell Middleton
further, wants a Super Bowl.
in 1978 and they need a cou
"We're going, aren't we
nterbalance to Sterling Sharpe,
coach?" he said, smiling at
who set an NFL record with
Holmgren after signing with
108 catches last season. John
the Packers.
Stephens, obtained in a trad
The division title may be a
e
with New England, will be the
more realistic title.
runn
ing back they need and
Minnesota, which won last
that either veteran free agent
year, has to rebuild its offenMark Clayton or second-year
sive line and has lost Terry
man Robert Brooks will be the
Allen, its 1,000-yard rusher,
other receiver.
with a knee injury, although as
Defensively, White and
usual the Vikings have looked
linebacker Tony Bennett
good in exhibition games.
should provide a pass-rushing
But Detroit may be the main
presence and second-year man
threat.
Terrell Buckky can be a bigThe Lions, who fell from
play cornerback, although
12-4 to 5-11 because of losses
Bennett was a holdout.
in the offensive line, signed
"We have a lot of changes,
three offensive linemen and
a lot of players to work into
added Pat Swilling to improve
our system," says Holmgren.
the pass rush. The improvement in the line will help Bar- "We hope to be ready by
opening day, but if we're not,
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Richards from San Diego and
Bill Fralic from Atlanta -- to
plug the holes. Assuming that
Pro Bowler Lomas Brown
eventually signs, that should
provide holes for Sanders and
protection for Peete, who has a
nice receiving corps led by
Brett Perriman, Herman Moore
and Willie Green.

Defensively, the main addition is Swilling, the
league's
defensive MVP two years ago.
He was obtained in a draf
t-day
trade with New Orleans
and
gives the Lions their
first
dominant pass rusher sinc
e
Mike Cofer was injured
three
years ago.
(Continuocf)

e

We treat heart transplants.

will
winen it
3 on

'alsh
tlaw

we'll get there."
Detroit can't have another
year like last season, when a
series of tragedies stripped the
offensive line and a series of
injuries compounded the
problems.
The Lions signed three free.
agent linemen — David Lutz
from Kansas City, David

i

Leaving behind remembered places
and
familiar faces is one of life's toug
hest
realities. You feel so lost and lonel
y in
strange new surroundings. YOU'
It heart
sick.
If you have Just moved to Murray. and
are trying to settk into a new life, here'
sa
thought. What better place to begi
n than
with a sympathetic. conceren
ed church
family1

The First Christian Church (Disciples
of ('hrist) has a program for
nearly
everyone of every age and interest
the
only thing we don't have that we should
is
you. But that can be remedied
quite
easily. Your new life can begin next
Sunday when you join us in
worship
/CIVICCI.

Together we can get to the heart of your
problem

The First Christian Church
North of the "quire
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The Vikings went in the
opposite direction up front —
center Kirk Lowdermilk and
guard Bryan Habib signed
with Indianapolis and Denver,
respectively, and tackle Gary
Zimmerman, who retired in a
contract dispute and was finally•traded to Denver, leaving a
hole on the left side of the
offensive line. Then Allen,
who rushed for 1,201 yards

=II MIN

ENNI

last year. caught 49 passes and
scored 15 touchdowns, injured
a knee and probably will be
out for the season.

quarterback problems with
free-agent Jim McMahon,
although McMahon hasn't
stayed healthy for a full season
in a decade and the offensive
line is in flux. Another golden
oldie, Roger Craig, is Allen's
stand-in at running back. and
Green also has high hopes for
Chuck Evans, an 11th-round
draft pick a year ago and firstrounder Robert Smith.

But Dennis Green, who took
over as head coach last year,
showed he can make a lot
from nothing, leading a team
that had surrendered three
years of high draft choices in
the Herschel Walker trade to
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Meeday, Nev. II
Green Bay at Kansas Gay. 9 p at
Weal It
(Open Date Detrot, New England)

laam New
sou Tampa
pm

Suede?, Nev. 14
Green Bay at New Odeon. 1 pitt
Houston at Cirdnnall. I pm
Nowa! at Mae, 1 pm
San Francisco•Tama Bay, I pm
Wenn at Philadelphia. 1 pm
Wastanglion at New York G111116, 1 p in
Kansas C al Los AngWe Raidera, 4 pm
Atlanta
Los Aviles Rams, 4 pm.
Cleveland al UMW, 4 p.m
Minnesota at Denver. 4 pm
New York Juts a Indianapois. 4 p in
Chicago at San Diego. S pat
illeaday, Nev. 15
Maio al Piniturgh. 9 p.m.

Los Omples,Raiders at San Diago 4 pm
Pboksogn • Denver 4 pm
Wawnpon it Lon AFL: Row 4 p m
I pm
Tes
on
heinniMOU
leenday,
72
Onseris a San Francisco 9pm
Week
13
Thursday, MR 15
trmago at Deuce. 12 34 ptn
4111II41 41 C•ills. 4 p m
Sumiley. *St 211
Ciewiend a Atlanta 1 pm
pm
Los Angeles Radars el Cincinruit.
Wm Orions at Minnesota, I pm
England
1
YOU
New
Jets al New
m
Tanya Bay a Green em, I pm
Denver at Swale. 4 pm
WSW. at Kansas City. 4 pm
Phial/Wu at Washington. 4 pm
Mewls at New Yoili Game 4 pm
San FrenONICO SI Los Angeles RIM 4 p 111
Pittsburgh al Houston. S p
Weentay, Nov. 39
San Digs at Indmaspoia 9 pm

Week 17
Sesureary, Dec 25
Haw°.• San Francisco 530pm
Ihniany, Dec 1111
Atlanta a Cecliviell I p at
Devoe at Cheer 1 p
Intaimapolle im New England 1 pm
Giew Bay 1pm
Los Anginas Ranters
Wm °Were as Pleadelphe I p
Ws YOU Jen al SIAM I pm
Plentsopli a SPAM 4 p at
Clennend II Las Ample AVM 4 p
New YOU Giants at Preen. 4 p
Tams Bay m Darner 4 p ni
Washington a Dallak 4 p m
Kansas co, ai Manneema. Spat
lianday, Dec 37
Lawn at San Digs • p

19
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114.4.41,1 Jim 1
P1.1.0•Ipina si
West IS
Priem Dec 31
Wwwicas• Washingirra 1 pm
Jan)
&Maki at tndianaycl I p m
Clieniand a Pulse,r0 1 pa.
Dees al Nen Von. none 1pm
CAMP Say al Devon I p rn
Mane re thew Enpanit I pm
Phnom at Allents I pm
Seelig el Kansas Ces 1pm
Dower at Los Angeles Raiders 4 p
Sin Dego e Tangs Bey 4 pm
Clew a Los Artie FlienA 4 pm
Gamma a Nen Orleans 4 pm
Nan YOU Als al Memnon a pm

San 1,11.0KO

I

Peyote
basiodey, Jen
AFC and WC NW Came
Sunday. Ma 9
MC and WC NW Cara
lekirilley. Jeri II
AFC and NEC Dineonal
Winday„ Jae Is
C and WC Orneornd
lkieday. Jim 93
AFC end FIFC Chairporetw
Jea 30
Super Bowl
Ibialley, Feb 0
Pro Bow

Week 14
Suaday, Dec. 5
Atlanta al Houston, 1 pm
Gni=•Chicago, p at
p
aNs.'YoUJsts,Ipnt
,
Los Angels Raiders a Buffalo. 1 p at
Minnesota at Detroit 1 p at
New Eviend • Rasturgh, 1 pm
New OrWris m Clwatand. 1 p m
Washington at Tamps Bay. 1 pm
Los Angeles Rams at Phonate 4 pm
Darner •San Diego, 4 pm
New Yob Giants al lawn. 4 p in
Kansas City •Seattle, 4 p at
C.incinnall• San Franosco, a pm
ideadey, Dec. a
Philadelphia a Dalai 9 pm

•

Week 15
Se Willey, Dec. Ii
Nwa York Jets al Washington, 1230 p at
San Francisco st Atlanta 4 p m
Sunday, Dec. 11
Buflalo al Philadelphia. 1 p m
Chicago at T41111)4 8149, 1 pm
Cinennill al New England. 1 pm
Cleveland • Houston, 1 pm
Indianapolis at Wm Yak Giants. 1 p at
Los Angels* Rams at Nos Onions, I pm
UN a Minnesota, 4 pm
0114111, 4 p at
Kann C/ ,
11 DD
i.

, 4 pm
Detroit at
Seattle al Los Angeles Raiders, 4 pm
Green Brry al San Diego. 5 p.m
Meaday, Dec. IS
Pittsburgh at kiwi. 9 p.m.
Week 10
Saturday, Dec. IS
Denver at Chicago. 1230 p.m.
Dallas al New Yak Jae* 4 pm.
Swam, Dec. 19
Atlanta• Wietingion. 1 put
kiwi,
1 pat
Buffalo•
Houston al Phatur0. I gm
Los Anvils Rams at Cincinnati. 1 p m
MInnescas el. Gillen Elm al Weasliee, 1 p at
Now England at Cleveland, 1 pm
PPO•ne at Seattle 4 p ffl.
SW Otago al Kansas City. 4 pm
San Francisco at Detroit. 4 p rn.
Tama Bay st Los Myles Raiders, 4 p.m
Ptilladaphia al Indiums*** t_pm.
Illeadm Dm la
New YOU Giants M Nee Often* 9 pin

p

Week 13
(Open Data Phoenix, Seattle)
Wanday„ Nev. 21
Clamps at Kansas C. I p.m.
Cincinnati• New Yodi JOB, 1 pm.
GAN a Atlanta. I p.m.
Dalrok vs Green Bay at illeseultas. 1 pm
HouMon a Cleveland. 1 p.m
indianweas at Babb, 1 p.m.
Nwa England • Want, 1 p.m
New You Giants a Plibtislphia, 4 pm
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2 Medium Pizzas
2 Tossed Salads
2 16 oz. Soft Drinks
(1 topping each)

Expires 9/2/93

Lao

Iles

>how
ction

an

151

Choose from our
collection of beautiful,
quality products to
enhance your home.

Pizzas
2 Medium
(1 topping each)
2 Small Spaghetti's
2 16 oz. Soft Drinks

???
Expires 9/2/93

"Your Certified Local Marble Manufacturer"

Thornton Tile
and Marble
802 Chestnut

753-5719

753-6656
HOURS:
II a.m.-I0 p.m.
Mon.-Sun.

MURRAY LEDGER

TIMES

THURSDAY. AUGUST 26. 1993
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TO BEING THE BEST.

Just as our local athletes, the team at the
Bank of Murray knows
what it takes to be the
best in Murray and
Calloway County!

UPI Bank
Murray, Kentucky

Firs!Corporation Bank

Member FDIC
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